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ABSTRACT 

The focus of this project is the development of a unit of study 

in Classical Studies for primary students (ages 6-8) in the Elementary 

School. 

In the first three chapters, pedagogical concerns are explored 

as the writer examines her philosophy of education, the psychological 

base of methodologies used and the context in which she is teaching. 

Chapters four and five look briefly at educational systems of 

Ancient Greece which have influenced Western education for more than 

two millenia, the tradition of classical Studies in the education 

system and the changes which Archaeology brought to Classical Scholar

ship in the last century. 

The final chapter describes a unit of study for primary students 

which is a culmination of my pedagogical beliefs, writings of a class

ical author and a study of the social aspects of life in Ancient Greece. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this project is to develop a curriculum on aspects 

of life in ancient Greece for use in elementary schools (K-B). The 

curriculum is intended to develop in pupils an awareness and appreciation 

of features in contemporary society which can be traced to the culture 

of ancient Greece and to develop a knowledge and understanding of the 

contribution made by the ancient Greeks to Western Civilization in the 

areas of literature, theatre, mathematics, art, architecture, science 

and politics. 

The project falls naturally into two parts. The first three 

chapters deal with educational and pedagogical concerns. The second 

part of the project focuses on the content of the curriculum. In it I 

look briefly at the history of classical studies in Western education, and 

examine the changes in classical scholarship to meet contemporary educa

tional and societal concerns. The last chapter deals with content 

which I consider to be most appropriate for students in elementary 

schools and provides a detailed plan for teaching a topic for primary 

level (6-B years) students. 

In the first chapter, I describe my philosophy of education and 

the influences which have been instrumental in the development of this 

philosophy. I then examine the view of education most closely aligned 

to my own, namely Progressive/Open Education. The features of 

Progressive/Open Education which I consider most fully are; the aims 
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and purposes which are shared by the proponents of this philosophy; 

the views of proponents on the development of children as unique and 

individual human beings; the role of the teacher in Progressive/Open 

Education in such areas as the management of time and space and the 

provision of materials and resources for open programmes; and finally 

the role of the teacher in developing and integrating curriculum. 

The second chapter of this project deals with the psychological 

basis of the curriculum I have developed, namely Bloom's Taxonomy. In 

spite of its historical links with curriculum development along purely 

behavioural lines, I consider the taxonomy useful in translating my 

beliefs into a practical organization of a curriculum which allows for 

considerable openness. 

The third chapter is an outline of provincial goals which have 

been developed by the Ontario Ministry of Education in response to 

the perceived demands of society in the education of its children. In 

turn, these goals have been interpreted by the Halton Board of Educa

tion in the context of local needs and expectations. This necessitates 

the consideration of core documents in various subject areas, developed 

by the board, and which teachers are expected to incorporate when 

developing any curriculum for their classroom. The final part of this 

chapter is a summary of the constraints which have to be considered in 

the development and implementation of the programme. 

The second part of this project focuses on the content of the 

curriculum. Not only does it concentrate on the content which I 

propose be used in elementary schools, but also on the classical 

content which has influenced Western education over the past two 
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millenia. One area in which the ancient Greek culture has had a pro

found influence is education itself "for they were the first western 

people to think seriously and profoundly about educating the young, 

the first to ask what education is, what it is for and how children 

and men should be educated".l 

In the first part of Chapter Four, I look at the system of 

education which was developed in ancient Greece. Not only do I 

identify the content of the curriculum but I examine the societal 

expectations and the pedagogical ideas which influenced the choice 

of content. It will be seen that some of these influences are 

closely aligned to the ideals of Progressive/Open Education. I also 

trace briefly the historical development of classical education and 

its influence on the curriculum content of western educational systems. 

For more than two thousand years educators transmitted the culture of 

Ancient Greece through intensive study of Greek language and literature. 

However, over the course of time, many of the pedagogical ideas were 

lost, and in the educational climate of the past thirty years or so 

concerns have been raised about the relevance not only of studying 

about ancient civilizations but also so-called "dead" languages. 

Chapter Five is an examination of the changes in scholarship 

which have developed over the past century and which have been instru

mental in broadening the scope of the content areas which can now be 

included in the study of ancient Greek civilization. As the science 

of archaeology has been refined, old ideas have been confirmed and new 

concepts concerning the nature of Greek civilization have been developed. 

Scholarship which focussed on Greek language and literature has been 
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broadened to include a spectrum of sociological and economic concepts. 

The final chapter of this project delineates the content areas 

which I consider to be most appropriate for students in elementary 

schools and is based on the pedagogical premises outlined in the first 

part of this project. I select my material not only from the body of 

content used in the past but also from the extensive knowledge which 

has become available in this century concerning the social and 

economic aspects of Greek society. The final part of this chapter 

provides a detailed plan for an integrated unit on "Aesop's Fables 

and Home Life in Ancient Greece" which has been written for primary 

level students (6-8 years of age). Included are the aims and objec

tives of the unit, content, resources, activities, suggested 

methodologies and evaluation techniques. As this unit has already 

been field tested in a primary classroom, I include an evaluation 

of the unit and suggested changes to improve it. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF PROGRESSIVE/OPEN EDUCATION 

It would be a truism to state that every teacher, at least once 

in a career lifetime, is asked the question '\fuat is your philosophy 

of education?". 

Some, having given this question considerable thought, will be 

able to present a concise, reasoned answer. Others, who have given 

little thought to their own "whys" and "wherefores" of teaching may 

be puzzled, a little incoherent and frankly, quite amazed that anyone 

would feel it necessary to ask such a question. They may, indeed, 

answer the question with a question. "Is it necessary for anyone who 

practices the craft of teaching to enter the world of the philosopher, 

the speculator, the theorist?" 

The answer to this question has to be an unqualified affirmative 

for one's philosophy of education touches upon every aspect of teaching. 

It influences not only the methodology one chooses but also one's 

teaching resources, the content one selects, and perhaps most impor

tant, one's interaction with the students. Every facet of teaching, 

however minor, is coloured by one's philosophy of education. 

It is also necessary to define what one means by the phrase 

"philosophy of education". Both philosophy and education have 

numerous definitions and usually a very personal choice is made 
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regarding one's acceptance of this or that definition. However, it 

is desirable that any reader of this project be aware of the author's 

conception of "philosophy of education" and major factors which have 

determined the development of her particular philosophy. 

In the Concise Oxford Dictionary "philosophy" is thus defined: 

"Love of wisdom or knowledge, especially that which 
deals with the ultimate reality or with the most 
general causes and principles of things, •.• " 

While this definition is accurate in that the word is derived 

from the Greek word philos (loving) and sophia (wisdom) there must be 

a realisation of the deeper connotations. Philosophy involves not 

just the acceptance of knowledge as a series of facts, but also the 

consideration of knowledge and a critical response to it. Titus 

suggests that: 

The mature philosophical attitude is the searching 
and critical attitude; it is also the open-minded, 
tolerant attitude expressed in the willingness to 
look at all sides of an issue ••• Philosophy begins 
in wonder, doubt and curiosity ••• Philosophical 
method is reflective and critical ••• The accumu
lation of more knowledge does not by itself lead to 
understanding, since it does not necessarily teach 
the mind to make a critical evaluation of facts or 
enable a person to live his life according to 
consistent principles. l 

Philosophy has other general features which are significant 

when applied to the notion of education in that it attempts to gain a 

view of the whole rather than of fragmented parts. At the same time, 

it is analytical in that it attempts to "clarify the meaning of terms 

2 and the use of language". 

Anyone in the field of education is aware of the confusion of 

thought which is present when the writer and reader have variable 
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interpretations of terms or language. There is always a need for 

clarification and specificity. It is this concept of philosophy 

involving the ideas cited in the preceding discussion which the 

author uses when identifying her viewpoint. 

Similarly, the dictionary definition of education leaves much 

to be desired in providing a satisfactory definition for the purposes 

of this project. It offers: 

"bringing up (of the young); systematic instruction; 
development of character or mental powers". 

This very broad statement gives no indication of what should be taught 

to the young to develop moral and mental powers or who prescribes 

this learning. 

Benjamin Brickman in his article "The Meaning of Philosophy 

of Education" offers more precision. He states: 

[Education is] a deliberate effort to insure the 
acquisition o~ certain preferred cultural elements 
by the young. 

The word "deliberate" implies that there is a sustained effort 

to impart information and also stresses the fact that instruction to 

promote learning is taking place intentionally. It also implies that 

the writer is aware that learning can take place in many activities 

where the bringing about of learning is not intentional or deliberate. 

The definition is also broad enough to cover both formal and informal 

methodologies and more important it implies that there is a basis for 

selection and preference on the part of the instructor. 

It is this element of preference or choice which I feel is 

crucial to any definition of education for it implies that the educator 



has a responsibility in choosing those elements of culture which are 

to be transmitted to children. 
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Briefly then, I contend that my philosophy of education has 

developed over the years through a constant and considered process of 

reflection. I have considered not only the elements of culture which 

I believe to be important but also the best methods for meeting the 

needs of the students and enabling them to reach their maximum poten

tial to function in society. 

Of necessity, the philosophy which I have developed has been 

influenced by my own experiences in education and by the children in 

my life. 

As a learner, I have been involved in some capacity in formal 

education since the age of four until the present. Reflecting upon 

these experiences, highlights spring to mind; those experiences which 

generated enthusiasm and excitement for learning; the times I couldn't 

wait for the next step and I was eager to find every possible source 

of information. Was it the content, the teacher, the methodology or 

a combination of all three? Was the atmosphere conducive to learning 

because I was being challenged or because I was successful? Con

versely, I think of the times when the educational process was 

anathema to me; times when I was uninterested, dispirited and almost 

unable to learn. What was it that "turned me off" the learning 

process? 

As a teacher I know the heady experience of generating 

enthusiasm among my pupils. Over the years I grew to recognize the 

teaching methods which were most comfortable and successful for me; 



how to provide an atmosphere where children and learning thrive. I 

developed a growing knowledge of children, their interests, their 

modes of learning and their development. I learnt that there were 

other methods which were equally successful for them but did not 

necessarily work for me. I also experienced times when, despite all 

my efforts, I was unable to motivate a child or a group of children 

with methods which had previously been successful and I felt I was 

starting the journey into teaching from the beginning. 

9 

As a parent, I gained a more intimate knowledge of the 

development of a child. I became more sensitive to the individuality 

of every child. If siblings showed such disparity in behaviours, 

personality and learning styles, how could one expect a class of 

thirty children from diverse backgrounds, and sometimes other cul

tures, to respond as a homogenous group. 

It is these experiences which have shaped my growth as a 

teacher and greatly influenced the development of my philosophy of 

education. 

The model of education which most closely approximates my 

philosophy is known as open or informal education. Unfortunately, 

as with many new or progressive ideas, the term "open education" can 

have as many meanings as there are people who are proponents or 

opponents of this form of education. It is, therefore, very neces

sary that I define my own concept of open education. This term has 

been applied to a situation where the only choice a child has been 

given has been the order in which he can perform tasks which have 

been set for him, to the other end of the continuum when a child 
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does what he wants, when he wants, or chooses not to do anything. My 

conception lies somewhere in the middle of this continuum. 

In an article which defines open education, Brian Hill identi

fies three types of openness which are on such a continuum. Firstly, 

he defines "procedural openness" which affects such areas as space, 

time, or procedures, or a combination of all three. By this he 

means that the children can move at will, work at their own pace, be 

in classes with vertical rather than horizontal age groupings and 

work at integrated topics. However, the curriculum goals are set by 

the teacher rather than the student, and within this given framework, 

is the process of enriching and developing the autonomy of the 

student. The next step in openness in education includes all aspects 

of procedural openness but the student is given the freedom to choose 

all of his learning activities. Proponents of this type of openness, 

which Hill labels "normative openness", believe that no one has the 

right to direct a student into any given paths of learning. In this 

learning situation, the role of the teacher is that of facilitator. 

The last type of openness identified by Hill he calls "revolutionary 

openness". He contends that open procedures are misused by those who 

wish to use education as a means of changing the social order. Those 

who practice this kind of openness use the vocabulary of "choice", 

"freedom", "autonomy", but their purpose is to challenge the values 

held by society through indoctrination of certain ideologies. 4 

Of these three types, the one which most closely approximates 

the practice in my classroom is procedural openness. It is my con

tention that a teacher has a responsibility to perceive the needs and 



interests of the students in her care and to respond to them. As 

John Dewey states: 

If the professed educator abdicates his respon
sibility for judging and selecting the kind of 
environment that his best understanding leads 
him to think will be conducive to growth, then 
the young are left at the mercy of all the 
unorganized and casual forces of the modern 
social environment that inevitably play upon 
them as long as they live. In the educative 
environment, the knowledge, judgement and the 
experience of the teacher is a greater, not a 
smaller factor. 5 

This same attitude is advocated by Sir Alec Clegg, a modern 

proponent of open education. He sees the role of the teacher as 

crucial in developing the learning processes of the child. Through 

careful guidance and by imbuing the children with enthusiasm, the 

teacher is able to inspire the students in his charge to achieve 
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their maximum potential. As he sees it "disciplined planning toward 

worthwhile objectives .•• is essential if learning and growth are to 

take place.,,6 

If, then, the teacher is essential to the planning of the 

environment for education, and that must of necessity include the 

curriculum content, how then is open education different from the 

so-called traditional education? The answer lies in several aspects 

of the educational process. Perhaps the most important of these is 

the teacher's perception and interaction with the pupils. This, in 

turn, influences the choice of teaching methods, differentiation of 

expectations according to the students' abilities, and the resources 

used. It is these areas which I intend to discuss in more detail in 

the remainder of this chapter. 
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Although the teacher plans the environment, the proponents of 

open education firmly believe that the child is of primary importance 

in devising that plan. This idea is stated succinctly in Children 

and their Primary Schools: 

At the heart of the educational process lies the 
child. No advances in policy, no acquisitions of 
new equipment have their desired effect unless 
they are in harmony with the nature of the child 
unless they are fundamentally acceptable to him. 1 

The report goes on to emphasize the importance of a teacher 

knowing what is appropriate for a child as he progresses through a 

series of developmental levels. It warns of the harm which can be 

wrought by the use of inappropriate material or by forcing a child 

to try to handle concepts which are beyond his intellectual capacity. 

Proponents of open education believe strongly that a child bas 

developmental stages and until a child has reached the appropriate 

stage to acquire certain concepts or skills, it is virtually impos-

sible for any teacher to help a child to master these skills - to 

force the issue causes only frustration for both pupil and teacher. 

Many teachers have been influenced in this respect by the 

work of Jean Piaget. After many years of intensive testing and 

observation of children, Piaget established that intelligence, or 

ability for adaptive thinking, was a sequential development by age-

related stages. He believed that all children passed through these 

stages but that not all children developed these capacities at the 

same age. When a child reached a certain stage depended not only 

upon the abilities with which he was born, but also upon the environ

ment into Which he was bom. 8 
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The idea of stages in a child's mental growth has also been 

studied by Professor Herman Epstein of Brandeis University. He 

contends that the human brain grows in spurts with plateaus in be

tween when little or no growth is experienced. Although research is 

continuing to validate these findings, the research done so far would 

appear to confirm Piaget's theories. The timing of these brain spurts 

would appear to be simultaneous with the developmental stages iden

tified by Piaget. Epstein contends that these growth spurts indicate 

that the brain is developing a capacity for higher level functioning 

and it is during these periods of growth that a child is most likely 

to achieve success in mastering new and higher cognitive processes. 9 

It was the acceptance of these concepts which made some teachers take 

a long hard look at the traditional forms of education and decide 

that changes had to be made. 

In the traditional forms of education the aims were clear. It 

was necessary for the children to master basic skills in reading, 

writing and arithmetic and these skills were carefully graded so that 

the child progressed step by step. It was believed that there were 

basic facts in the social and physical sciences that children should 

possess if a claim to be educated was to be made. The authority, in 

the form of the teacher or educational administrator, decided which 

facts the student should learn and when they should learn them. To 

impart this information as economically as possible, children were 

placed in homogenous groupings. 

The main motivation for children to learn was often the fear 

of the consequences of not doing so. Marks were given and all children 



were graded. The students were told what to do, how to do it, and 

often the answers which were expected. If the children could regur

gitate the information that had been poured into them, then they 

could expect success. If they could not meet these expectations, 

then failure, and sometimes punishment in the form of ridicule or 

loss of privileges would be meted out.
lO 

Proponents of open education began to question this theory 

of education as research provided more insight into the development 

of children. There were changing social and economic conditions 

which brought a greater variety of children from different socio

economic groups and cultures into the classroom. They recognized 

that alternatives were necessary to meet the needs of children in a 

world where knowledge was doubling at a rate of every ten years, 

technology was making old techniques and skills obsolete, and stu

dents could face the challenge of changing careers two or three 

times in a lifetime. 

The proponent of open education is not saying that basic 

14 

skills and facts are not important. The claim is that what one does 

with these skills is important. Skills cannot be taught in isola

tion. It is imperative that children should be helped to understand 

the world they live in; they should be helped to adapt to the changes 

which may revolutionize their lives. At the same time, they should be 

helped to recognize the elements from the past which have value and 

intrinsic meaning today. To paraphrase a popular television detec

tive, it is no longer feasible to present "The facts, ma'am, just 



the facts". People concerned with open education have emphasized 

that: 

We certainly would not wish to undervalue know
ledge and facts, but facts are best retained 
when they are used and understood, when right 
attitudes to learning are created when children 
learn to learn. ll 
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There are others who feel that we have to go one step further 

in the education of our children: 

••• it is not enough to learn how to learn. The 
man who cannot think for himself, going beyond 
what other men have learned, or thought, is still 
enslaved to other men's ideas ... To be fully 
human means in part to think one's own thoughts, 
to reach a point at which whether one's ideas 
are different from or similar to other men's, 
they are truly one's own. 12 

If teaching a child how to learn, and more important how to 

think, is the ultimate goal of a teacher, then it behooves that 

teacher to have clear and specific aims to develop the necessary 

knowledge, skills and attitudes required by any child to attain these 

goals. It has to be an ongoing process with the teacher always ques-

tioning; are these the skills which are most likely to enable this 

child to develop his own learning and thinking; will this knowledge 

extend and deepen his learning and thinking? Perhaps most important 

the teacher must ask, "How am I influencing this child's attitude, 

not only towards learning and thinking but toward the world and the 

people around him? Am I developing that part of the child which Sir 

Alec Clegg calls 'the human spirit'?" 

Clegg contends that this development of human spirit is too 

often overlooked in education because one is unable to measure 
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kindness, beauty, compassion and generosity. Knowledge of facts, 

whether they be in science, mathematics, history or geography are far 

more easily rated and therefore education places the emphasis in these 

areas. According to Clegg: 

••• our best elementary school does not exhalt mind 
over spirit; it starts and ends with the individual. 
From the outset, the child is thrown on his own 
resources. Once this happens initiative and sen
sitivity and determination and many other qualities 
emerge as by-products of the learning process. 13 

If, then, a teacher accepts the foregoing premises that a child 

is central to any planning, that his individuality must be taken into 

account, that children should not only learn how to learn, but also 

how to think, and finally that the development of attitudes is as 

important as knowledge of facts, how will classroom practices be 

different from those found in traditional educational settings? 

First of all, it must affect the choice of curriculum which 

will be introduced into the classroom. Through a knowledge of the 

developmental growth of children and through practical experience, a 

teacher will be aware of topics in the curriculum which are most likely 

to interest the majority of the children in her class and most likely 

to generate the enthusiasm she is striving for. But of equal import-

ance, a teacher must be flexible and perceptive enough to recognize 

when a choice has not aroused the hoped-for interest and she must be 

willing to change to another topic. 

An awareness of the point of development which the students have 

reached will also influence the choice of skills and cognitive processes 

which a teacher will introduce at specific times. Proponents of open 
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education believe it is imperative to capitalize on a child's changing 

interests and cognitive growth. As Toepfer states, it is necessary 

to create the development of a public school 
curriculum far more responsive to the intellec
tual differences and realities children exper
ience as they progress in their journey from 
early childhood to complete adolescence. 14 

Teachers who believe in the concept of open education have 

been striving for years to acknowledge and cater to the individuality 

of each child. As well as acquiring an awareness of subjects and 

topics which interest a child in the various stages of development, 

teachers should also strive to provide instructional materials at as 

many levels and in as many modes of learning (visual, auditory and 

tactile) as possible. 

In any average classroom, although the numerical ages of the 

children will probably be within two or three years of each other, 

the intellectual range can be as much as six or seven years. In a 

class of seven and eight-year-old children, I have had a few children 

who read and understand at the level of the average twelve-year-old, 

while at the other end of the scale some children are struggling with 

beginning reading books and are much more comfortable gaining their 

information from pictorial sources. The majority of the class ranged 

somewhere between the two extremes. Instructional material should be 

provided at all levels to enable every child to meet with success and 

at the same time provide a level of challenge which will extend and 

deepen his or her capabilities. 

Much research has also been done on learning modes and it is 

now recognized that while some people learn through reading or visual 
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stimuli, others retain more from aural and pictorial instruction, 

whilst there are those who require tactile stimulation to help retain 

and clarify concepts. In order to facilitate the various learning 

modes, instruction can also be given in the form of films and film

strips, pictorial kits, records and tapes or field trips to such 

places as museums, science centres, nature trails or native reserves. 

Many places now encourage active participation by the children 

in such activities as caring for animals, "hands-on" science experi

ments, or using artifacts from bygone eras. The children can also be 

encouraged to record their information in other ways than writing; 

the use of pictures, graphs, charts, diagrams and models is a viable 

alternative. The greater the variety of experiences a teacher can 

provide, the more a child can be aware of situations in which he 

learns best. 

If a teacher recognizes that each pupil in the class has dif

ferent interests, intellectual capabilities and learning modes, then 

the expectations for each child's level of achievement will also vary 

accordingly, as will evaluation techniques and strategies. Whilst 

expecting a child to work with maximum effort, what might be acceptable 

from one student (because the teacher knows the student has done his 

very best), might be totally unacceptable from another student because 

the level of achievement is well below that student's capabilities. 

The expectations of a teacher could range from awareness to mastery 

of a concept. The student could express his achievement orally or at 

a concrete, pictorial or abstract level. 



If the teacher is going to encourage the children to work 

independently at their own level, then a great deal of planning and 

preparation has to precede the presentation of any instructional 

sequence or unit. First the teacher has to decide upon the aims 
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and objectives for the unit of study and these may be at two levels. 

The overall aims might be fairly general and apply to all students 

in the class. The second set would be more specific and include new 

skills and concepts which she feels students are ready for and other 

skills and concepts where some students require further practice. 

However, when considering the choice of these specific aims, a 

teacher has not only to take into consideration the individual needs 

of the students but also the requirements of the educational system 

in Which she is teaching. 

Once the aims have been decided upon, then the teacher has to 

collect and order as many resources as possible to meet the intellec

tual levels and the learning modes of the students. Once the teacher 

is familiar with these resources, then word cards must be prepared 

Which require the students to employ the skills and concepts which 

the teacher wants the students eventually to master. 

Because the children are encouraged to find things out for 

themselves through interaction with each other and the teacher, the 

classroom has to facilitate both the independence and the interaction. 

Materials and resources should be readily available to the students, 

who, at the same time, must realize that the care and conservation of 

these materials is necessary if they are to be available to others in 

the class. Space has to be arranged to allow the students to work 
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individually, in pairs or in small groups. Time should also be 

arranged for the children to share and discuss their findings with 

the rest of the class and the teacher. These discussions may include 

informal evaluations or suggestions for furthering the learning pro

cesses which have already taken place. 

Because of the interaction between students, the classroom will 

not be silent. But students should be aware of noise levels which are 

acceptable and those which are not conducive to learning. As the stu

dents are working at different levels, the teacher has to have an 

overall plan which she uses to guide the students into areas which she 

feels will benefit them the most. This could involve colour coding 

cards and suggesting to the students the areas which they should include 

in their own planning. Another alternative could give core requirements 

in conjunction with the student's own choice of activities. 

Because of the diversity of the activities, responsibility for 

recording those completed can be undertaken by the students themselves 

and given to the teacher upon completion of the unit. 

The final phase in planning and implementing a unit of study is 

concerned with evaluation. Have the students met the aims and objec

tives which the teacher formulated in the beginning? The teacher has 

to decide how these evaluations are going to be made, whether formally 

or informally. She has also to decide how she will judge if a child 

had been successful in grasping a skill or concept. 

Included in the evaluation process should be an assessment of 

the unit itself. The teacher should note any areas in the unit which 

were not as successful as she hoped and consider changes which might 
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be made. The students could also be involved by discussing the unit 

with them and asking for opinions about the level of difficulty, enjoy

ment they experienced with the activities, and activities they would 

change. The evolution of the curriculum should be an on-going process. 

In this chapter I have discussed my philosophy of education; how 

it evolved; the important concepts of my philosophy, mainly the crucial 

role of the teacher and the individuality of the child who is at the 

heart of the educational process; and lastly, how this philosophy 

affects the practices within the classroom. In the next chapter I 

explain how through the use of Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives 

I ensure that I am providing a curriculum which not only provides facts 

but also opportunities to apply the facts and expand the child's levels 

of thinking. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL BASE: BLOOM'S TAXONOMY 

If I believe that my most important function as an educator is 

to produce students who can take responsibility for their own education, 

can be creative inventive discoverers, can be critical, can verify and 

not accept everything they are offered, then I must ensure that the 

curriculum I prepare promotes achievement of those goals. 

It is my belief that one of the most useful tools for a teacher 

to use when developing a curriculum is Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive 

Objectives. Not only does the Taxonomy promote higher levels of 

thinking, but it allows for open-ended questions which can be pre

sented to pupils at concrete, pictorial, oral or abstract levels. 

The taxonomy was developed by a group of psychologists, chaired 

by Benjamin S. Bloom, who sought to resolve difficulties faced by 

psychologists in the late 1940's and early 1950's in communicating 

their ideas concerning educational evaluation. They were attempting 

to describe certain behavioural characteristics which education should 

achieve but felt there was no concensus on educational terminology. 

Gradually they evolved the idea of a two-fold system which not 

only could define an objective in behavioural terms and allow for ways 

to evaluate the achievement of the objective, but also would place the 

objective within an overall soheme or hierarchy. The group was 

22 
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convinced that the process of developing such a system could be 

valuable in clarifying and tightening the language of educational 

objectives so that both the writer and the reader would know precisely 

the intention of the objective. As they expressed it: 

We were aware that all too frequently educational 
objectives are stated as meaningless platitudes and 
cliches ..• If, however, educational objectives are 
to give direction to the learning process and to 
determine the nature of the evidence to be used in 
appraising the effects of the learning experiencer the terminology must become clear and meaningful. 

It was also felt that once educators had established precise 

objectives for any particular curriculum unit, the scheme would 

enable teachers to evaluate the goals they had set and decide if the 

range they had provided was comprehensive enough. It was felt by the 

majority of the group that too often objectives fell only within the 

recall and remembering range of activities and too few required the 

application of knowledge or using knowledge as a springboard for 

original and creative ideas. 

As well as helping teachers develop a comprehensive range of 

objectives, it was felt that by being more specific, teachers would 

be able to plan learning experiences which would better teach the 

objectives and to develop evaluation devices which would be more 

2 specific in testing student behaviour. Once the group was convinced 

of the necessity and the value of developing and implementing a pro-

gramme of educational objectives, the next step was to decide upon its 

organization. The group wanted to include three major principles in 

order of priority. 
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First, any educational considerations must be related as closely 

as possible to the distinctions which teachers make when planning 

curricula and learning situations. The group realized that educators 

would possibly make different distinctions from those which psycholo

gists might make when studying or classifying human behaviour. 

However, if a development in communication techniques was to be one 

of the major values of the Taxonomy, then these educational distinc

tions should come first. 

A second important consideration was that the Taxonomy should 

be logical. In order to achieve this goal, a conscious effort was made 

to define the terms as precisely as possible and to ensure that they 

be used consistently. 

The final principle to be emphasized was that the Taxonomy 

should be consistent with relevant and accepted psychological prin

ciples and theories. Furthermore, the committee wanted to avoid any 

value judgements and to include objectives from all educational 

orientations which could be used to describe student behaviour. 3 

Once these principles had been defined, a series of meetings 

had to be held to establish the nature of educational objectives and 

it soon became evident that the majority of objectives could be placed 

in one of three major domains: cognitive, affective and psychomotor. 

The cognitive domain included such activities as remembering and 

recalling knowledge, thinking, problem solving, creating and synthe

sizing new ideas. In the affective domain, the objectives were concerned 

with emotion and volition and usually expressed attitudes and values. 

The third domain, psychomotor, was concerned with motor skills, 



manipulation of materials, and skills which required neuromuscular 

coordination. 

2S 

It did not take long for the committee to realize that the 

majority of educational objectives fell into the cognitive domain. 

Most of the objectives were clearly stated and this seemed to be an 

obvious area in which to make a start. The objectives in the affec

tive domain were not as numerous, nor were they as clearly stated. 

It was also evident that the behaviours would be more difficult to 

describe and the testing procedures to judge the student behaviours 

were not as well developed. The work on the third domain, psycho

motor, was left in abeyance as so little work had been done in this 

area, particularly at the high school and college level which was the 

focus of the group at this time. 4 

The committee realized that questions might arise concerning 

the validity of these distinct divisions. They were aware that all 

three domains are involved to differing degrees, in whatever activity 

a person participates. However, the results from earlier research 

convinced the group that " ••• the relationship between these domains 

is too low to predict one type of response effectively from the 

other."S The group was also convinced that educators had already 

made those distinctions " ..... between problem solving and attitudes, 

between thinking and feeling, and between acting, thinking and feel

ing.,,6 

With these considerations in mind, work on the Taxonomy for the 

cognitive domain was begun. As stated previously, the Taxonomy was 

designed to be a classification of student behaviours in the cognitive 
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domain. There was no intention to describe or classify instructional 

methods used by teachers, the ways teachers relate to students, or the 

methods they used. Nor did the developers of the Taxonomy attempt to 

include any particular subject matter or content. The main objective 

was to recognize the distinctions which teachers made about student 

behaviours and every effort was made to be purely descriptive in order 

that every type of educational goal could be represented in a rela

tively neutral fashion. 

It soon became apparent to the committee that educators had 

already developed some major distinctions among cognitive objectives, 

particularly between remembering information and being able to apply 

information for problem solving. Once the group had amassed a bank 

of cognitive objectives, some attempt was made to order them. The 

committee then realized that the objectives differed in levels of 

complexity and although various methods were tried, eventually " ••. the 

principle of complexity was developed as the major ordering basis for 

the cognitive domain.,,7 

Once the committee was satisfied that the definitions and 

classifications of the cognitive objectives were both communicable 

and comprehensive, they also hoped that the scheme embodied the order 

of difficulty in learning. It was this hope which led the group to 

call their work a "taxonomy". Although there was some criticism from 

people who did not consider the scheme a true taxonomy, the group made 

a clear statement of their definition. 

A true taxonomy is a set of classifications which are ordered 

and arranged on the basis of a single principle or on the basis of a 
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single set of principles. Such a true taxonomy may be tested by 

determining whether it is in agreement with empirical evidence and 

whether the way in which the classifications are ordered corresponds 

to a real order among the relevant phenomena. The taxonomy must also 

be consistent with sound theoretical views available in the field. 

Where it is inconsistent, a way should be developed of demonstrating 

or determining which alternative is the most adequate one. Finally, 

a true taxonomy should be of value in pointing to phenomena yet to be 

discovered. 8 

As with most educational innovations, Bloom's Taxonomy had its 

proponents and adversaries. Even as they were formulating the Taxonomy, 

the committee was aware that objections could and would be made. They 

realized the difficulty of trying to classify objectives which could 

not be measured or manipulated in the same concrete form as phenomena 

in the natural sciences. However in the view of the committee, by 

stating the objectives in a behavioural form behaviours which were the 

result of instruction could be observed and described and thus classified. 

A further concern voiced by some members of the committee was 

that the Taxonomy would take the initiative away from teachers in 

developing and planning curriculum as well as lead to a fragmentation 

of educational purposes. To overcome both of these concerns, a 

determined effort was made by the committee to ensure that the objectives 

9 could apply to any subject or topic across the curriculum. The repro-

duction of an abbreviated version of the Taxonomy shown below will 

illustrate how this was achieved. 



1:00 Knowledge 

1:10 
1:11 
1:12 

Knowledge 
Knowledge 
Knowledge 

Knowledge 
Knowledge 

of Specifics 
of Terminology 
of Specific Facts 

of Ways and Means of Dealing with 
of Conventions 

1:20 
1:21 
1:22 
1:23 
1:24 
1:25 

Knowledge of Trends and Sequences 
Knowledge of Classifications and Categories 
Knowledge of Criteria 
Knowledge of Methodology 

Knowledge of Universals and Abstractions in 1:30 
1:31 
1 :32 

Knowledge of Principles and Generalizations 

2:00 
2:10 
2:20 
2 :30 

3:00 

Knowledge of Theories and Structures 

Comprehension 
Translation 
Interpretation 
Extrapolation 

Application 

4:00 Analysis 
4:10 Analysis of Elements 
4:20 Analysis of Relationships 
4:30 Analysis of Organizational Principles 

5:00 Synthesis 
5:10 Production of a Unique Communication 

Specifics 

a Field 

5:20 Production of a Plan or Proposed Set of Operations 
5:30 Derivation of a Set of Abstract Relations 

6:00 Evaluation 
6:10 Judgement in Terms of Internal Evidence 
6:20 Judgement in Terms of External Criteria. IO 
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Bloom also mentioned in his introduction to the Taxonomy that 

it was most important for a teacher to decide exactly a student's place-

ment in a subject before assigning activities to develop or reinforce 

specific behaviours. For example, if two boys were solving the same 

problems, one might be solving them from memory having done many similar 

problems before. The second boy might have to apply general principles 



if it was the first time he had worked on the particular type of 

11 problem. 
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The concerns noted above were among the disadvantages which the 

team foresaw and tried to warn against. Since the Taxonomy was first 

published in 1956, dozens of studies and critical papers have been 

written. Much of the criticism has been directed at the order of the 

hierarchy and in particular at the levels of Synthesis and Evaluation. 

In the area of literature, critics contend that the actual composition 

process, be it story, novel, or drama, involves a much higher level of 

thinking than the evaluation of a piece of literature. In other areas, 

such as mathematics, critics of the Taxonomy contend that Analysis is 

necessary before Knowledge can be applied. 

For the purposes of my research however, I was primarily 

concerned with papers which confirmed the hopes of the committee that 

the Taxonomy would be helpful in providing educational experiences 

which would encourage and expand higher levels of thinking. 

One study conducted by Irwin A. Willson was concerned with 

changes in mean levels of thinking in pupils in Grades 1-8. The study 

worked on the hypothesis that if levels of thinking used by a teacher 

were raised significantly, the interaction of teacher and pupils would 

raise the thinking level of the pupils. Through the use of tape recor

ders, teachers who participated in the study analysed the levels of 

their questions in class according to the categories proposed in 

Bloom's Taxonomy. Many teachers discovered that the majority of their 

questions fell into the categories of recall and remembering and the 

answers of the pupils reflected these levels. The teachers were then 
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given help in formulating questions at the higher levels of the Taxonomy. 

Subsequent tests revealed: 

••• the level at which the teacher interacts with the 
pupils will be reflected by the level at which the 
students respond to his questions. In order to im
prove the level of the cognitive processes in the 
classroom it is necessary to raise the level of the 
teachers' cognitive processes, which will be reflected 
in the level of the teachers' questions and bring 
about an increase in the levels of the pupils' 
cognitive processes... This experimental manipulation 
was an effective means of improving the cognitive 
level of the classroom situation as a whole, by 
increasing the level of the teachers' cognitive 
mode, which in turn increased the pupil's cognitive 
mode. 12 

Bloom's Taxonomy has been used in non-traditional as well as 

traditional educational settings. The Taxonomy was used by Hampshire 

College, an open college, as a basis for an Examination Profile. It 

was chosen because "non-traditional pedagogy tends to favour process 

and affective rather than exclusively content and cognitive objec

tives.,,13 Because of the openness of Hampshire College, the 

curriculum did not always follow the traditional areas of content and 

evaluation as students were allowed to devise their own courses of 

study. However, the faculty was aware that there was a need for 

uaccountability, evaluation and specification of measurable objec-

14 tives", particularly as non-traditional education is called upon 

more often to defend and justify its programme. The Taxonomy was 

ideal tool as it allowed for the development of a "wide range of 

an 

individually taHored curricula, while providing a schoolwide inte-

grating, planning and evaluation device. illS 
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The examination profile required students to show proficiency 

in their chosen areas of study in the six cognitive categories of 

Bloom's Taxonomy as well as the three sub-categories of knowledge 

recall. The student was also assessed in the affective domain through 

four statements concerning motivational interest shown by the student. 

At the request of the performing arts faculty, physical ability and 

16 personal style were also assessed. It was the conclusion of the 

author that: 

To assess curricular planning, to help explain 
faculty standards to students, to compare actual 
practice with official policy, to provide data 
for external accountability, and to do so while 
retaining the saliency of individually tailored 
programmes, a generalized curriculum free version 
of the cognitive taxonomy of educational objec
tives can be a useful tool. 17 

Even this rather brief look at some of the experiments and 

research papers concerned with Bloom's Taxonomy in education should 

alert the teacher to its possible uses and misuses. It is evident 

that teachers should be able to use the Taxonomy intelligently and 

adapt it to the situation in which it is being used. They should be 

aware that there will be different behavioural evidence for the same 

general objective. For example, the evidence appropriate for "appre-

ciation of government" would be very different in the second grade 

from that in Grade 8. As well, two teachers might decide upon quite 

different behavioural activities for the same objective. Teachers 

have to be skillful in selecting a variety of activities to help their 

students attain the objectives which they set. There is very little 

gain in being able to write hundreds of behavioural objectives if the 
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learning experiences are not directed towards the children's achieve-

ment of the objectives. In other words, teachers should be practical: 

••• we need to think about behavioural objectives 
as a means to an end of increasing precision in 
teaching; they are not an end in and of them
selves. Our ultimate concern should be with 
making the act we call teaching more precise. 18 

With this admonition in mind, I felt that Bloom's Taxonomy was 

closest in meeting the broad objectives which I have as a teacher. 

First, it gives me a framework to judge if I am giving the students 

the kind of learning experiences which I really want to provide. 

Although I am aware of the importance of having basic knowledge and 

comprehension, I feel it is very important to expand and extend the 

students' level of thinking. The Taxonomy helps me to organize and 

plan learning activities requiring these higher levels of thought. 

Because the Taxonomy is not specific in content, I can use it 

in many subject areas and give the needed practice to develop skills 

and attitudes throughout the year. As Krathwohl states: 

Dressel and Mayhew's (1954) study suggests that 
significant growth in some of the more complex 
objectives occur only when there are learning 
experiences in many parts of the curriculum 
devoted to these objectives. That is, the 
learning environment must give major emphasis 
to the more complex objectives if significani 
growth is to take place in these objectives. 9 

As well as providing the same learning experiences in many 

areas of the curriculum, Bloom's Taxonomy is flexible enough to pro-

vide experiences at concrete, pictorial and abstract levels. If I 

wanted to give children practice at classifying animals into farm or 

zoo groups, I could let some children do it with animal models, some 
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with animal pictures, whilst another group of children may be capable 

of classifying the names. At another level, when I wanted to introduce 

the concept of evaluation, I would spend time at the beginning doing 

it through group discussion rather than asking the children to write 

their ideas. It is this kind of flexibility which makes Bloom's 

Taxonomy useful when developing a curriculum unit for an "open" class-

room. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE CONTEXT: MINISTRY AND SCHOOLBOARD GUIDELINES 

Having discussed the philosophy of education and the psychol-

ogical base which underlies the illustrative curriculum unit which I 

have designed for this project, it is also necessary to discuss the 

context in which this unit is to be taught. 

A teacher who works in a public school system must acknowledge 

the requirements of that system and in this chapter I discuss the 

educational requirements in the Province of Ontario. I look briefly 

at the historical background of education in Ontario; reasons for 

major changes in the educational system, particularly within the last 

thirty years; and the present policies of the Ontario Ministry of 

Education which are formulated in the curriculum documents for ele-

mentary schools. It is these policies which have to be considered 

when designing any curriculum unit for use in the public school 

system. 

Historically, education in Ontario has changed and developed 

in response to the expectations and needs of society. The first 

schools were established at the beginning of the eighteenth century 

to provide an education for the children of the wealthy upper classes, 

and the curriculum was similar to the classical curriculum of the 

public (private) schools in England such as those of Eton, Harrow, 

34 
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and Rugby. However, there was pressure to establish schools which 

would provide the rudiments of education for all children, in rural 

11 b f h . 1 as we as ur an areas 0 t e prOV1nce. 

The Common Schools Act of 1816 was the first step in establish-

ing a school system at least partly under government control. Some 

thirty years later, Egerton Ryerson called for the establishment of a 

system of universal free education and he stated: 

The curriculum must recognise the demands of 
modern industry and commerce and be expanded to 
include such subjects as composition, geography, 
drawing, history, music, natural science

i physiology, agriculture, and government. 

An English system of "payment by results" was introduced, 

ostensibly to improve the teaching standards of the schools, and 

stern discipline was the order of the day. Over the years, changes 

in population and public attitude brought about several refinements 

in the system. 

The 19th century Reform Movement in England and the U.S.A. 

meant that greater interest was focussed on child development and 

there was a growing awareness of the need for a humane and under-

standing attitude towards children. In the mid-1880's there was a 

movement to integrate Kindergartens into Ontario's public school 

system. Greater attention was also paid to children with physical 

and mental handicaps and special schools were established for hand i-

capped children. There was also a growing recognition that the 

traditional academic classical curriculum did not answer the needs 

of all children and there was a growth in vocational and technical 

3 courses. 
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Whilst responding to outside influences in the first part of 

this century, and making some changes, curriculum development was 

firmly in the hands of the Ontario Department of Education. The 

officials in the Department recommended which text books should be 

used, organized examinations, and inspected schools. The Depart-

mental Examination had to be taken each year in order for a pupil to 

pass into the next grade or into high school. Gradually changes were 

made, and by 1950 Senior Matriculation was the only Departmental 

E . . 4 xam1nat10n. 

By the 1960's, the rate of change began to accelerate. One 

catalyst was the launching of Sputnik by the Soviets, which raised 

concerns about the science curriculum, particularly in high schools. 

This led to further turning away from a classics curriculum and a 

greater emphasis on mathematics and science. 5 In this same period of 

time there was some concern about the importation of skilled workers 

from European countries and a growing demand that Canadian schools 

and universities should be able to educate their students in sophisti

cated industrial and scientific skills. 6 

Also in the 1960's one of the most controversial and influential 

documents in Ontario education was published. This was Living and 

7 Learning, more commonly known as the Hall Dennis Report. In this 

report, a heavy emphasis was put on the socialization process with 

students working at their own pace and finding success in their own 

areas of interest, not only in the academic field. 

It must be recognized that there are many children 
who have special gifts in music or art or drama, 
but have no particular interest in the sciences or 
mathematics or other academic disciplines. The 



curriculum must provide for their progress and 
for graduation with emphasis in their special
ities. These children cannot be branded as 
failures by the fact that their talents lie in 
special areaS rather than in the traditional 
disciplines. 

As well as changes in the curriculum, the late 1960's saw 

changes in the educational structure of the province. On January 1, 

1969, the then 1500 school boards in Ontario were abolished and in 

their place approximately one hundred and fifty boards of county or 
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county-sized districts were established. These new boards were given 

considerable autonomy in the supervision of their schools and in fiscal 

responsibility. Curriculum planning also came more within the juris-

diction of the county boards. 

The Ministry of Education (has) handed over more 
and more authority and responsibility to educa
tors at the local level to actually write the 
course of study. 

The new guidelines will be written .•• leaning 
heavily upon teachers .•. who have personal con
tact with the classrooms. 9 

From this brief account it can be seen that as social conditions 

and expectations changed in Ontario, so did the educational system. 

The classical curriculum for the wealthy upper classes in early Upper 

Canada expanded to include more utilitarian subjects as a broader 

spectrum of society demanded schools for their children. With a 

growing concern about the welfare and psychology of children, many 

pedagogical changes were made. The technological explosion saw a 

movement toward the development of a curriculum which stressed science 

courses. At the same time, the Ontario Ministry of Education responded 

to Living and Learning. Two major documents concerning curriculum 
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development in the elementary school were published in 1975 under the 

titles The Formative Years and Education in the Primary and Junior 

Division. The smaller book, The Formative Years, was printed to pro-

vide a brief overview of "provincial goals and curriculum expectations" 

in the hope that " ••• all teachers, administrators, trustees, and 

parents will find it easier to keep overall objectives in clear per-

spective, remembering always that the individual child in the classroom 

is the ultimate reason for the existence of our schools."IO The second 

book, Education in the Primary and Junior Division, "provides an exten-

sive philosophical basis and rationale for the program of these 

d . .. ,,11 
~v~s~ons. 

Because education in a province as large and diversified as 

Ontario has to meet the needs of avery Droad and diversified society, 

it follows that the stated goals of education will be general. As in 

the past, the Ministry holds that these goals must "reflect the values 

of society.,,12 These values are identified as: 

••• respect for the individual, concern for others, 
the concept of social responsibility, and the 
acceptance of work, thought and leisure as valid 
pursuits for human beings. 13 

I find these values entirely consistent with my philosophy of 

education and a sound basis for the curriculum unit developed in this 

project. In many other ways, these documents in fact endorse openness 

in education. The paramount concern is with "children and their 

individual way of learning.,,14 Firstly, the document addresses itself 

to the ways in which children learn. Although it recognizes there is 

a place for the behaviourist theory and pre-specified goals in certain 
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fields of learning, it is felt it is too simplistic a model in the 

development of more complex visual motor skills such as those involved 

in reading and writing. In preferring to promote cognitive develop

ment, the document is consistent with the views of proponents of Open 

Education in recognizing that learning is more valuable when "learning 

is purposeful and the child is an agent in organizing his or her own 

15 knowledge." 

The document recognizes that children's development and learning 

styles differ widely. It also emphasizes that many children have 

special needs, and states that the education system must be sensitive 

to the widely differing needs of children in the schools. It then 

specifies some of the major concepts which can be introduced at 

primary/junior levels but concludes that most children will be deal

ing with concepts at a pre-abstract level. The writers warn that 

pushing the children into the abstract level too early and too quickly 

can cause frustration and a strong resistance to learning. Again, the 

concerns with the developmental stages of children parallel the beliefs 

held by the proponents of Open Education. The document also suggests 

that the most valuable learning experiences are those which involve as 

many senses as possible and evolve from the familiar to the novel. In 

this way the children should learn to organize new information and 

relate it to previously developed concepts. 16 

After establishing some basic premises about children and 

learning, the document then addresses the concerns a teacher should 

consider when developing curriculum for use in the classroom. Again 

the views are consistent with Open Education in the expressed belief 
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that the content should be more than a set of facts. "It is assumed 

that the source for content will be the environment •••• ,,17 Particular 

emphasis is laid upon the premise that if teachers can involve the 

children in the choice of content and topic then stronger motivation 

will result. Regardless of how the content is chosen, it should be 

such that it is consistent with the Ontario Ministry's educational 

goals and adaptable to the diverse ways in which children learn. 

When dealing with three major curriculum areas - Communications, 

Environmental Studies, and the Arts - the document is more specific. 

Objectives for each of these areas are presented and suggestions made 

as to how teachers can achieve their objectives. 

If these are the expectations of the Ontario Ministry of Educa

tion, how are they met by the curriculum unit I have designed? Firstly, 

the unit provides for individual learning styles and abilities in a 

number of ways. Not only is a large variety of books at different 

levels provided but films, filmstrips, pictures, tapes, charts, graphs 

and records are utilized to enable the children to obtain relevant 

information. By using Bloom's Taxonomy, the activities provide ques

tions from the relatively simple level of recall to work requiring 

higher levels of thinking such as analysis, synthesis and evaluation. 

The activities can also be completed in a number of ways ranging from 

making simple models in plasticene, drawing informative pictures, or 

writing short informal or formal reports. Although the children are 

encouraged to complete activities which will reinforce skills which the 

teacher feels require extra practice, the large number and range of 

activities allow the children plenty of choice and allow them to study 
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areas in which they have a particular interest. 

The unit is also designed to lead the children from familiar 

themes, e.g. animal stories, homelife including food and clothes, and 

children's activities to unfamiliar areas, e.g. inventing new stories, 

finding out about homes, food, clothes and children's activities in 

Ancient Greece. Because the unit integrates a range of subject areas, 

it also allows for the specific objectives in Communications, Environ-

mental Studies and the Arts to be included in the aims and objectives. 

Overall there was no difficulty in designing this unit to conform with 

the guidelines of the Ontario Ministry of Education. 

However, the Ministry does not assume total responsibility for 

curriculum development. Working on the premise that the needs of 

children will vary in different communities, the Ministry has taken 

the stand that people within these communities should be responsible 

for developing curriculum which will also meet the expectations of 

that community. 

Local supervisory officers and principals have 
particular responsibility for providing leader
ship in planning, and for insuring specific 
objectives and the means used to achieve them 
are consistent with overall purposes and prio
rities. 18 

When formulating curriculum at the local level not only must the 

Ministry documents form the basis for curriculum guidelines, but there 

must be provisions to meet the demands of local needs and expectations. 

These will vary from board to board and could be concerned with any 

number of issues including language, religion, or economics. However, 

for the purposes of this project, further exploration of these 
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pressures is not pertinent. Suffice it to say that the School Board 

has to balance the demands of Ministry requirements and community 

expectations. 

In Halton, the school board in which I teach, curriculum guide

lines are the responsibility of co-ordinators and consultants who are 

specialists in their respective fields such as Language Arts, Mathe

matics, Art, Music, Social Sciences, Science and Physical Education. 

The way the guidelines are developed is not necessarily uniform. Some 

consultants develop curriculum guidelines after consultation with 

principals and teachers; others form committees with specialist 

teachers and the whole group develops the guidelines. At the Board 

level, the guidelines are far more specific than those put out by the 

Ministry of Education. Although there may be a brief philosophical 

rationale provided, the major portion of the guideline is concerned 

with aims, objectives, skills and methodologies. 

In some areas, such as Language Arts, many hundreds of skills 

are listed and the students are exposed to them developmentally. 

Initially students are made aware of the skill, then they use it, and 

in the final stage they are expected to attain mastery of the skill. 

Sometimes a student may master a skill in a relatively short period 

of time; with other skills, the process may continue over several 

years. It is up to the teacher to diagnose which skills or concepts 

are appropriate to and/or necessary for the students she is teaching. 

She must also choose the vehicle by which she teaches them. However, 

it is assumed that the aims and objectives of the Language Arts pro

gramme will have been met by the time the student has progressed from 
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Kindergarten to Grade 13. 

Other guidelines, because of the nature of the subject or by 

choice of the co-ordinator, are far more specific. In Mathematics, 

skills are listed sequentially and specific grade levels for the intro

duction of particular concepts are suggested. In Physi~al Education, at 

the Primary level, new guidelines provide detailed lessons for the 

teacher to follow throughout the year. They state skills to be intro

duced or reviewed and suggest the best ways they can be developed with 

the class. However, all these documents are still guidelines and it is 

left to the individual teacher to decide if her students are ready for 

certain skills or concepts and if the methodologies suggested are most 

suitable to meet their needs. 

One of the most prescriptive guidelines is in the area of Social 

Studies but this prescriptiveness develops mainly at the Junior and 

Intermediate levels. At the Primary level (ages 5-8 approx.) a number 

of concepts which are to be taught at this level are listed. Also 

listed is a large number of topics which it is felt are best suited to 

the development of these concepts. It is then left to the teacher to 

decide which, if any, of these topics are of interest to the students 

she is teaching at that moment in time. Or she may develop topics in 

which the students themselves have expressed an interest. To ensure 

the students get a balanced programme in the Primary division and are 

not studying the same topics or developing the same concepts for three 

or four years in a row, a school plan for topics and concepts to be 

covered is required. 
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In the Junior and Intermediate levels, the degree of prescrip

tiveness increases considerably. At the Junior level (ages 9-11 

approx.) each grade is assigned a number of topics, each with their 

own concepts and skills. The teacher must spend at least 50% of her 

teaching time over the year on these topics and must teach to the 

stated objectives. The remaining 50% of Social Science time can be 

spent working on topics of the teacher's or the students' choice. 

By the Intermediate level there is very little flexibility or 

choice. In the two Intermediate grades, 7 and 8, the students study 

set topics in Canadian and American history and geography. The 

lessons are set out with the objectives and resource material to be 

used. Three levels of seat work are provided for the average, less 

than average, and the enriched student. Stencils for'overheads and 

student worksheets are also in the package. The work is provided for 

the whole year so there is little time for student or teacher choice. 

From this brief overview it can be seen that any major con

straints on teacher control of the curriculum lie in the degree of 

specificity found in board documents. It can also be seen that 

there is considerable flexibility and choice for a teacher in the 

Primary division but that it decreases in some areas in the Junior 

and Intermediate divisions. 

One must look at the constraints these guidelines may place on 

teacher curriculum development and how one unit I have developed has 

overcome most, if not all, of these constraints. 

A major constraint for the teacher lies in required aims, 

objectives and skills, particularly if they are specified for a 
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certain grade level. A teacher may find that the particular topic 

which is of interest to the students does not lend itself to teaching 

those particular skills or concepts. This could lead to some arti

ficiality in developing activities to teach a skill or concept. 

Conversely, she may feel that her class, or a group of children in 

the class is not yet ready to be introduced to a skill or concept. 

However because it is required by the board outlines she may teach it, 

causing frustration for both student and teacher if the students are 

not ready. 

A second constraint is caused by the division of curriculum 

guidelines into subject areas in spite of the fact that the Ministry 

documents encourage integration of the curriculum. This means that if 

a teacher wishes to develop an integrated unit, she has to cull aims 

and objectives, concepts and skills, from as many as six different 

documents. This can be very time consuming, particularly as she is 

searching for those which are appropriate and necessary for her stu

dents. As well she must try to use those requirements for the grade 

level she is teaching and which are most appropriate for the chosen 

topic. 

Another constraint on teacher developed curriculum will be the 

resources which are available either from the board or already in the 

school. Obviously, the board wants to supply resources which will 

benefit the greatest number of pupils and it stands to reason that 

films, filmstrips, and books will be chosen for topics which are 

required teaching or seasonal topics which will be taught year after 

year in almost every school. If the teacher develops a unit on an 
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unusual topic she may well find that the board has no audio-visual 

resources and that there are no print materials in the school library. 

Therefore the teacher has to buy or make her own resource material, 

Which can be both expensive and time consuming. Finally, because the 

board requires long-range planning, the input from students is neces

sarily limited, particularly in the choice of topics to be studied. 

Long-range planning also limits both the flexibility and spontaneity 

of the teacher as visual material such as films have to be booked, 

often months in advance. If a teacher does try to plan a unit when 

her students' interest in a topic is suddenly aroused, she could well 

find all the library resources in another teacher's room. 

However, with some care and forethought most of these constraints 

can be overcome. In the case of the units I have developed on Ancient 

Greece, I decided to introduce them all through the literature of 

Ancient Greece. I considered them primarily as topics for achieving 

Language Arts objectives, concepts and skills. I did this because 

there is greater choice and flexibility in the curriculum guidelines. 

I can choose those objectives, skills and concepts which I consider to 

be most necessary and appropriate to the children I am teaching. 

Because they are not specified by grade level, I can change them, and 

the activities, year by year as the children's needs and interests 

change. Also I can choose any topic as a vehicle to teach the objec

tives, concepts and skills. By specifying the topic as a Language 

Arts theme I have a greater amount of time for the children to work on 

the activities of the unit. This in turn allows more flexibility in 

the time individual students can be allowed to complete assignments. 
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Although the emphasis is on Language Arts, I can integrate with 

Language Arts other subject areas such as Art, Music and Physical 

Education, and in a primary unit, Environmental Studies. Because of 

the requirements of the Social Studies curriculum in the Junior divi

sion a unit could include social science objectives as part of the 50% 

teacher choice curriculum. At the Intermediate level, by making the 

objectives almost wholly Language Arts oriented the unit need not take 

time away from the prescribed Social Science curriculum. 

The second constraint of integration, the choosing of many aims 

and objectives, concepts and skills, is also much easier to overcome 

at the Primary and Junior levels than at the Intermediate. Usually 

Primary and Junior teachers teach all subjects to their own classes. 

This leads to great familiarity with all the guidelines. Because of 

this, it is relatively easy for a teacher at these levels to choose 

the most suitable aims and objectives for the topic in question and to 

meet the needs of the students. There are also fewer time restrictions 

than at higher levels because the class is not on a rotary timetable. 

It is much easier to operate an integrated unit and allow for simul

taneous activities in Language, Art, Environmental Studies and Drama 

when the students are in one place for lengthy periods of time during 

the school day. At the Intermediate level, with a rotary timetable, 

where students are with different teachers for relatively short 

periods of time, an integrated unit is far more difficult to organise. 

One way of overcoming this constraint is to get the cooperation of 

other teachers by encouraging them to allow students to work on Art, 

Music, and other activities related to the designated unit in their 
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class time. As specialists, these teachers will also be able to help 

with the choice of aims and objectives in their particular subject 

area. Thus they can be consistent with the needs of the students, as 

well as meeting the relevant Ministry and Board guidelines. An alter

native, but not as satisfactory, would be to make the Language Arts 

aims and objectives the core part of the unit and base most of the 

activities on these. Activities in the other subject areas could be 

options when the core is finished. 

As I have indicated in this chapter, a teacher is faced with 

many constraints when developing a unit of instruction for the stu

dents in her charge. However, as I have suggested, with imagination, 

knowledge of children, and familiarity with curriculum requirements, 

most teachers can tailor a unit to meet Ministry and Board require

ments and yet respond to the individual interests and needs of her 

students. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE TRADITION OF CLASSICAL STUDIES IN WESTERN ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE EDUCATION: A BRIEF OUTLINE 

In the first three chapters of this project, I addressed myself 

to the philosophical and psychological base of this writer's thoughts 

about the educational process and explained the context in which these 

ideas must function. This chapter begins the second part of this 

project which is concerned with the content, an equally important area 

of the curriculum. 

In Chapter 1, I argued that it is the responsibility of the 

teacher to plan both the educational environment and the curriculum 

content for the children in her care. I also quoted a statement that 

one of the purposes of education should be "to insure the acquisition 

of certain preferred cultural elements by the young."l 

In the second part of this project, I intend to delineate how 

the chosen topic "The Culture of Ancient Greece" not only lends itself 

to the acquisition of important cultural elements, but also lends it

self to presentation in accordance with the principles of Open Educa

tion which I consider to be important in teaching children. 

This chapter outlines the history of classical studies in the 

Western system of education from its inception in Ancient Greece to 

the 20th century. 

49 
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When considering the transmission of cultural heritage, it must 

be made clear that my interpretation does not treat the study of the 

past as an end in itself; rather, 

the achievements of the past provide the only 
means at command for understanding the present. 
Just as the individual has to draw in memory 
upon his Olm past to understand the conditions 
in which he individually finds himself, so the 
issues and problems of present social life are 
in such intimate and direct connection with the 
past that students cannot be prepared to under
stand either these problems or the best way of 
dealing with them without delving into their 
roots in the past. In other words, the sound 
principle that the objectives of learning are 
in the future and its immediate materials are 
in present experience can be carried into effect 
only in the degree that the present experience 
is stretched, as it were, backward. It can 
expand into the future only as it is enlarged 
to take in the past. 2 

The past, present and future are inextricably linked and the 

link between many aspects of Western Civilization and the culture of 

Ancient Greece is undeniable. Our literature, art, architecture, 

language, drama, medicine, science, geography, history and above all 

democracy, have their derivations in Ancient Greek culture. Of equal 

importance, both for its influence in the development of this culture 

and as a force in education, claims Marrou, is 

••• the direct ancestry of our own educational 
tradition. We are heirs of the Graeco-Latins 
and everything of importance in our civiliza
tion derives from theirs. Most ~f all is this 
true of our system of education. 

This link is of vital importance in two ways. Not only have 

Greek thought and ideas permeated philosophies of education and 

theories on the nature of the child, but practitioners of education 

have adhered tenaciously to the original curriculum formulated by 
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Ancient Greek schools. For centuries, men of education were immersed 

in the literature, philosophy, and culture of the Ancient Greeks. 

One of the modern dilemmas of education is as old as formal 

education itself: 

Should the educator aim at training the largest 
possible number of individuals to be of the 
greatest possible service to the State, up to 
the limit of the capability of each, or should 
he rather try to give each one an opportunity 
to develop fully the best qualities which he 
possesses regardless of whether this method 
of training mayor may not seem to be of imme
diate practical use either to the person or 
to the community.4 

This dichotomy is clearly seen in the educational systems of 

two Ancient Greek states. The outstanding example of a system con-

cerned with the production of useful citizens and a complete lack of 

concern for individual needs, was to be found in Sparta. On the 

other hand, the Athenian state allowed greater individuality, never 

expecting or wishing her citizens to follow the same line or reach 

the same goal. As Dobson puts it, 

••• the real contrast of principle between the 
Spartan and Athenian systems is that, while 
the former, having an eye always to practical 
matters, considered any kind of culture un
desirable, the latter always placed it in 
the front among the qualifications of the 
good life. 5 

In spite of their differences both systems had enormous influ-

ence upon individuals and societies which modelled their educational 

systems upon one or the other, or melded ideas and theories from both. 

A brief look at these Greek systems will familiarize the reader with 

the philosophies of both. 
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The Spartan state was unique amongst all of the Greek states. 

Its people entered Greece during the Dorian invasion but once settled 

in the land they had captured, a determined effort kept them from 

intermarriage with the original population. With equal determination 

the Spartans would not assimilate cultural interests from the peoples 

they had conquered. In spite of this narrow existence, Sparta did 

flourish in the archaic period, and developed its own arts and 

culture. 

However the organization of the Spartan state did take its toll. 

It had three distinct classes of people; The Spartiatae, the ruling 

class; the Perioeci, freemen who could engage in commerce and agricul-

ture but not in government; and lastly the Helots, original inhabitants 

reduced to serfdom. Because of the cruel and inhumane treatment 

suffered by the Helots at the hands of the Spartiatae, the ruling 

class lived in constant fear of an uprising. The ruling minority put 

all its energy into a constant struggle for survival and gradually a 

military state developed. Eventually the state closed its doors not 

only to its neighbours but also to new ideas. 

Reactionary Spartans held on grimly to the old ways and customs 

and reared their young to value the traditions and if necessary give 

their lives for them. By classical times "Spartan education ••• always 

had one clear aim - the training of Hoplites, the heavy infantry who 

had been responsible for Sparta's military superiority ••• 11.
6 

The state's interest in its children began at birth. Any child 

who was not perceived to be strong and healthy was disposed of in very 

short order. The family was given responsibility for rearing healthy 
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children until the age of seven; from that time on, the State was the 

educator and taskmaster until death. The children left home at the 

age of seven to attend the community school where their education 

continued until the age of thirty. 

For the first four years, the boys met for games and exercises 

but by the age of twelve the State felt it necessary to "toughen 

them up". Physical education was important to develop physical 

strength and speed and accuracy in military formation. To develop 

manliness and fighting spirit, beatings were the order of the day 

and fisticuffs between gangs of rival boys were actively encouraged. 

Campaign exercises were also used to accustom the boys to ambushes 

and the harsh realities of war. 

Of equal importance was the development of a boy's character 

to approach the Spartan ideal. The State was to be first and fore-

most in their lives and the boys were taught that whatever served the 

state was the only standard of goodness. The other virtue impressed 

upon the child was obedience, not only to the laws of the state but 

to any older leader and adult citizen. 

This kind of public morality, which was a mixture 
of devotion to one's country and obedience to the 
laws, developed in an austere, ascetic atmosphere 
that was as typical of Sparta as it is of modern 
states that have tried to imitate her ••• Sparta 
was intentionally puritanical, consciously 
opposed to the refinements of civilization. 
Spartan educators aimed at teaching their pupils 
to endure pain; from the time they were twelve 
onwards the children had to learn how to live 
hard, and the barbaric harshness of their way of 
life increased as they got older. 



They went around in poor clothes, hatless with 
shaven heads and bare feet, and slept on a litter 
of reeds from the Eurotas, lined in winter with 
a padding of thistle flock. And they got very 
little to eat: if they wanted more, they were 
told to go and steal it. 7 

The severity of this educational system is anathema to the 
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modern educationalist, yet throughout the ages there have been those 

who actively encouraged modified versions of this regimen. It is 

evident from literature that many schoolmasters through the ages, 

particularly in 19th century English boarding schools, exemplified 

by the Dickensian Mr. Squeers, did not find it difficult to emulate 

the strict discipline of Spartan education. 

However, the Ancient Greeks bequeathed another educational 

legacy to Western education which was first epitomized in the demo-

cratic state of Athens. One of the first expressions of Greek 

character and the first clues to the nature of Athenian €ducation 

are found in the writings of Homer. 

From Homer we learn that initially Athenian education was the 

prerogative of the aristocratic classes. Those people, through their 

own thinking, fighting, and creative abilities, became the leaders 

and protectors of the general population. It was this group which 

was encouraged to emulate the spirit of "arete", the Greek word 

meaning "'excellence' of the ideal involved in more than one aspect 

or facet."B 

The education of the young Athenian aristocrats was very 

informal and individual. It was usually supervised by an older man, 

a mentor, who counselled the younger, molded his character and 
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provided a role model for the young man to emulate. He would train 

him in the practicalities necessary for his position in life; eti-

quette and courtly manners, singing, lyre playing and dancing, public 

speaking, sports and games, and chariot racing. This education 

enabled the young aristocrat to conduct himself in an appropriate 

manner both in court and on the battlefield. 

The development of the young man's moral sense was of equal 

importance. Through conversations with, and the example of, his men-

tor the young man would learn "maxims of practical wisdom and external 

morality. ,,9 Above all it was instilled in him that one should strive 

to attain the highest stage of personal honour and be ready to sacri-

fice one's life for something higher than glory. 

The arete of the Homeric hero was a proud morality 
combined with warlike valor or, more simply, valor 
in the chivalric sense of the word. lO 

This then was the beginning of education in the Athenian state. 

Over the centuries, as the life of the Athenians changed from a war-

like existence to a more settled pastoral society, so the education 

of Athenian youth changed. Homer remained the educational classic for 

many centuries until the fall of the Hellenic civilization in 51 B.C., 

but as the state changed and progressed, further "classics" were added 

to the educational requirements. The poet Hesiod (circa 700 B.C.) 

was instrumental in adding new concepts to the Homeric ideal. 

His conception of abstract Justice was an object 
of faith, not a provable hypothesis, and Justice 
was, for him, grounded in the very nature of the 
universe, not dependent upon the caprices of the 
Olympian gods. His conception of arete was de
rived not from the aristocratic training of the 



Homeric hero but from that of the ordinary man 
who had to work for his living. Righteousness 
and work are the foundations of arete and man 
can win or develop it only by the sweat of his 
brow. Thus Hesiod added to, and in doing so 
modified, the Hellenic ideal that had first 
been stated in Homer. ll 
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Although the content of education was changed gradually over the 

centuries, the methods remained consistent. The close personal rela-

tionship between tutor and pupil continued until classical times, with 

instruction being given orally and by precept. However by the first 

half of the fifth century B.C., education became more formalized and 

schools were set up. By comparison with Sparta, the Athenian state had 

very little input into the education of its young. 

Dobson states that: 

Athenian education ••• was almost entirely individ
ualistic; its object was the training of character 
and taste, and though by custom it developed into 
more or less a uniform system, this system was not 
imposed by any law, nor indeed was education in 
any form prescribed or regulated by the state. It 
owed its organization solely to private enterprise; 
anybody might set up a school, and there was no 
restriction as to the subjects which might be 
taught ••• Traditionally Athenian education was 
divided into two branches; the training of the 
mind, and the training of the body.12 

Like the Spartan child, the Athenian boy of the fifth century 

B.C. began his formal education around the age of seven. More often 

than not, the boy was entrusted to the care of a paidagos, a trusted 

household slave who was charged with the boy's moral upbringing. He 

was also required to accompany the boy to his school and ensure he 

was polite, attentive, and did his lessons well. 
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The school day began early, shortly after dawn, and the mornings 

were spent on the academic aspects of the boy's education. Much of the 

teaching was done orally and it was necessary for the boys to learn by 

heart not only vast amounts of the poetry of Homer, but also lyric 

poems by such authors as Solon, Hesiod and Simonides. Through these 

poems the Athenian child was inculcated with the values held by the 

aristocracy of Athens. The ability to recite these poems was also a 

social requirement if the students were not to disgrace themselves as 

adults when they took their place at the Symposium, the traditional 

drinking party which followed the evening meal. Everyone who attended 

these parties was expected to contribute a song when the myrtle branch 

was placed in his hands. 

As a literary tradition developed it became necessary for the 

boys to learn their letters which they copied on wax tablets with a 

stylus. Sounds were then taught by combining consonants with vowels 

which the boys recited in semi-choruses. Eventually the boys would 

practise writing from dictation. However rote learning continued to 

13 be the most important method used. 

Music was also an important component of the curriculum. The 

Athenians felt that music had a moral value in itself. They felt its 

influence helped in "the development of character, special attention 

being paid to rhythm as likely to help in the formation of orderly 

h b Ot ,,14 a 1 s. The basic music instruction was intended to impart the 

skills which would allow the student to participate both as a dancer 

and singer in a chorus. The student was also expected to develop the 

ability to play a lyre in order to set the works of lyric poets to 

music. 
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This then was the basis of the academic education of the Athe-

nian boy. The rest of the school day was spent in pursuing the 

training of the body. Physical excellence was highly prized and the 

boys spent much of their time at the palaestrae where they were 

coached in running, jumping and wrestling. Children's competitions 

had appeared in the Olympic Games before the end of the seventh 

century B.C. The young students were trained for racing, the discus, 

the javelin, long jump, wrestling and boxing, with an appearance at 

the Games being the pinnacle of achievement. Because of its religious 

aspect, dancing was an important component of physical education. 

From Sparta and Athens two different sets of educational 

theories and practices developed. Their influence eventually spanned 

over two thousand years and spread from the tiny Greek states to the 

rest of Europe and eventually to North America. It was from these 

elementary beginnings of Greek education that there arose great teachers 

and philosophers whose theories and philosophies still influence 

educational thought and practise. The ideas these men developed 

changed as education changed to meet new needs of the Athenian state; 

After the collapse of Tyranny in the sixth cen
tury most of the Greek cities, and democratic 
Athens in particular, developed an intensely 
active political life; and exercise of power, 
the management of affairs, became the essential 
concern, the noblest, the most highly prized 
activity in the eyes of every Greek, the ulti
mate aim of his ambition. He was still anxious 
to excel, to be superior and effective; but it 
was no longer in sport and polite society that 
his valour sought to assert itself: from n£~ 
on it expressed itself in political action. 

From this new need arose a diverse group of teachers known as 

Sophists. These men provided the first attempt at formal higher 



education. They were professional educators who went from town to 

town, giving lectures and gathering around themselves young, and 

usually rich, men whose entire higher education they undertook. Be

cause fees were involved, the Sophists had to persuade potential 

pupils, through open lectures, of their own expertise and higher 

knowledge. 
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It was the aim of the Sophists to teach their pupils skills 

which would enable them to become good politicians. The basis of their 

instruction rested on the ability to persuade any audience that any 

proposition put before them was always possible. They encouraged their 

students to win any kind of argument by any means, bending the truth 

if necessary and using dialectics, the method of arguing both for and 

against a proposition. As a group, they were sceptical of philosophy 

as a means of obtaining knowledge of the unknown. They held the 

belief that absolute truth was unattainable and Protagoras, one famous 

Sophist, held that "Man is the measure of all things.,,16 

Because the spoken word reigned supreme in Ancient Greece, the 

art of public speaking was also of paramount importance. Not only 

was it required by politicians in the direct method of government to 

expound their point of view in the citizens' assembly, but great 

eloquence was necessary in the numerous cases of litigation Which 

were heard in the law courts of Athens. Again the Sophists applied 

formulae to develop model speeches which were studied and practised 

by their pupils. 

Further developments took place because it was expected that 

the Sophists could speak knowledgeably on any topic under the sun, 



and to this end some of them aspired to obtain universal knowledge. 

As well as insisting on a broad knowledge of science, the Sophists 

taught literature with great enthusiasm. 

Of the education offered by the Sophists, Marrou states: 

Its historical importance cannot be overestimated: 
the tradition inaugurated by Protagoras explains 
the predominantly dialectical tone that was hence
forth to dominate, for better or worse, the whole 
Greek philosophy, science and culture ••• the impor
tant point is not whether or not the Sophists 
contributed to the progress of Mathematics ••• but 
the fact that they were the first to recognize 
the great educational value of these sciences and 
the first to incorporate them into a standard 
teaching system. They set an example which was 
never to be forgotten ••• even though many of the 
early questions raised about literature were 
simply an excuse for dialectical fireworks, they 
soon led the Sophists and their pupils to study 
the structure and the laws of language seriously ••• 
In this way the Sophists laid the foundations of 
the second £~llar of literary education, the science 
of grammar. 
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Although the Sophists as a group had an enormous influence on 

Greek education it was two individuals, Plato (student of Socrates), 

and Isocrates,whose impact on educational thought and practise has had 

a profound influence during the intervening centuries up to and 

including the present one. According to Plato, the purpose of educa-

tion 

was not instruction in philosophy nor the solution 
of philosophical problems ••• it was the self realiza
tion of the individual human being. 18 

Although we have knowledge of the academy which Plato founded 

and the methods which he used to teach his pupils, his greatest influ-

ence was exerted through his writings on education, particularly in 

The Republic and Laws. 
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At the elementary level, Plato advocated that the student should 

begin his education at the age of seven and follow the "old" Athenian 
• 

curriculum. He wanted to include gymnastics and health education, 

music, reading and writing, and the beginning of the study of the 

classics. Mathematics was also included with practical exercises in 

arithmetic and geometry. At the age of ten he advocated the beginning 

of secondary school education. This education would expand and deepen 

knowledge based on the subjects studies in elementary education. At 

eighteen, the boys would be subjected to two years intensive compulsory 

"I" "19 m1 1tary serv1ce. 

Plato also envisioned that the movement from stage to stage in 

the education process would be accompanied by some sort of test or 

competition and only successful students would move on to the next 

stage. By the time military training had been completed, only the 

elite would undertake graduate education which would require a further 

ten years of study. Mathematics and advanced studies in scientific 

thought would be the basic content of this higher education. 

The purpose of the whole course was to teach the 
student to see the inter-relationships between 
all studies and to detect those clues in each of 
them that pointed ~8 the fundamental reality that 
underlay them all. 

This was still not the end of the educational process as far as 

Plato was concerned. It was important in his estimation that the 

guardian or elite class should continue their studies for a further 

five years in higher philosophy, and a further fifteen years involved 

in all aspects of politics. Only then could they begin " ••• that final 

philosophical study which was the contemplation and understanding of 

the Idea of Good.,,2l 
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Plato was responsible for two innovations which were eventually 

adopted by Hellenic society and which subsequently influenced Western 

education. It was Plato who advocated that the state should take an 

active part in education by selecting and supervising teachers and 

paying their salaries. A further innovation he suggested was that 

girls should receive equal education with the boys. Plato also wrote 

about the importance of the family in education, especially in the 

child's formative years. He also emphasized the value of play and of 

h 0 hOld' 0 d dOl 0 0 1 22 arness1ng a c 1 s 1nterests as soun e ucat10na pr1nC1p es. 

Isocrates, the second influential educator, held very similar 

views on primary education to those of Plato, but for the young men 

in their twenties who were destined to become civic leaders his edu-

cational emphasis was upon rhetoric. Unlike Plato, Isocrates did not 

believe that men could achieve "pure knowledge" but had to reach the 

"right opinion" based upon the learner's judgement of all known facts 

and the use of decision-making skills. Although Isocrates believed 

that ethics and oratory were inextricably linked, he did not teach 

the "rightness" of any given situation, believing that man must weigh 

all the information available at the time and make a thoughtful and 

educated decision. There was no set solution but rather a develop-

ment of 

••• a kind of knack, and it does appear to depend 
upon a grasp or feeling for situations that is 
as much ~~tuitive as it is logical and theo
retical. 

Thus we have a dichotomy of theories; the philosophical ideal 

of Plato and the oratorical ideal of Isocrates. These remained opposing 
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ideals throughout the years of Hellenic education. On the one hand, 

education was deemed to be the way man could attain his ideal, become 

a rational human being, through philosophy and contemplation; on the· 

other hand was a more pragmatic approach which allowed men to serve 

themselves and others by developing skills Which allowed them to make 

informed and educated decisions based upon dialectical thinking. 

There was one further important development which was emerging 

at the time of Plato and which seemed to be fairly well established 

by the time of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), Plato's pupil. This was the 

development of reading material and the growing tendency to rely on 

the written rather than the oral word. In his book Politics, 

Aristotle wrote that reading and writing were important in education 

because "they are the means of acquiring many other types of know

ledge".24 

To facilitate the availability of the many scripts for scholars, 

huge libraries were set up in many cities across the Hellenic kingdom. 

With the establishment of libraries, Greek education and culture 

spread across all the areas which had been under the control of 

Alexander and his successors. It was also at this time that Hellenic 

education 

••• became increasingly literary and bookish, 
although retaining its moral character; it 
became increasingly institutionalized and 
formal; and it became increasingly a munici
pal concern.25 

The content of the educational process also became institution-

alized. The primary subject of the secondary school became the study 

of Greek classical literature. A course of classical literature was 
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fixed with lists of famous authors and anthologies of their works as 

the basis of study. Using the classics, schoolmasters taught the 

Trivium:grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic. As well as literary studies, 

the advice of Plato and Isocrates was followed, and four mathematical 

sciences, the Quadrivium, also became a standard course of study. 

The students studied geometry. arithmetic. the numerical laws. and 

26 
finally astronomy. 

Roman Education 

It was this basic educational formula just outlined which was 

absorbed by the Romans in the second century B.C. as they took over 

Greek towns in Southern Italy. There gradually grew an enthusiasm 

for all things Greek. an enthusiasm which was to last for many cen-

turies. As the Romans expanded their empire to Sicily, Macedonia. 

and finally Greece itself. many of those who became enamoured with 

Greek culture took over many of its aspects. including education. 

Originally, Roman education was the responsibility of the home. 

The father was the exemplar to Roman youth and he inculcated the 

virtues of obedience. service to the fatherland. and a respect for 

the traditions of the city and the family. The intellectual side of 

education, reading, writing, and geometry, was kept to a minimum. 

However, at a very early age. the Roman youth was expected to memorize 

the Law of the Twelve Tables. As he grew older, the student was 

expected to become familiar with the precedents and complex system of 

27 
prescriptions that characterized Roman law. When it became fashion-

able to emulate Greek culture, schools sprang up in several parts of 
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the Empire and it became a matter of pride to have the ability to 

speak Greek and quote from Greek authors. However because of the 

importance of law in Roman culture, it was taught hand in hand with 

Greek content. 

The influence of Rome in educational history is important. The 

Romans were a practical people and the knowledge of law was indispen-

sable to anyone who aspired to make his mark in public affairs. With 

the knowledge of law, and skill in oratory, a young Roman could use 

his education to facilitate his upward mobility in a growing bureau-

cracy which required competent civil servants. Education opened the 

door to those who did not have the advantage of noble birth. Thus 

many students had more pragmatic reasons for acquiring education than 

just enhancing their status with the increase in knowledge. 

The ethical and political system that permitted 
this, demanded of education that education gear 
itself to the production of leaders and uphold
ers of the social and cultural aims and of the 
heritage of Rome. Education thus was more than 
ornamental; it was socially resp~gsive to the 
milieu within which it operated. 

The second achievement of the Romans was to provide a peaceful 

period of time which allowed the spread of educational institutions. 

Consequently the Hellenistic culture also spread throughout the 

length and breadth of the Roman Empire. Because of the need for 

bureaucrats and civil servants, the state became more directly 

involved in education and schools were established in all parts of 

the empire. They continued the tradition of rhetorical education and 

the students continued to be steeped in the writing of both Greek and 

Latin authors. This educational tradition continued until the downfall 
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of the empire at the end of the fourth century A.D. 

The Influence of Christianity on Education 

The centuries preceding the downfall of the empire also saw the 

emergence of Christianity which eventually would have a strong influ-

ence on Western educational systems. Initially, many of the leaders 

of Christianity were trained in the disciplines of the Jewish home, 

but they were educated in the schools which were established in the 

Roman Empire. Because the early church did not have a written tradi-

tion to fall back on, its leaders turned to their knowledge of Greek 

philosophy, especially Plato, to develop their concepts of Christian 

thought and ethics. 

The great influence Christianity exerted in 
changing both personal values and the design 
of society can be traced in part to Greek 
social thinkers and philosophers from whom 
stemmed much of Christianity's ~~ctrinal 
foundation and formal theology. 

In the field of education the early church fathers also had to 

turn to Greek and Roman writers to form part of the curriculum which 

was offered in Christian schools. In the belief that God could be 

served through intellect and faith, Church leaders were encouraged to 

pursue a liberal education which was based on the Trivium and 

Quadrivium. 

For a number of centuries, Christian culture and pagan literary 

and rhetorical heritage co-existed, but by the end of the seventh cen-

tury A.D. Christian priorities of humility and forbearance were in 

obvious conflict with the qualities of individual attainment and 
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self-reliance which were emphasized in Greek and Roman literature. In 

spite of this dichotomy, it was ultimately the church which was 

responsible for continuing the tradition of the classical curriculum. 

With the downfall of the Roman Empire, the culture and education 

which the Romans espoused rapidly disappeared. Many autonomous 

feudal states with their own language, culture, and customs developed and 

in most areas the Greco-Roman heritage virtually disappeared. 

Literary and linguistic competence rapidly deteriorated. In a 

relatively short period of time, illiteracy spread. Even in the 

church it became the exception rather than the rule to have a highly 

educated priest or monk. Education and culture in Western Europe 

were at their lowest ebb. 

The establishment of Charlemagne as Holy Roman Emperor in the 

year 800 A.D. was instrumental in bringing about a revival of learning. 

Through the establishment of Palace and monastery schools, the Trivium 

and Quadrivium, as well as a purified Latin language, again became the 

basis of academic studies. The students also studied philosophy, the 

writings of the early church fathers, and the rules of the church. 

By the end of the eleventh century A.D. a degree of stability 

had returned to Europe and this encouraged the further development of 

educational and cultural centres. However, education was still avail

able only to a minority. Monastery schools catered mainly to the 

religious community. Cathedral schools educated the children of the 

wealthy families and allowed a much broader curriculum. 

It was also during this time that a new educational concept 

known as Scholasticism developed. Its proponents relied heavily on 
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the works of Aristotle, formal logic, and reasoning. It applied them 

to such questions as the origins and nature of God and other meta-

physical concepts of Christianity. Aquinas, a famous scholar of the 

time, concluded that the Church was the authority on beliefs and 

conduct; Aristotle on worldly and physical matters. 

Perhaps the most important advance in education during this 

period was the founding of universities. Their primary purpose was 

the preparation of teachers of advanced subjects and again the basic 

curriculum was classical education based on the Trivium and Quadri-

vium. A Bachelor of Arts degree required three or four years of 

studying the Trivium whilst .a further three or four years studying 

the Quadrivium was required for the Master of Arts degree. If the 

student wished to study in one of the more advanced schools of medicine, 

law or theology, further years of study were necessary. The curriculum 

was based on accepted knowledge from approved texts and students were 

discouraged from making their own independent inquiry or investigation. 

Gradually there emerged a growing criticism of this narrow perception 

of education and the influence of the Church on practice and precept. 

Scholars began to revive their interest in long-forgotten ancient 

classical writings and culture. 

In the fourteenth century, Boccaccio and Petrarch 
gave more impetus to the study of classical forms 
and contents through their writings and through 
their translation and collection of ancient 
works. Toward the end of the century, a foreign 
scholar was invited to teach Greek at the uni
versity of Florence, an event marking formal 
academic recognition of the value of this 
ancient language and literature. 30 
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This revival of interest in the writings of ancient Greek and 

Latin authors heralded the period of history known as "The Renais-

sance". In this period there was a profound change in men's thinking 

and a growing confidence in man's ability. It was " ••• an age of 

optimism. It was the feeling of the times that no discovery and no 

scientific advance lay beyond human achievement.,,3l 

Because of the widespread interest in a greater variety of 

classical writings, a growth of freedom of enquiry, and a turning away 

from the strict practices of the church, men developed a more human-

istic and individualistic approach to education. 

The advantage of the new education lay in the 
enthusiasm for the classics. The classical 
ideal represented a way of life based on 
moderation and the enjoyment of this world. 
Exact ideals of scholarship were glorified 
and the scholar was regarded as the leader 
of civilization... In order to live up to 
the Renaissance ideal of virtue, man found 
it necessary to develop all his interest~i 
physical, mental esthetic and spiritual. 

This increased questioning of previously accepted laws of 

natural science, and extensive experimentation with natural phenomena, 

led to numerous scientific discoveries in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries. It was also this questioning spirit which led to changes 

and reform of the Church. The emphasis upon the individual led to a 

turning away from the temporal powers of the church organization and 

a more personal approach to God. This movement, known as the Reforma-

tion, also had implications for the educational systems of Western 

Europe. Its leader, Martin Luther, urged state control of schools and 

education of all children to promote morality and stability for the 
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state. He argued that religion should be stressed in schools and the 

main text book for learning should be the Bible. Intellectual activity 

became suspect and both classical and scientific education discouraged. 

" ••• Luther had little sympathy for the learning of the ancients who, 

he thought, had rather inferior systems of morality.II33 

However, when schools and universities were re-opened in 

Protestant countries, some aspects of classical education were 

retained. The Latin of Cicero became the model for style and form, 

and rhetoric a primary academic subject. The study of Greek and Latin 

authors was limited. 

Whilst the new Protestant schools emphasized the role of the 

state in education, the Catholic Church maintained its responsibility 

in the education of the young. In 1534, the Society of Jesus was 

formed and became an important force in founding Catholic schools. 

Into their curriculum they incorporated many elements of the classical 

heritage of Greece and Rome, but the Christian doctrine was taught 

every day, both by example and precept. The quality of education 

was high and therefore attracted many Protestant students. 

A number of European countries, particularly in the areas of 

higher education, followed the principles and practices of the Jesuit 

system and its influence was felt for many centuries. The educa

tional contribution of the Jesuits cannot be overestimated for they 

recognized " ••• that without self discipline, creativity cannot advance. 

The lessons of the past must be learned if the present is to be under

stood and mastered.,,34 
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The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries saw the emergence and 

expansion of scientific education. Knowledge was based on the obser-

vation of facts and the drawing of tentative conclusions. Students 

were encouraged to develop inductive, rather than deductive, reason-

ing skills. Previously, theology had been the focal point of the 

curriculum, but now for many mathematics took precedence. Educational 

theorists such as John Locke (1632-1704) encouraged the study of 

mathematics. " ..• Because of its clarity and logical order •.• he 

believed that the progress of science would depend on the advancement 

of mathematics.,,35 Locke also focussed on many fundamental questions 

about education which are as relevant now as they were then: 

Should education produce scholars or educated 
individuals who were at home in the world? 
What is more important: virtue or learning? 
Should the classics or the sciences be the 
foundation of the curriculum? ••• Is general 
education more impo36ant than the development 
of specific skills? 

At the time of Locke, in spite of the thrust for scientific 

learning, the classics were still the centre of the elementary and 

secondary curriculum in Western Europe. Many educators still treated 

science as a minor educational concern. The education of a man who 

expected to make his mark in society as a politician, diplomat or 

church official was usually obtained at elite schools where Latin, 

Greek, and a knowledge of the ancient classics was the backbone of 

education. One has only to read the literature of the time to dis-

cover the classical references about which the reader was expected to 

have knowledge. 



Over the next two centuries the educational milieu did not 

change drastically as far as the curriculum offered in schools was 

concerned. The educational theorists of the time became far more 

interested in focussing on the children who were receiving the edu

cation rather than the material which was being taught. They began 

to look at education through the development and interests of the 

child. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries men 

such as Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Herbart and Froebel put forward ideas 

which were revolutionary for the times. They emphasized that the 

values and interests of children were completely different from 
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adults and that adults should not impose their ideas upon the children. 

They believed that learning involved an internal change and that 

change would only take place if the child was truly interested. Many 

of these educators believed that young children in particular are only 

interested in the "how" and children should be given the opportunities 

to be involved in experiences which arouse curiosity and challenge 

the imagination. Only when children are familiar with the concrete 

are they ready to move on to the abstract. 

Although these theorists did not immediately become catalysts 

of change because of their limited influence in educational circles, 

in the twentieth century their ideas have found wide acceptance. There 

are many reasons for this. By the end of the last century, many states 

provided education for their young citizens. Schools were open to all 

children within prescribed age levels. Because education was now avail

able for children of differing abilities and social levels, state 

educators questioned the value of classical education, particularly at 
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the elementary level. Their concern was to give the children a basic 

education in reading, writing and arithmetic, not to prepare them for 

statesmanship, the military, or the church. The ideas of the educa

tional theorjsts of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries answered 

these concerns. 

The growth of the discipline of psychology also led to an accept

ance of ideas of child development and the greater importance of 

methodologies over content. Although these events led indirectly to 

changes in the curriculum, particularly at the elementary level, private 

and public high schools, both in Europe and North America, continued to 

offer courses in classical studies. During my own high school days 

in Britain, it was mandatory for all students to study at least two 

years of Latin, and students wishing to attend Oxford and Cambridge 

universities studied both Latin and Greek throughout their school 

career. In terms of educational history it is only recently that 

classical studies have virtually disappeared from the high school 

curriculum. 

The greatest impact on curriculum was a result of the Industrial 

Revolution in the early 19th century and the subsequent growth of 

technology. By this century more scientific subjects were introduced 

into the curriculum and students were offered courses in biology, 

chemistry and physics as well as general science. These new subjects 

appeared to be more relevant to the students' needs and gradually such 

subjects as Latin and Greek disappeared from many courses of study 

offered by high schools. 
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With the advent of the Russian Sputnik in the 1960's and the 

resulting chagrin of the United States of America in particular, the 

catalyst for an upsurge in scientific education was provided. With 

new technologies and a desperation to catch up with, and overtake, the 

Soviet Union, students were encouraged to specialize in scientific 

studies at the expense of the traditional curriculum. The impact of 

technology and the subsequent "global village" concept expounded by 

Marshall McLuhan led to increased instruction in languages necessary 

for communication. French, German, Spanish and Russian were among 

the languages which took the place of Latin and Greek in the majority 

of educational institutions. Proponents of modern scientific educa

tion brushed aside the study of the Classics and Latin and Greek 

languages as irrelevant. The subsequent knowledge explosion of the 

last thirty years or so has also been instrumental in relegating the 

classical curriculum to virtual oblivion. 

In less than fifty years, the Classical tradition which was a 

fundamental part of Western education for over two thousand years, has 

all but disappeared from our educational system. 



CHAPTER 5 

ARCHAEOLOGY AND ITS INFLUENCE ON CHANGES IN CLASSICAL 

SCHOLARSHIP IN THE PAST CENTURY 

The focus of the last chapter was the history of Classical 

studies in education for the past two millenia. Also considered 

were changes in the past two hundred years which were instrumental 

in developing an attitude among many people during this century that 

classical studies as undertaken in this period were an anomoly and, 

as such, had no place in the educational system. 

In this chapter I intend to discuss changes which also took 

place in Classical scholarship over the past two hundred years. 

These changes have affected the discipline of Classics to a great 

extent. Just as the development of scientific thought began to 

permeate and change ideas and attitudes of many scholars in other 

fields, so it influenced the discipline of Classical studies. 

At the end of the eighteenth century, most of the knowledge 

about the classical world had been obtained from texts of ancient 

literature and the relatively few ancient monuments and artifacts 

which had been found more by chance than design. However the spirit 

of enquiry which had been fostered by scientific thought could also 

be found amongst scholars whose interest veered towards greater 

knowledge of Greece and Rome. 

75 
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One of these scholars was J.J. Winklemann, who began excavations 

at Herculaneum. It was his carefully published records which estab-

lished works of art as objects of study valuable in their own right 

rather than as illustrations for the classical authors. The science 

of archaeology became the link between the classical studies of the 

past and the classical discipline of the present. Although archaeology 

of the eighteenth century was in its infancy, the archaeologists them-

selves were: 

••. the inheritors of a rich tradition of learning 
in the western world, in which the writings of clas
sical antiquity, liberated from the biblical and 
theological context which had preserved them for 
over a millenium, and illuminated by the humanism 
of the Renaissance, became the central object of 
study in the education of any enlightened and liberal 
man. It is here, surely, in the meticulous critical 
editions of the philosophers, dramatists and his
torians of the Ancient World, and in the learned 
commentaries upon them, that archaeology finds the 
source of its own subsidiary tradition of meticulous 
scholarship and comprehensive publication. l 

In the next century archaeology, still very much in its infancy, 

was instrumental in providing the world with somewhat earth-shaking 

discoveries. Schliemann's excavations at Troy and Mycenae in the late 

19th Century confirmed for classical scholars that ancient texts con-

tained many elements of truth - the stories were not just figments of 

someone's imagination but a record, albeit somewhat fictionalized, of 

events in the history of mankind. 

The brilliant discoveries of Evans and his followers in Crete 

through the years further stirred the imagination of many scholars and 

the general public equally. The discoveries also confirmed that man 

and his systems were far more sophisticated in Antiquity than had 
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ever been envisaged. 

In its beginnings, archaeology paralleled the interests of the 

classical scholars. The excavations focussed on palaces, shrines and 

public buildings recorded in ancient texts. Most of the artifacts 

which were found reflected the lifestyle of the warriors and nobility 

of antiquity. These early archaeologists, and those who followed, 

were helped by their knowledge of ancient authors in establishing the 

geographic location of many sites which were subsequently excavated. 

One has only to read the accounts of the Agora excavations begun in 

1934 by the American School in Athens to realize the importance of 

that literary knowledge. In his foreward to the first preliminary 

report of the Agora excavations in Hesperia, Edward Capps states: 

The boundaries within which the Agora of Ancient 
Athens was included have long been known. 2 

A little further in that same volume, the director of the 

excavation, T. Leslie Shear, throws further light on the reliance 

placed on ancient authors. 

Although few traces of its monuments remain above 
the ground the boundaries of the Agora are approxi
mately known from references given by ancient 
writers to its buildings in their relation to the 
geographical terrain. 3 

That there are hundreds of references to the Agora by ancient 

writers is attested to by the publication of "The Athenian Agora", 

Volume III, which contains most of the literary and epigraphical 

testimonia. Relatively few of these indicate a geographical location 

but the texts of Harpocration and Pausanius helped to establish a 

tentative western boundary. 



They used to call hired men Kolonetai, since they 
stood by the Kolonos (Hill) which is near the agora, 
where the Hephaisteion and the Eu~ysakeion are. 
This Kolonos was called Agoraios. 

Fortunately one of the best preserved buildings in Athens is 
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the temple of Hephaestus. Further information is given by Pausanius 

about one of the buildings in the Agora and its position in relation 

to the temple of Hephaestus. As he entered the Agora from the north-

west he described "First on the right is what is called the Royal 

Portico, where sits the king when holding the yearly office called 

the kingship."S Further on in his description he adds, "Above the 

Cerameicus and the portico called the Royal Portico is a temple of 

6 Hephaestus." A further clue to the geographical location of the 

Agora is also given by Pausanius. On his way from the Agora to the 

theatre of Dionysus he describes the view of the "South wall, as it 

is called, of the Acropolis which faces the theatre, ••• ,,7 This partial 

sentence confirmed a theory that the Agora lay north of the Acropolis. 

It was on such slight evidence that excavation of the Agora was 

begun. As early as 1859, Greek archaeologists excavated the remains 

of a stoa incorporated into a defence wall. Two years later fragments 

were found which formed a dedicatory inscription and it became possible 

to attribute the stoa to Attalos II of Pergamon. 

In the last decade of the nineteenth century, German archaeolo-

gists, under the direction of William Dorpfeld, began systematic 

excavations on a wide scale around the Areopagus and the Kolonos 

Agoraios. Near the Areopagus they made important discoveries in a 

residential district of ancient Athens and burials of the early 
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geometric period, but nothing which could help identify further the 

location of the Agora. 

Finds at the foot of the Kolonos Agoraios were of greater con-

sequence as they uncovered the foundations of large buildings which 

were identified by Dorpfeld as the Stoa Basileious and the Stoa of 

Zeus Eleutherios. Although these identifications were found to be 

incorrect after complete excavation of the area, the finds were impor-

tant enough to convince the American School and the Greek government 

that it was imperative to acquire the land between the Stoa of Attalos 

and the Kolonos Agoraios and begin excavation. 8 

This is just one example of the reliance which archaeologists 

placed on the information gained from ancient authors. 

The publication of detailed accounts of the excavations also 

gave an insight into their purpose as defined by the archaeologists 

of the day. Sara Anderson Immerwahr in her preface to "The Athenian 

Agora", Volume XII states " ... the excavations were primarily concerned 

with elucidating the history and topography of Classical Athens.,,9 

This narrowness of purpose would appear to be confirmed in "The 

Athenian Agora", Volume XIV. In their discussion of the overall 

excavation, the authors appear to have little interest in any excava-

tions which do not throw any light on topographical features of 

classical Athens. At one point they state " ••• a major effort was made 

to unburden the northeastern corner of the square of a deep accumulation 

10 of late Roman and Mediaeval times." They dismiss excavations in a 

park at the north foot of the Kolonos Agorios with one sentence: "The 

results were of no topographical interest."ll 
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In discussing the excavation of private houses on the hilltop 

south of the Temple of Hephaestus, there appears another telling 

comment. 

The clearing yielded vast quantities of domestic 
debris, but also an occasional piece of outstand
ing interest. Such for instance was the bronze 
shield captured by the Athenians in 425 B.C. at 
Pylos .12 

Although these excavations began just over fifty years ago, there 

was still a strong sense that the purpose of archaeology was to confirm 

the writings of ancient authors. Of secondary importance were the 

inscriptions and art objects which could give information regarding 

the political and cultural aspects of Athenian life in classical times. 

Other finds which could be classified as "domestic debris" were judged 

relatively unimportant. 

However, the very success of excavations, not only in Athens but 

also in other parts of Greece and the Mediterranean, were instrumental 

in changing the focus and methods of archaeologists and classical 

scholars. 

Sheer numbers of artifacts alone, such as lamps, coins and 

pottery, expanded the area of study by archaeologists. Thousands of 

coins helped to establish or confirm dates for many other artifacts. 

They also provided information about trade and foreign relations as 

well as establishing the sequence and chronology of Athenian and other 

coinage. 

With such large numbers to work with, archaeologists were able 

to determine many facts about pottery; they were able to establish the 

development of designs, types of clay used, and in some cases, individual 
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craftsmen and an accurate range of dating. Finds of molds and foundries 

also helped to establish areas where different industries were prac

tised. Through cross-references, the archaeologists were able to 

establish trade routes and eventually a picture of the economy and 

trade of the times emerged. 

To help in further identification, chemical analysis began to 

be used on many sites. Chemical investigation was used in cleaning 

and preserving corroded metals as well as in the analysis of the 

materials used. Chemical analysis also enabled the archaeologists to 

identify pigments scraped fromterracottaswhich enabled them to 

ascertain where the ingredients were obtained, either locally or 

through importation. Chemical work was expanded to include qualitative 

and quantitative analysis of ashes, rocks and metals. One important 

discovery was a metal identified as zinc. This was significant 

because it had previously been believed that zinc was unknown to the 

ancient Greeks. A further step in the study of glazes was taken when 

it was discovered that the Attic Black glaze was magnetic. This helped 

to disprove a commonly held belief that ferrous oxide was used to give 

the rich black colour to the glaze, since ferrous oxide is non magnetic. 

Another of the changes in archaeology was an expansion of the 

study of artifacts to include ethnographical study of the people who 

inhabited the area. It became customary on larger digs to include a 

physical anthropologist on the staff to investigate bone remains of 

humans and animals. J. Lawrence Angel, who was studying skeletal 

remains from early Mycenean burials, concerned himself with the follow

ing problems. 



(1) What racial changes took place chronologically, 
whether from invasions, environmental factors or, 
selective migrations. (2) How the Athenians com
pared craniologically with Greeks as a whole, how 
definite a tendency was there towards a characteris
tic Athenian physical appearance, and whether 
artists represented the average Athenian or a 
selected type. (3) What degree of racial hetero
geneity was characteristic of Athenians, important 
in considering for example the supposed purity of 
type of Classical Athenians as suggested by their 
exclusion of metics and slaves from citizenship 
(though not of course from the total population); 
or on the other hand the effects of hybrid vigour 
and social stimulation which may be expected to 
result from racial and ethnic mixture. (4) The 
incidence of diseases which affect bone, medical 
skill shown in setting fractures, age at death, dai~ 
on posture and gait, and on some social practices. 
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With successive excavations more detailed and positive identi-

fication of bone remains was undertaken. In the second supplement to 

Hesperia, published in 1939, the description of animal bones found in 

the Late Geometric graves included "pelvis, tibia, calcanea, and meta-

f 1 f h 
,,14 bodial ragments plausib y 0 seep. 

Human remains were also subjected to a more intense study and 

sometimes a grim picture emerged. 

Anthropological examination of the latter skeleton 
revealed in vivid terms the vicissitudes of human 
life in the darkest period of Greek history. During 
her half century of life, no doubt an advanced age 
for the period, the woman had suffered two separate 
fractured vertebrae, three fractured ribs, which 
had healed well, and a serious fracture of the left 
wrist, which did not apparently prevent use of the 
hand. In addition she had lost is teeth during life 
and showed widespread arthritis. 

As well as the name of bones found, the species of animals were 

also identified and the archaeologists began making inferences concern-

ing the activities which possibly centered around these animals. There 

were indications that shoulders of pork were boned before sale, that 
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the skulls were cut in order to extract the brain. A large number of 

sheep and goat horns led to the inference that hornworkers lived in a 

certain area. 

More attention began to be paid to the so-called "domestic 

debris" and in the reports from the American School there was a greater 

focus on the day-to-day living of the ancient Greeks. 

Even some hint of the specialities on the menu may 
be gleaned from the quantity of fishbones and the 
remains of shellfish. Oysters, mussels, murex 
shells, the vertebrae and bony fins of large fish 
all serve to conjure up images of the familiar 16 
savory fare of many a Greek seafood restaurant. 

Archaeology has opened up a whole new world in classical studies. Not 

only do we have knowledge of the kings and battles, of the great 

warriors, of palaces and temples, of statues and great works of art, 

but we are also learning about the simple homes of the citizens, the 

toys of the children, the tools of the artisan, the cooking utensils 

of the housewife. Gradually, a more rounded and accurate picture of 

life in Classical Greece is emerging. With this new knowledge, ideas 

which were once considered absolute have had to be changed. Archaeol-

ogists and Classical scholars are realizing that no longer can 

definitive statements be made when subsequent excavations and findings 

can change whole interpretations. 

Archaeological methods continue to change and expand. There 

will continue to be new evidence and changing interpretations in the 

field of classical studies. More attention is being paid to the evi-

dence of private life, of industry, trade and commerce, as well as 

beliefs and religion. Studies are also being made of cultural inter-

relations between states. Sophisticated surveys are being conducted 
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to provide regional archaeological surveys. The archaeologist is now 

" ••• supported by a large cast of specialists in various related 

disciplines from geophysics and palaeontology to toponymy.IIl7 

New branches of archaeology are also being developed. Under-

water archaeology is constantly adding new knowledge to the information 

about ancient shipbuilding, commerce, and the cargoes which were carried 

between Mediterranean ports. This branch of archaeology, largely 

through the projects of the famous French underwater teams of Jacques 

Cousteau, captures the imagination and attention of millions of tele-

vision viewers. 

The invention of the airplane and the subsequent development of 

aerial photography has also played a vital role in archaeological 

exploration. Features which can only be seen from the air, led 

archaeologists to previously undiscovered sites. Photographs can now 

be taken of complete settlements and from the emerging features and 

patterns invaluable information for surveying and recording these sites 

can be detected. 

A more recent refinement involves the use of an 
unmanned captive balloon. This permits the sus
pended camera to be brought low enough to record 
a single building, a mosaic floor or tomb, set 
high enough to take in a Whole settlement. l , 

The modern archaeologist is facing an increased tempo in the 

evolution of archaeological studies. New concepts are continually being 

developed. At the same time, greater emphasis is being placed on some 

concepts Which have always been part of archaeological tradition. One 

example is the human response to the ancient environment. New and 

additional approaches to study the natural environment are being 
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developed. These include the collection of more kinds of remains such 

as animal bones and grains but also the use of such methods as water 

sieving and flotation. These methods collect specimens so small that 

the human eye finds them hard to detect. On very large sites, archaeol-

ogists must establish sampling procedures which will enable them to 

make valid references. These changes in recovery and documentation 

provide: 

Evidence for change in the environment .•• (for) the 
palynologist and the expert in microfauna; diet is 
studied through the remains of grain, of animal 
bones, of coprolites; some aspects of demography 
and ancient populations can be learned through 
the study of human skeletal remains. l9 

Of equal importance with the emphasis on natural sciences is 

that of quantitative studies. Although publications have in the past 

made use of simple statistics in the form of tables, and graphs of 

frequencies and percentages, archaeologists are now using statistical 

theory. With the help of computers, greater precision is possible in 

dealing with the millions of artifacts which have been discovered. 

This is leading to the establishment of new typologies as well as 

revision to typologies which were established without the help of such 

sophisticated techniques. The researcher is now able to base seriation 

on as many attributes as is meaningful and in a much shorter space of 

time. With the help of computers, archaeologists are also developing 

new ways of estimating population and establishing standards for 

effective probability sampling. However, it is recognized that 

statistics can be manipulated and it is up to the archaeologists to 

use such information with great care. 
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Changes have also taken place in archaeological reconnaissance. 

The emphasis has now been shifted to settlement 
patterns through time; to identifying ancient 
sources of raw materials; to the scientific docu
mentation of changes in land use, in environment 
and in landscape; and to population studies based 
on the examination of samples of artifacts found 20 
on the surface (sometimes backed up by excavation). 

A great advantage of this kind of survey lies in the fact that 

it can be done with the minimum of disruption to ancient remains yet 

can lead to a significant increase of knowledge about ancient commu-

nities. Scientific instruments such as underground radar, the magne-

tometer, and the electric resistivity meter, as well as aerial 

photography, help the archaeologists gain important information without 

digging up the sites. 

Greater research is also being done on artifacts found on site. 

This includes radio-carbon dating which helps verify any dating which 

has been done through coins. Other scientific techniques include 

spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and atomic absorption, all of which 

can lead to further understanding of craft techniques such as pottery 

making, metal casting, and stone carving. 

From the above it can be seen that modern archaeologists have 

a definite need to be familiar with scientific concepts and methodol-

ogies. This in turn necessitates greater interdisciplinary education 

in the future. 

As a result of the changes in emphasis outlined above, there 

has been a trend towards increased comparison of cultures and of human 

responses to universal problems. This is leading to a more problem-

oriented research as archaeologists ask such questions as; 



(How) do societies respond to over population and 
land exhaustion? Why do urban communities arise 
in disparate environments and coalesce about a 
variety of political and social organizations?2l 
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The great increase of knowledge obtained by problem solving and 

scientific techniques has led to a greater emphasis on the study of 

the way of life of the common people of the past. Through this study, 

archaeology is developing a social history of antiquity and is making 

one of the greatest contributions to the research of the history of 

mankind. 

The combination of traditional classical scholarship and modern 

scientific archaeological methods has brought a classics education 

which is tied in with many disciplines. Its diversity brings adapt-

ability and helps to develop people's thinking to cope with modern 

problems. Modern classical studies can produce a student who is 

intellectually flexible enough to adapt to changing circumstances. 

Because of new approaches to excavations and newly-discovered docu-

ments, the classical scholar has to keep rethinking his position 

because there is no definitive answer. 

The great change which has taken place in classical scholarship 

has been one in which the narrow focus on literature and art has been 

incorporated into a broader perspective which looks at the spectrum of 

life in ancient societies. One may well ask if this knowledge is 

suitable or indeed relevant for an elementary student in today's 

schools. With careful choice of both content and methodology on the 

part of the teacher, I would answer with a resounding "yes". The next 

chapter will, I hope, vindicate my response. 



CHAPTER 6 

INTRODUCING CLASSICAL STUDIES INTO ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS: 

A CURRICULUM UNIT 

In this, the final chapter of the project, I describe the 

practical culmination of the ideas, thoughts and beliefs which I 

expressed in the first five chapters. In the first part of the 

chapter I examine the topics which I consider most suitable for 

children in the three divisions of an elementary school: primary 

(6-8 years), junior (9-11 years), and intermediate (12-14 years). 

I explain why I have chosen particular topics based on my reading 

about, and knowledge of, elementary children over many years. Later, 

I describe a particular unit and report on the implementation, eval

uation and revision of it. 

As with any curriculum development, it is important to relate 

to the child's world. By using a child's own experiences as a start

ing point, a teacher can help the student to build upon these 

experiences. The student will appreciate the context of this new 

learning by relating it to previous experience. As his knowledge 

broadens, the child will become increasingly receptive to subsequent 

learnings. 

With this in mind, it is my contention that there is much in 

the literature and social history of Ancient Greece which directly 
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relates to the interests and experiences of elementary children at all 

levels. 

Children at the primary level, 6-8 years of age, know a great 

deal about life immediately around them. They know about their homes, 

the clothes they wear, the food they eat, their pets, their school, 

games they play, and their ever-widening circle of friends. They are 

beginning to appreciate similarities and differences. They are at an 

age when their imagination soars and in the magical land of fairy tales, 

anything can happen. They have little problem with animals that talk 

and tell stories. Don't their own favourite plush animals do that at 

bedtime? Aesop's Fables are enjoyed and understood by young children. 

They can often relate a similar experience of their own to those 

happenings experienced by the animals in Aesop's stories. They are 

also capable of making up their own fables to relate modern-day lessons 

which they have learnt. Children in my class told the delightful story 

of the careless fox who continually threw garbage over the forest 

floor, filling up all the caves and underground passages. When the 

hounds came to the forest one day, there was no escape route. Another 

child told of the rabbit who ate so much candy which he stole from 

picnicers' baskets, his teeth rotted and he was unable to chew on 

healthy life-giving carrots. 

Because they can appreciate similarities and differences, they 

can easily compare the lifestyle of children in Ancient Greece with 

their own. The girls cannot understand why their counterparts could 

not go to school. When they hear about the strictness of the teachers, 

they are not sure if they want to go anyway. The boys would love to 
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have gymnastics all and every afternoon. The girls delight in the 

elegance of the women's clothes but consider them too restrictive. 

They are all amazed at the similarities of the toys and games which 

are played even now. The concept of two and a half thousand years 

ago isn't quite clear, but they know it is a long time. They pity 

the poor Greeks for having to fetch their water out of a well or 

fountain; always having to walk everywhere unless you were very rich; 

they don't like the idea of women and girls having to keep strictly 

to their own part of the house and not being allowed to go to dinner 

parties. 

They eagerly look at pictures, watch movies, read simple 

stories and explanations, discuss what they have learnt. They record 

their learnings in print, on tape, through pictures and models. By 

the end of the unit they know a great deal about home and school in 

Ancient Greece and how it compares to their lifestyle. Some decide 

they prefer their life as it is now; others think it would be quite 

an adventure to live life as it was then. 

By the junior stage, ages 9-11, children's interests are chang

ing. They are developing a sense of adventure and venturing outside 

their circle of family and close friends. They have a wider range of 

interests ranging from sports, science, crafts and music. They are 

much more aware of the wider world around them, and are eager to explore 

every facet. 

Children of this age approach everything with a spirit of 

curiosity and enquiry. They like to read about adventures of others 

and there are many stories of Greek heroes written at the reading level 
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of these children. They enjoy stories of Perseus, Theseus, Hercules 

and Odysseus. The background of these stories can lead to areas of 

interest for students to research and study. All the heroes travel by 

sea during the stories and children are fascinated with old ships and 

how they function. Arms and armour is another area which interests 

many children. The physical prowess exhibited by the heroes can be a 

catalyst to study games in general and the Olympic games in particular. 

Home and clothing would still be an area of study and comparison, 

but older students can develop more specific study such as materials 

used, design and decoration, style and manufacture. Some children may 

also be interested in activities within the home, the crafts carried 

on by the women such as spinning and weaving; pottery making and wood 

carving, which would sometimes be practiced in home workshops. Other 

children may be interested in some of the leisure activities including 

music, dance, and musical instruments. 

Many children of this age are curious to know how so much infor

mation has been discovered about these people who lived almost three 

thousand years ago. The study of archaeology as well as reading of 

such people as Schliemann and Evans can be the means of developing a 

lifelong interest in Classical Studies. It seems to be a recurring 

story; many adults now in the field of classical studies have developed 

a fascination for the subject through the knowledge and enthusiasm of 

a teacher in their youth. 

As the child matures and reaches the intermediate level of the 

elementary school, ages 12-14, their knowledge and interest in the 

larger world around them increases. They are more aware of the community 
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and how it functions; they are developing a sense of their country and 

its institutions; they are broadening the knowledge of their language 

and using it to communicate their own ideas and thoughts. 

At this age they are able to appreciate how the Ancient Greeks 

transmitted their newly-developed ideas of the world through legend 

and mythology. Just as these young teenagers are struggling to express 

their thoughts and reactions~ they can appreciate how the ancient Greeks 

struggled to explain natural phenomena and philosophical ideas through 

myths. 

These students can be encouraged to learn how much our language 

and literature owes to these ancient peoples; how our alphabet developed 

from theirs, and the many words in our language which are derived from 

Ancient Greek. Although many genres of literature originated with 

Greek writers of ancient times, one which can be appreciated by these 

young people is drama. They can enjoy some of the plays and many can 

appreciate the development of Greek theatre and its conventions. 

Students interested in science and mathematics can pursue 

research in these areas which owe so much to the Ancient Greeks. Their 

knowledge in such areas as geometry, medicine, astronomy and architec

tural principles make interesting reading. 

The development of democracy in the Greek states is another 

area in which student interest can be aroused. With their involvement 

in organizations for sports activities, school clubs, student council, 

and sometimes their own "secret" clubs~ they are interested in organ

izational structure. A comparison of different officers found in many 

groups, voting, ways of persuasion and methods used, can be a relevant 

experience, drawing on their own knowledge. 
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It can be seen from this brief discussion that both the liter

ature and social history of Ancient Greece can be very relevant to the 

interests and abilities of children in the elementary school. The 

scholarship of this century, particularly in archaeology, has expanded 

the scope of study of the ancient world to the point where a vast 

number of interesting and relevant topics can be developed. 

Through sound pedagogical practise, choosing a variety of teach

ing methodologies to meet the different learning styles and abilities 

of the pupils, and given the numerous topics which can be the focus 

of student interest, it is my contention that the study of Ancient 

Greece is a pertinent and valid choice for students in an elementary 

school. 

The final part of this chapter outlines a detailed unit for 

study in the primary division of the elementary school. 

In the first part, I outline the plan giving my aim and objec

tives for the unit, content, activities and evaluation techniques. 

The full programme of the content and activities is included in the 

appendix of this project. I then report on the process of implemen

tation, evaluation, and revision of the unit which I made over a 

period of two years. The report includes teaching strategies used, 

techniques of formative evaluation, changes I made in the second year. 

The final paragraphs contain a summative evaluation of the unit as a 

whole. 
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AESOP'S FABLES 

Aims and Objectives 

1) To develop in pupils an understanding and appreciation of the 

genre of fables. 

2) To develop in pupils the capacity to identify the elements of 

a fable as including that: 

a) the characters are usually, but not always, animals or 

natural elements (e.g. the sun, the wind) given human 

attributes; 

b) the fables are usually very short; 

c) they have a moral. 

3) To develop the capacity of these students to apply this know-

ledge of the elements to create an original fable. 

Language Arts Skills to Develop 

a) recall of facts; 

b) vocabulary development; 

c) phonic skills; 

d) recognize the main idea; 

e) differentiate between reality and make-believe; 

f) classify; 

g) sequence (seriation); 

h) recreate fables in new ways; 

i) give reasons for their preferences for certain pictures or 

stories (evaluation). 
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LIFE IN ANCIENT GREECE 

Aims and Objectives (Chosen and adapted from Halton's Environmental 

Studies document because it is the one with the most suitable objec

tives for this unit.) 

The student will, after completing the unit: 

I. Appreciate that 

1) a family has specific needs which can be identified; 

2) some needs are met by individuals with special knowledge 

and skills; 

3) specific needs of a family in Ancient Greece, i.e., 

housing, food and clothing, can be identified and described; 

4) the lifestyle of a child in Ancient Greece can be identified 

and described; 

5) the lifestyle of a child in Ancient Greece can be compared 

and contrasted with the lifestyle of a child today. 

II. Have developed an interest and appreciation of aspects of the 

culture of ancient Greece. 

Language Arts and Environmental Studies Skills 

a) recall of specific facts; 

b) vocabulary development; 

c) classification; 

d) seriation; 

e) graphing; 

f) independent study skills; 

g) evaluation skills. 
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CONTENT 

In both sections (Aesop's Fables and Life in Ancient Greece) 

there is core content which each child is expected to listen to, view, 

and read. Within this core content there are specific activities which 

the child is expected to complete. Most of the whole-group instruc

tion and discussion takes place in the area of core content in order 

to develop a knowledge required to meet the objectives. Also within 

the core content, Language Arts and Environmental Studies Skills at 

the level of knowledge and comprehension as specified in Bloom's 

Taxonomy are included. 

Over and above the core content a variety of resources is 

provided to enable the children to extend and deepen their understand

ing of the objectives and also to work on skills at higher levels of 

the Taxonomy. 

CORE CONTENT FOR AESOP'S FABLES 

A) Films to be viewed and discussed by the whole group: 

- Town Mouse, Country Mouse 

- The Boy Who Shouted Wolf 

- The Greedy Dog 

- The Miller and His Son 

- The Ant and the Dove 

- The Wind and the Sun 

- The Hare and the Tortoise. 

B) Booklet containing fables which I rewrote to enable the Grade 2 

students to read them independently. The fables used are: 

- The Fox and the Lion 



- The Ant and the Dove 

- The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf 

- The Hare and the Tortoise 

- The Lion and the Mouse 

- Who Will Bell the Cat? 

- The Dog and His Shadow 

Additional Resources 

(See Appendix 1) 
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A number of books containing a greater variety of Aesop's Fables 

and at different reading levels were available for the students. These 

included: 

Miller, J.P. Tales from Aesop. Random House, New York, 1976. 

Stuart, M. (retold) A First Book of Aesop's Fables. Ladybird 

Books, Loughborough, 1974. 

Stuart, M. (retold) A Second Book of Aesop's Fables. Ladybird 

Books, Loughborough, 1974. 

CORE CONTENT FOR LIFE IN ANCIENT GREECE 

Films: 

Filmstrip: 

Life in Ancient Greece 

Our Inheritance from Ancient Greece 

Life in Ancient Greece 

Booklets written by the teacher at a level at which Grade 2 students 

can read independently: 

Topics: Homes in Ancient Greece 

Food and Food Preparation 

Clothing 

Children in Ancient Greece (See Appendix 3) 
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Additional Resources 

Books which contained further information on the above topics 

were available as well as books which covered other aspects of life in 

Ancient Greece. These included: 

Connally, Peter. The Greek Armies. MacDonald Educational, 

London, 1977. 

Crasher, Judith. The Greeks. MacDonald Educational, London, 

1974. 

Glubock, Shirley. The Art of Ancient Greece. Atheneum, New 

York, 1966. 

Hob1ey, L.F. Ancient Greece. Evans Brothers Ltd., London, 

1975. 

Leacroft, H. & R. The Buildings of Ancient Greece. Hodder & 

Stoughton, London, 1966. 

Powell, Anton and Vanags, Patricia. Ancient Greeks. Gloucester 

Press, New York, 1978. 

Robinson, C.A. The First Book of Ancient Greece. Franklin 

Watts Inc., New York, 1960. 

American School of Classical Studies. The Athenian Agora. 

ASCS, Princeton, New Jersey, 1971. 

ACTIVITIES 

The activities for this section of the unit (see Appendix 4) are 

also in two parts. The core activities are compulsory and are those 

covering the range of knowledge and comprehension levels in Bloom's 

Taxonomy. They are designed to give the children a basic knowledge of 

the four areas of life in Ancient Greece: the home, the food, the 
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clothing, and life of children. 

Once the core content and the activities have been completed, 

the children can then extend and deepen their knowledge by choosing 

further activities which bring into play the higher cognitive levels 

identified in Bloom's Taxonomy. Depending upon the ability of the 

child, the answers could be at concrete, pictorial or abstract levels. 

To facilitate the choice of activities, I decided that it 

would be easier if the cards describing them were colour coded. 

Those concerned with knowledge were printed on green cards, the 

comprehension activities on yellow, and all the activities at the 

higher cognitive levels of Bloom's Taxonomy were on pink cards. 

As I realized all the children would be starting on the same 

level, I made a greater number of activities at the first, recall 

of knowledge, level. Although this helped, I did not allow for the 

fact that one topic might be more popular than others. The cards on 

clothing were soon taken and other children were still wanting them. 

For the first day I had to ask children to share and then made further 

activity cards that night. This was the only time the problem was 

encountered because once the children began their work, they proceeded 

at various rates and were soon at different levels. 

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 

As I suggested at the beginning of this chapter, I would intro

duce any units on Ancient Greece through the use of various types of 

Greek literature in translation. For primary children, Aesop's 

Fables are an ideal vehicle for their first venture into the world of 

the Ancient Greeks. The fables are short and easy to read. The 
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majority of the characters are animals, some of them domestic pets 

with which the children are familiar and may already have an affinity. 

Because the animals talk, there is an element of fantasy which child

ren of this age enjoy. This fantastic element has been captured in 

the illustrations of many excellent books of Aesop's Fables where the 

artists have imaginatively dressed the animals with sartorial ele

gance. 

An excellent introduction to this unit is a film of Aesop's 

Fables. The film contains six fables read by Victor Borge from the 

book of Aesop's Fables retold and illustrated by Louis Untermeyer. 

This delightful film captures the interest of the children immediately, 

and after viewing this film, group discussion elicits the following 

elements of a fable: 

- the story is usually very short; 

most of the characters are animals which behave in human 

ways; 

- the story attempts to teach a lesson. 

Once these criteria had been established the children were 

encouraged to apply them to a variety of fables either read by the 

teacher or the children themselves. Quite quickly, they established 

that the major divergence from these criteria rested with characters 

who may also be humans or natural phenomena given human characteris

tics. 

Once the children were familiar with a·basic group of fables, 

they used them in a variety of activities. In order to achieve this 

familiarity I allowed the children three or four days to work through 
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the knowledge and comprehension questions. The fables were used as a 

basis for developing phonic skills, vocabulary, and silent 

and oral reading skills. Comprehension questions were also developed 

as were sequencing activities. 

Once the children were familiar with the fables they were ready 

to continue with activities at the higher levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. 

As many similar activities had been done by the children in other 

units, they were to choose their own activities and work on them inde

pendently. 

On the whole, I was pleased with the student responses to the 

unit. The first year I field tested it all but two of the objectives 

were not mastered to my satisfaction. 

The students had little difficulty in defining the elements of 

a fable, recognizing the moral of a fable and putting the events in 

sequence. The objective on reality and make-believe had been intro

duced to the students at the beginning of the year in a unit on 

Hallowe'en, re-inforced in a unit on Fairy Tales, and by the time 

they were working on fables they were able to recognize if a state

ment or situation was real or make-believe with 90-100% mastery. 

The two objectives which were most difficult for the students 

to achieve were: creating a fable of their own, and being able to 

give valid reasons for their preference for a picture or story. 

These objectives, of course, represent Bloom's highest levels on 

the taxonomy, Synthesis and Evaluation. Because students gave very 

vague reasons for their choice of a picture or story, such as "It's 

nice" or "I like it", I decided to work further on evaluation skills 
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using pictures and class discussion. I chose three pictures of the 

fables which had been drawn by students and the class were asked to 

choose one specific thing about any of the pictures which appealed 

to them. I was very pleased when they began to use some of the cri

teria which I had emphasized in the art programme throughout the 

year-use of space, texture, colour and shading, and movement. Once 

the more outgoing students began to voice their opinions this gave 

the other students an incentive to voice their ideas. Eventually, 

the discussion progressed to comparisons of the techniques and why 

they felt certain pictures appealed to them more than others. 

I believe this kind of discussion helped to promote a good 

basis for evaluation techniques. At the time I would have liked to 

extend the discussion method with small groups to discuss the fables 

but time did not allow for this. However, the following year I began 

working on evaluation techniques early in the unit. This certainly 

helped the children when they worked on their individual assignments 

because they were able to give a more reasoned account for their 

preferences. They were able to give comments such as "I enjoyed this 

fable because it shows that if you are kind to people, they are 

usually kind back", or "The picture of the feast at the city mouse's 

home was the best because it showed all the foods I like." 

The most difficult objective for the children to achieve was 

creating a new fable. Most of them attempted to write one, but with 

few exceptions they wrote a slightly different version of a fable they 

had already read. The most original idea concerned an animal who 

boasted about his good looks. The other animals pasted an ugly 
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picture on his mirror to frighten him and teach him a lesson. 

The following year, I decided to work with the whole group 

before they started their individual activities. We started a dis

cussion with the idea that if Aesop lived today instead of two 

thousand years ago, the topics of his fables would be very different 

because there are many lessons people might need to learn today which 

were not necessary in Aesop's time. Although the children had little 

concept at this time about life in ancient Athens, they knew that there 

were no modern forms of transportation such as cars, planes or school 

buses. They didn't think there would be such a great problem with air 

pollution. When I suggested garbage, they weren't too sure. They did 

not think there would be plastic bags then and knew there wouldn't be 

garbage trucks but were sure that the ancient Greeks would have to get 

rid of waste food and maybe things that were broken and could not be 

mended. They certainly were not sure how it could be collected. 

We talked briefly about this and the problems we had in our own 

school yard when students dropped a lot of garbage and there was no 

one to pick it up. They decided they would like to write a group 

fable on the theme of garbage. Again there was a great deal of dis

cussion, with students offering many ideas. Finally, and this took 

about three days' working on the idea for about an hour each morning, 

an original fable was produced. 

They decided the characters should be two natural enemies, a 

rabbit and a fox. The rabbit lived in a beautiful part of a forest 

but because he was thoughtless, spoilt the area by throwing his gar

bage around. There were many suggestions about the things the rabbit 
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would do and we tried to incorporate as many as possible. These 

included eating a banana and throwing the peel on the ground, stick

ing a big wad of gum inside a hollow tree, and throwing bits of 

carrot and lettuce leaves down his burrow. 

Of course, the day came when the rabbit was chased by the fox 

and the garbage foiled all his efforts to escape - he slipped on the 

banana skin, the gum caught in his fur when he tried to climb the 

hollow tree, and when he finally made it to his burrow,it was so full 

he couldn't get inside. 

The students certainly enjoyed offering suggestions as to what 

might happen to the rabbit. Although the whole process seemed to be 

very time consuming, it certainly helped the children to realize the 

steps they could take to write their own fable. To further facilitate 

their writing, we discussed a list of modern problems they could use 

as the basis for a fable. Their suggestions ranged from showing off 

on a bicycle and playing between parked cars, to eating too much candy. 

Eventually, we had a list of almost twenty different problems they 

could write about. 

This time about half the class thought of an original fable. 

Two or three still rewrote a fable they had viewed or read, and about 

half a dozen rewrote a version of the garbage fable, changing the 

characters or the situations slightly. However, the rest of the class 

produced interesting and unusual fables. As well as animals as charac

ters, some children used natural phenomena such as the stars and the 

moon, whilst others had humans as their characters. There was a variety 

of problems - and some unusual consequences. The dog who stole candy 
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lost all his teeth and had to eat porridge for the rest of his life. 

A gruesome punishment indeed I The little lamb who played between cars 

had his tail caught when one car reversed and backed into the other. 

When the wolf came by, the lamb was easily caught. Although some of 

the fables did not always have a "moral", the characters always learnt 

a lesson. 

Both years of teaching this unit showed me that once the children 

had been shown various skills or techniques, the majority of them were 

certainly able to use them creatively and imaginatively. I also real

ized that those children who had difficulties would have benefitted by 

more repetition of the skills on an individual or small group basis. 

However, by continuing to use Bloom's Taxonomy, I was able to repeat 

many activities such as classification, reality and make-believe, in 

other content areas during the school year. 

I was able to lead into life in Ancient Greece by expanding on 

the discussion we had had about garbage and talking about other ways 

of life in those times which might be different. They felt that the 

clothing might be different as well as the houses. They thought that 

people might have to walk everywhere and didn't think there would be 

stores like we have. One child thought the people would have to make 

their own clothes and furniture, just as the pioneers did. 

After further discussion, I showed the film, Life in Ancient 

Greece. This is an ideal 'introductory film as it shows the home, food 

that was eaten, clothing and how it was made, the daily routine in the 

home, and the schooling given to the boys. After viewing the film 

there was a long discussion about some of the things the children had 

learnt from the movie and they compared life then with life now. 
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During the next four days we read the booklets which I had 

prepared to give the children basic information about the four areas 

I wanted them to study. The children were encouraged to make obser

vations or ask questions about the text or the pictures. At the same 

time, during the free reading time, many of the children looked through 

or read the books which I had provided as additional resources. On 

the bulletin board I also put a large variety of pictures and postcards 

which I had collected on previous trips to Greece and these also led 

to many questions and a great deal of discussion. 

Once I felt the children were familiar with the booklets and 

the vocabulary, I started them on activities. As I explained earlier, 

the cards were colour coded and I told the children that the green 

cards in any topic should be completed first as these would provide 

them with basic information which they could then build on. This was 

the only stipulation I made. Because this was the first unit of the 

year with so much independent study, I allowed the children either to 

work by themselves or in pairs. In this way, the less able children 

had someone in addition to the teacher to help them in areas they 

found difficult. This approach led to greater on-task activity for a 

number of reasons. The more able children literally took over their 

own learning with very little intervention by the teacher. This 

allowed me to spend more time with the children who had difficulties, 

in individual or small group discussions. I also noticed that if I 

was working with someone, students would seek out other students who 

had already completed an activity for help. The students were 

becoming self-directed learners. 
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The students who worked quickly gave an impetus to other 

students to finish one activity and start on another which perhaps 

they did not realize was available until they saw another student 

working on it. Sometimes this had its disadvantages. When the class 

discovered a graphing activity where they had to record a preference, 

I was asked over twenty times in one afternoon if I preferred to live 

now or would I have liked to live in Ancient Greece. Another day I 

ran out of plasticene when the whole class decided they wanted to do 

the model-making activity. This also led to some of the activities 

not being completed to the best of the pupils' ability. As I insisted 

that one activity must be completed before another was started, some 

were completed in a rush without the usual care and attention. I 

insisted on checking an activity before they could begin modelling 

and if it was not satisfactory, the work had to be redone. 

Because of the number and variety of activities, there was more 

than enough to keep the children busy and interested. Rarely did I hear 

"I've nothing to do". The activities provided a challenge for the more 

able students and yet there were enough for the less able students to 

complete successfully. In fact, some of the more able students who 

studied and completed all four areas were able to devise their own 

activities for topics in which they were interested. The boys were fas

cinated by information on Hoplites (soldiers) and sailing ships which 

they read about in the resource books. Other students wanted to find out 

more about public buildings in Ancient Greece and about their gods. 

Although time in class was not sufficient for the children to 

do an in-depth study on these topics, I noticed when the unit 
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was finished that the children were continuing to borrow books on the 

topics from both the school and public libraries. While we were work

ing on the unit, one little girl brought in a large garbage bag in 

which she had pictures and National Geographic articles on 

Ancient Greece. She and her parents had searched for these at home. 

She also had half-a-dozen books about Ancient Greece which she had 

borrowed from the library. When I mentioned the rule about the limit 

of two books on one subject which is usually followed by the library, 

she just grinned. The class had the benefit of those extra resources 

for the duration of the unit. 

When evaluating the children's work, either formally or inform

ally, I felt I had achieved the objectives I had set. The children 

had a basic knowledge of the homes, clothes and food and how these 

family needs were met. They were able to discuss and compare how 

these needs were met by the people of Ancient Greece with the way 

they were met today. They could describe the lifestyle of children 

in Ancient Greece, compare it with their own, and make evaluations 

to decide which lifestyle they would prefer. For this class, modern 

children were infinitely better off than their counterparts in Ancient 

Greece. The girls were not impressed by the confinement within the 

family and home for the girls, the tasks required to meet the needs 

of the family and the lack of choice in the variety and style of 

clothes. Although the boys were taken with the importance of, and 

the time spent on, physical education during the school day, learning 

to playa musical instrument, the limitation of the school curriculum, 

and the harshness of the schoolmaster were deciding factors in their 
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vote in favour of modern times. I also feel that the lack of modern 

amenities which they take for granted, particularly television and 

cars, had something to do with their choice. 

Although I was able to develop a large number of activity cards, 

I felt I did not develop enough to allow less able students to express 

their ideas in a "concrete" mode, particularly at the higher cognitive 

levels of Bloom's Taxonomy. For these children, writing their res

ponses became a real difficulty. They could talk quite freely about 

what they had learned but their written information was quite sparse. 

Another time I would try to organize some method which would allow the 

children to tape their responses. This might be done through an inter

view activity. 

Also for these students I would include a greater number of 

model-making activities with more specific instructions and access to 

more assembly-type materials such as inter-locking blocks. I don't 

feel I was as successful in fostering independent learning with these 

students because they required so much help and direction with the 

activities once they got beyond the knowledge and comprehension levels. 

However, they were given the opportunity to work on the activities and, 

with help, were able to succeed. 

Writing this project is the culmination of many years as an 

educator and a student. As an educator, it has been instrumental in 

defining my philosophy of education, looking at my role as a teacher 

and the ways I can best help my students learn. It has made me 

realize that in this rapidly-changing world, just imparting knowledge 

is no longer sufficient. My role as a student has made me recognize 
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that what once was considered absolute can in fact change as scientific 

techniques bring new information to light. In this context, I began 

to realize that information which I gave to children as a fact today 

may be obsolete tomorrow. Therefore, I have to ensure that the 

children in my care are involved in higher cognitive levels of learn

ing if they are to become motivated, self-directed learners, capable 

of questioning information which is presented to them and researching 

for newer information. As I gained a more comprehensive understanding 

of Bloom's Taxonomy, I had more appreciation of the value of setting 

educational objectives and discovered more ways of involving my 

students in activities to develop the higher cognitive levels of 

learning. 

As a student, I was able not only to deepen and expand my own 

knowledge of Greek and Roman civilizations, but also appreciate that 

very many facets of our present civilization have their roots in the 

cultures developed by Greece and Rome. My learning enabled me to 

trace the almost continuous influence of these cultures over the 

centuries, particularly in the field of education. I discovered how 

classical scholarship changed from a purely literary viewpoint and 

responded to the relatively new discipline of archaeology. Although 

this new discipline was able to confirm many beliefs about early Greek 

civilization which had previously been known through the early writers 

and oral tradition, it also brought an explosion of knowledge and 

information previously unknown. In some cases, scholars had to re

orient their thinking about these ancient civilizations. In other 

cases, entirely new avenues of exploration were opened up. 



As Colin Renfrew states, this led to 

••. an increased feeling today that the deeper 
understanding of the past has a relevance for 
our own present and future, and should also 
clarify some of our current problems of over
population, pollution and ecological cata
strophe. l 

Modern classical studies span many areas of the curriculum. 

III 

Because it is tied in with so many disciplines, it can help students 

become diverse and flexible thinkers. As continuing excavations pro-

vide new and varied physical and documentary evidence, scholars must 

revise their theories; there is no final answer. 

It is my hope that by introducing young children to a vital 

part of their heritage, in a way which is consistent with modern 

educational thinking and practice, they will develop a lifelong appre-

ciation and understanding of the value of our past. 
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APPENDIX 1 



The., L\on and The Mouse. 125 

One. day a lion was asleep at 
th2- edge. of a wood. He. was 50 still 
that Q mou<oe, ran ac.ross his> nose 

W\ thou+ knowing ,t was Q no&e) and 

a \, on's ot that! 
The lion clapped hiS paw +0 

his tace and cau,gh+ some.th' r:9 
furry. LO"2..il'j he.. opene.d h·15 e~es ond 

lifted up one s·lde of hi5 hu,ge paw 
to see what he had taught. He. was 

amused +0 find a mouse. 

"Spare.. me, 9re,a+ bng
J

' sq.ue.aked 

th~ \'l+t\e, mouse. I di dn't mean +0 
do it. Let .me go and someda'f I will 
r~pay ~OU. 
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· Th"at's 'Je.r,/ tunny," lau3he.d the.. 
Ii on. How can a 1·,Hle. thing like. you " 

he..\ e me., :he. 3 re.?t king of the. 6e.Cls:s? 
1 don t know, re.pl i e.d the. mouse, but 

Q hHle. cre.ature. can 50meJimes heJ p 
" 

o big one . 

.. Wdl, you made. me. lou3h,' said the. 
\ion, .. which i-:, ~ometh,n9 T seJdolYl do .. , 
So he. \eJ the. liHIe. mouse. go. 

A few do'fs lofer the. lion was 
caught In a hunter's nd. He roared 

an9~1 l'j and the. tiny mouse .. heard him 
.. That is the frie.nd \)' !,ion, she. c..ried. 

~e. must be. in trouble.. As qUick!,! 

os she, cou\d, 5he. 'ace.d to the, \ion 
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The- \ion thrashed around in th~ 
f\e.~: h'lin3 +0 Sd free.. , 

Be., ~Jd I great kIng, calle.d the. +i ny 
mOU5e. I will gnQW +,brough the. rope.s 
ond se.t you free.. 

The hon \ a'f sfd I while the mouse 

gnawe.d throu3h the net wIth her shorp 
teeth. \n a shor+ time the., lion was able. 

) 

to cree.p OU+ of the. net 
"~ou see.? I told you I wou,,\d repay 

'iou, the mouse. said happily A liHle" 
c.re.c\'ture. con he.lp 0 bg one. sot'Y1e.hivle.s. 

And the.. \ion had +0 adm'd- ',t WQ5 true. 



The, Ha,"e, o"nd The.. Tor+o\5E!. 128 

The hare, wa~ showing off before 
the, othrz.r oni ma\s. 

'1, can run fa~ter than on't of _, 
'(ou, he boasted." Nobod~ can beo+ me. 

"Well. r m not 50 5ure of that. "a 

low voi ce, sai d. "1' II race. '(ou if 'f0u 
\i ke. '\ 

It was the. tOl'toi<>e ~pea king. 
E \I ery bod 'f was s\.\C'pri sed, foC' the)' 

a\\ knew how s\ow he, wa~. 
Th: hare laughed. "1hat'5 a good 

jC?Ike. -, .. 
me-an it) ~Q'\d the +ortoise. Le+~ 

ho\/e 0 rac.e. 

So the.. animals marked out a 
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race.. course... The.. race began at 
the oak tree and would end 0+ 
the- bridge.. on the.. o+he..r ~ide. of 

t~e. village.. " 
It's. Q good two .;nile.5, said the 

hare.. Now let's go. 
At the command +0 start) he.. 

rac~d off down the rOQd.Befo,~ 
Ions the. hare. wa5 a\mo~t out of 
5ight. When he.. looke.d back, the.
h:r~oise. had hardly mo"e.d. 

I 'Ie. "got plenty of time. to +eke 
a nap. the. hare 5ai d to himself To 
make, tun of the.. torto\&e.

1 
the. har~ 

\ 0.'1 down and pre+ende.d +0 So +0 
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sle.ep. But the sun was hot and 

before long_ the hare. re.o Ily WQ5 oe.lee.p 

Some hours. Ider, he. woke. up with 
a o+ar+. He. r~m((.m 6ered o6ou+ the. 
'ac..~. He looked back down the road, 

but the, +or+o\ cse. WQ5 nowhe.re In 
oiSh-l-. He looked towards the. bri dge.. 
The, +or+o'tse WOo o\mo5t th~re, 

The hare d05hed +oward5 the., 
bridge o~ fast as he- could go. But 
h~ was +00 late. The +or+O'lSe. reache.d 

the- bridge. before. him and was 

th~ winn~r of the race. 



, , 
1 j j 

The, Shet?herd Bo,! and The Wolf. 
A she,phe.rd bo'f wen+- ou t +0 th e 

hdl5 e\Je.ry day. The podure was 0 

lone I)' spot be.&i de a dark forest, and 

the- hours passe.d slowly. The boy often 

longe.d for Some. company to make the 
t·,me. Po% faster. He. be-gan +-0 thi nk d· 

lTIi5ht be fun if a wolf carne +-0 aHack 

+hQ. shee.p. Then everyone would come 
rushing, and the.n~. would be. oome. 

e xci h.me.nt for a change. 

One day the 60'1 de.c:lde.d 1-0 
give the alarm just +-0 oe.e.. who.+ 
would happen. ~idin3 be.hind a +re.e, 
he. shouted loudly. "Wolf! Wolf!' 

The.. men 'In fhe.. vi I I age.. snatched 
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up the.ir clubs and came. runnin3 o.s 

fast as the.y could. Sut when the.'1 
re.ache.d the po.s+ure the.y did not ~e.e 
a wolf. The ~heep were. ,gro."Z.lng and 

the-, shepherd boy wa5 1?U3hing. 
. It was only a joke, he explained. 
I wanted +0 5ee what would hopp.e.n 
if I co. \ Ie.d tor help.' 

Then one do'f a wolf real 1'1 

did cree.p into the pa'2Jure ancl 

'Deson +0 eat the oheep. The 
frightened. boy ron ?own the hi! I, 
scre.am,·ng Wolf ~ Wolf! as loudly 0.5 

he, could. 
The. men in the vi \ loge thought d-
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Wo.5 jUe,-t o.nother 5i 11'1 trick. They 

5m\ \ed at .each o+he,r and shook 
the..I'r' head5, The,! were not going 
to be fooled again, 



The. Dog and Hio Sbado~ 134 

The. dog was happily hoHins home 

1+ wasn't eve.ry day that the butche.r 
gave. him a juicy bone with meat on 
it \ The dog wos carrying it very 
carefully in his mouth. 

On the way he had +0 ClOss a 
Ltt\e 5t,eam. He looked down from 

the. fod bri dge,n+o the.. clearwater. 
To his 'eJurplise., he.. sow anothe.r d0.9 
unde.r the.. wate.r. The. other d03 also 
hod a bone, in '+5 mouth .1+ \ooke,d 
().s though it was a bi,93e., bone. than 
the- bone he. had. 

With a growl, he dropped his 

bOlle.. in order +0 9rab the other 
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dog'o bone. But no cooone.r hod he. 
done. tha+, the. doS unde.r the. water 
also dropped hico bone. . 

For 0 f'l1Of'l1en t the. doS 'O+ood 

loob"ng ansri I)' into the. water. ~ e. 
CQu\dn't unde,r5+ond it. Al \ he.. knew 
WQ~ fhat he hod \ost his bone and 

muot now 90 home. w', thout ·It. 



The Fox and The Li 00. 136 

One day a fox 5awa lion. It was the first 
t,me he had e.ve,r seen one. The lion looked 
50 bi9 tho+ the tax did not know what +0 
do. ~e ran awo"! as {os+ as he could. 

Soon he 5aw the lion osain. Th-,s +ime. 
the. fo~ 5ai d. · I oOW 'f0U the ofher day. 

I dor:t Ii ke the. look of 'f0u. You are +00 

big. You rn·lght want +0 eo+ me. '] 
And he. ran awo'f ago·ln. As he ron, he 

5Q\d to himself) ·Th~ hon d,d not ea+ me 
the. f\ ,5+ +i m~. "So h~ did not run as -ta5t. 

Ne,d do,! he me.+ the lion 0soin, and 

di d" not run awo'!. • . 

Good morning. Mr. Lon, he soOld. I 
hO\Je 5een ~ou before.. You do no+ 100 k 
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So big -rodo,,_ I ?m not ofro\d of 

~ou an'f more,. 

So he. 50+ down +0 hove olon:) 

chat w\ th the.. Ii on. 



The. A nt and Th~ DO\lf" 138 

One. hot do,!, an ant we.nt +0 the. 
r\'Iu" +0 ge.t a drink of wate.r. But he. 

fe.11 in and could not 9e.t out 

A dove saw that the ant was in 

d anse.r. .. I mu~'+ hdp h', m, • she. ~a', d. • If 
I pick up a leaf and drop it into the. 
water, the. ant can 9~+ on it. n wi I \ be. 

L ke, a L ++ \ e, boat. 
So the dO\Je. droppe.d a leaf on the 

wate.r and the ant chmbed on+o it. 
"~ank you, Mrs DO\Je,· ca,l,led the. 

ant. I wi \ I help you one. do'!. 
Soon after a man come. olons 

w\th a bow and arrow. He saw th~ 
dove, on the.. tre.e and was going to 
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shoot at he,r. Just then t he an+ 
cnme along ond bit the man On the 
leg- This made the man jump and 

hio arrow went up -Into the sky_ 
The. orrow mi ~se.d the. dO\le, so 

she. ._ flew out of dange:_ 
T~ank you little. ant, cooed the" 

dove, ~ou did help me after aiL 



Who W\\\ Bell Th~ Cat? 140 

Once ~ome. m',ce. liv~d ,On Q hou~e, 
Also Iivin3 In the house. W05 a ve.ry 

large. cot E'lery doy she.. like-d to e.ot 
Some. of the. m', ce... 

At last the.~ saId +0 one an othe.r, 

"This must stop or soon we. sholl 01\ be. 

eate.n. Le+ us> hove.. a me.e..+i n,g and de..e.'lde, 

whot we, 5hou\d do. 
II 

The. mice discussed WQ'Is which 

would help to make +hem safe. Finally 
one, mouse.. 50\ d 0' I know what Wfl.., con 

do. One. 0+ us must put a bell on the. 
co1-. Th~ bel \ wil \ te\ \ uc:, whe.n she. is 

ne.ar o(\d 50 we. wi \ \ s+o'f in our hOMes 

Afte.r she... has gone.. owo'(, it wi \ \ be.. 
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'2>ofe, tor US +0 30 out 03Q,n." 

The, re.s+ of the mice, ogree.d that 

this would be. a WiSe. th,n.,9 +0 do. 

The,n on~ old mouse osked who 

'No.s gO\ n9 +0 put +h~ bell On th~ cat. 

"I Ofll too old: ~a, d one.."l om not 

able. +0 run qUI ck Iy." 
"W~ are, +00 small '\ sOld the.., 

) 

baby mice.. " 

"The., cat \5 +00 f05t for me, sO'ld 

o.nothe.r. 

\n the, ~nd, none. of th~ mice.. wou\ d 
put the, be.l I On the cat so she Just 

we.nt on eating the mice. 
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KnOIN \~dge.. " RrLCO \ I. 

The.. lion Qnd The., MOU 5e-, 

\) Wh(!'fe.. Wo.s the.. \ion ~\~e..p\'n5? 
.:l) W\iQ,re.. cLd t~e.. \iH\e. mouse.. run? 
,3) Wh~ d'\d the. \ion kr the. rr\OU5~ 90 ~ 
1-1) WhO:\- did the.. \'101"\ 9e..+ c..o.u,,\ht ,\n~ 
5) 110w di d the. mouse. f re.e. the.. \ 1 on ~ 

The. \-\ore.. ond 'The. TOrTO\5e.. 
,) Who.t dl d the.. hore. boos-r he. cou\d do ~ 

;).) W\ie..n.. di d -the.. fo.C.e. be..-,~ In ond t. n d ~ 
3) Wh'l d',c\ the.. hore.. to.ke., 0. nop~ 
~) w,,~ d', d t'ne.. nc("e., 5\ e.e..p fo r 0 \0 n3 f\ me. ~ 
5) WhO Wo.s -t'ne.. w"rlne.r of -the.. (o.ce. ( 

T'nt.. Snephe..rd Bo'{ and Tht.. Wo\f. 
\) Whe..re. di d 'tne.. 5he..p~rLrd bO'1 qo e,Ve,f'( do.'1? 
:2) 'W'n~ did '\'ne.. '00,( d~Clc\e.. to c.r'j'v:JoW' -the. .f\rs~ 1\Me.~ 
3) 'tJ\\o.1 did i'ne.. me..n frof""l the.. 'VI \\o.ge.. bring w'dh lh~M? 
~) 't-l'not ksson did th\S f'o.b\e.. -teac.h? 

T'ne.. Dog o.nd ~i& Shadow , 
\) W'no.t W05 -the. d03 corr'j ,'("\9 \() h\5 mouth '( 
2.) 'N'no.\ di d he.. ho.\le.. +0 c..r055 on hi':> WO'! horne.? 
~) 'tJho.t did ne.. ~e..e, \1l the.. wo.re.r? 

Tn€,. Fox and Th~ 1J0n, 
\) WhaT did t'ne.. fox do the. f\rsJ time... he.. SQW the.. lion'? 

2.) 'tJ'nc\ d\d he.. th'\nk. the- lion rni5h+ do to hiM? 
~) WnoT 0.\0 -The.. fo)' do once.. he. kne.w the., lion? 



lhe.. ~n-T o.nd The.. DO\Je., 
I) W"'"'~ did the. ant go to the. '·'\J<2.r r 
.a) \10'101 di d the. dove. re.~~""e.. the. Cf'"'I t ? 
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3) A man co.me. to -The. rivt..r. Who.t d,d he.. br\~ 
wit h '" I'm ? 

~) Who.t eli c\ the.. an1- do to ~Q\Je.. the. dO\J€.. frOM 

be;ln3 hurT? 

Who Wi \ \ Be.l \ The. Co.t? 
\) W'n'f di d the. mice. wont +0 be.\\ the. cat '? 

2,) Who.1- e.~CLA~U> we.f't.. give.n b'l 'e:lome.. of the. Mit-e.? 
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Know \t..dSe.. 

,) list the. name.E> of 0.('\'1 +e.n Qni m Q \ ~ 'fov. read 
Qbout in the.. fa'o\e.~, Re- write. the Y'\a\'Y\e.~ \n 
0.\ ph 0. be..h c.o.\ orde.f", 

~) C'ho05e. ()n'l fab\e. fro,"" the. book \eJ. Make up 
three. qUQ.stions o.'oou1 the fab\e. to o.~k 0. fr"Q..f\d. 

~) The. fo\\ow\'f'g \i5t of word~ has b~e.n take.n 
from the. fob\e.5. SQ'I the.\'Y'\ DyUit.11'( +0 your-5e..\f', 
tnen ph nT the.. n urn 'oe..r o~ 5'1\ \o.\:)\e.s b'f the. s\de 
of e.ach word, 

Q{T'\u~e..d --ont __ 
\0.'2..\ \'( __ 
hore.. __ 
re..'f'('\e.M ber --

o.\CArrn __ 
lion __ _ 

bone..-
e,ve.r'l bod'l-
ro.c.e. ---

~) The.. fo\\ow'\nq \i~t of worde:, ho~ Ce.e.n +o.ke.n 
from the.. fo.'ore.s, Choose.. a word frOM the word 
box. whic.h me.on~ the. apposi h:. or 0. word 
\n 1~e.. \ist. ?rint \t 'o"{ the side. 

\O'u9h ___ _ 
\ o.te. 
to.!:J ___ _ 
~k'j---
Q~\ee..p----

9° 
young 

c\o~e. 

s\ow 
cr"f 
drop 

wi nne,r 
oQe.n 
\ \ T1-_____ _ 
o\d ___ _ 
stop ____ _ 

owo.~e ear \'( 
9f'ound I05er 
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,) Choo~e. one.. of the, fa.b\e.s frofY) the.. book.let 
Qnd fe-wI', te, it ,'n 'four own word~. 

~) ChO~~ o.n'l on~ of the.. fQb\e,~. Draw 0 p'c+ure. 
+0 s\'oVJ the. ma.\n ide.Q of the. '5+ or 'I_ 

~) WorK w'dh 0. tr\e.nd. Choo~e. C\ fQb\~ and 
mQke. some.. s·bek puppe.:t':>. Proc..t\se. the, fao\e.. 
o.~ 0 p\a)l. Whe.n 'Iou are. re.od~) p\e.s~n1- the. 
p\o.~ to the.. c\o.~5_ 

~) Af\e.r re.adin5 'four book.\~t of fo.6\e.s, 
i \ h.\strate. the.. c,O\Je..r of 'four book \e.. t. 

5) f\fte.r readin,g a\\ th~ fo.'b\e.':> \n ';tour 
boo K \e. t J Wf'\ te. down ~ome.. of the. t~\nss 
Wh\ c..~ 'fou th, n k a\~ tn~ 50me.. in 0. \I 
t\i~ fa b\~5_ 



(,) R~ad 
Qnd -The.. 
the.. mO\f"\ 

-\iHe.,. 
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~h,ou.9h -the.. td\e.,=> of the.. fQb\e.s 
mQ',n idl2..o.5. Mo.1Ch the. fo.b\e.. vi,th 
\de.o.. 

Mo.;" \ dt.a. 
inc.. lion ~""c\ \'ne- MOU5e... \~ '101.4 0.(1:.. +00 9ree.d~ I \[OU 

tr\Cl'i \~e... th~ th;"'3S1 'Iou C\\re.aoy 
hClve.. 

The.. \-\o.re.. o.nct 1he.. Torto\se. w!> e.o.~'f -to pLA.1 forwo.rd ide.ClS 
bLA.t ("\ot o.\WCl"1S 50 e.o.5'1 1-0 co.rr'f 
tht.rn ol..d ... 

l\it.. Snephe.rd Bo,! o.rd"The. WoW. 'tJ~n ~ou. ql!.-\ to know ~or'\t..O!i~, 
1he't o.re. no':\- ~o f("·\3't·"te.r"""~' 

VJ'no Will 6e.-l\ 'The.. Co.t. 

Srno.\\ ~ni ...... o.\~ <::'Q'I'"\ ~orne... ~ i 1"I"\t..'5 

h~p '015 O'l'"\t..'5. 

If' wt.. 1-t..\\ \il.S, no one.. W\~\ 
be.\\t..ve. U~ when wt. spe.aK. 
the. truth. 



\) R~o.d 
word~ 
wo('d~ 
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of Ta)<.onort·"'I. 
1 

tht'"OU3h the.. fo.'o\~'S> In "I0u.(" book \e...-t, li 5+ 
wh',c,h dfl..&c("',6e. mo"e..m.t..nt Qnd 'hOSe. 
wh" ch c.on be.. uc:,e.d \n~+e.ad of II coo', d." 

2.) rind out from the.. re.5t of -the. c\a&~ Qhich 
\5 the:'(" fa"ou("',-\e fo.6\e.. Make (). gro.ph +0 
5hovJ 'jour re.&v.lts. 

~) li~t 0.\\ the. ()nif"\o\~ Wh',Ch 'fou. ha\Je.. read 
C\bouT \n tht. fQ6\e.«:>. On Q \0"5 st r'lp ~f 
Bape.(', df"aw the"", \n orde.r of 5\'l.e. ,50'1'"\3 
froM \arge.5t +0 &ma \\e.5+. 

~) ~hoo5e ,an,{ fo6\e.. 'Iou, hO\le.. f"ead. n"..aw Q 

t\\m strip 1-0 Show SlY-.. 0(" e.:'jht eve..n+s 
\n the.. or- d e.".. \n w h', ch the. '( happe-no 

5) \f'"\aq \ne. one.. of the. f o.b\e..s ho.5 be.e.n pr" nt e.d 
0.'0 ~ book. Make.. up an adve...rhse..me.n+ Wh\C\' 
'Iou th',n k wou \ d h~\ P to ~e,\\ the.. book. 

b) Mo.ke.. up 0. f ab\~ of 'four own. 

1) Do '{ou 1\'\nk Q fo6\e.. \5 a 800d wo.'f +0 
teo c..~ () \Q..~~on ~ G i veo. ('e..o.~on & for 'four Qoswe r. 

Ib) Wh\Ch fob\e. d',d 'lou enjo,( the. m05+? Give 
("e,o.sonc; f or 'I0u(' answe. r. 

'l) RU).d -thfough the- \i5t of on', tr\o.\~ Whi en 
().n~ .. found \f\ Ae-SOp'5 Fab\e.~. C\o.~'5iF) 
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1he.m '\n-to the. fo\\ow\ng 9Y"'oups~ b\rd) 
\(\5e.C.1-, mommo\ J amp""'" 0'\0.(1) Y"'e.pti\e.) t ish. 

tl""oq d09 rnov.'5e Wo\f' cor eo.g\e.. 
s'ne.e.p tor -roi '5e \ i on dove,. \ 'Ion 
3("o.s~hopper hare,. ant- fox. 5oo5e. 

10) Re.ad tne.. ~e.n+e.nce~. If '1ou,think it cOl.Ald 
be. rea\) p,ut on R. PlAt on M If 'fou think 
t'nf2.'i WOU \d be.. rnoke.. - be...\ie,,,,e.. 

a) 1'he. dO\le... droppe.d 0. Ie.o.t on the. wo.te..r. __ 
b) }he. fo)'. ran o.wo'f from t~e.. Ii On. "..,..., __ 
c:..) We.. rt'\\.A5t puT 0. be..\\ around The.. C(1) ~'I d the.. \"'f'\ou~e.._ 
d) Tht.. lion \o.ughe..d aT -\'\ie. t:,'0U'5e...:--
e,) The.. she..phe..rd bo'f crie..d) Wo\f\ __ 
f) "The.. do"e... thonke..d 1he.. anr for ~v\n.9 he.r liFe., __ 

,C\) Th~ dog tfo1te.d hOMe. wilh 0. bone.. __ 
~) }~e. ·h n'i rnouco~ 3r'\owe.d t~(ouqh 1h~ rope.., __ 
\) I \ \ be..CAt "10 I.A In 1 he.. rac.e.) cri'id the.. ho.(' e.... __ 
j) S\tt\fi5 down, the. fo~ hod 0. \or:q chat with the. lion._ 

\<.) T'ne.. (,01 \'II<.e..d +0 It.o:t the M\~e. __ 
\,) S\o~\~ -the.. tortO\5e. wo\ke.d Q\on3 the. pa1~. __ 

f1'\J The... nal'"e. Qf"Id the. tor toi se. had 0. ro.ce... __ 
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'tJe. find out about life in P\nclent Creec.e.. 

In "arlou5 wO,/S. SOt"Y\e +irnes we c..an r-e.ad 

about the If" L r e.. In 5+0(1 e 5 w hi ch ~e(e wr'l ++e.n 
o.t thot time. 

" ... he.. led the. WC\{ horne For hiS +rovel
worn f r\ e0d and b,ough+ hl'rrJ +0 th e 9 re.e+ house j 

whe.re. the't threw down their clocks on ~et+le5 
or cho\'r:,) s~e..pped in+o the. pol"ohed baths and 
washed, \\'hen the.. maid 5e..rvon+c hod flnlSlrled 

bat'n',n.s them and rub61n3 thern with ell) +he'f 
So.lIe. them +uni<:.~ and thre.w WorM Mont:ers 
o.round the.if" shou\de.,s cnd The.. two lett thel(' 

) 

both~ and 50.+ down on chaIrs R mOld Carne 

""(ITh weier In a fine 30lden Jug and poured 
it- 01.).+ over a Silver baSin 50 that the,! 

rn"3ht r In:,€. the.lr han d ~. She d r-e IN up a 

woode.n table. and the. 5+0', d house keepe.r 
bf'OU9 h+ Sorne. bread and set It b')' theM ... 

-I e\emoc..hus' Mother SO+ OppOSI+e. them 
b\{ ,a pillar of the hall) reel in ,nC1 In ,on eosy-
cholf" and spinning the dellcafe th('eod 
On he.( distaff) wh~e. the,! fe.1I +0 on the good 
tore. \oid before them. 

H OT'Y'\er The. Od" ~':Ie 'I 
+ran':l. E. V. R i e.u. 
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Anothe.r impor+all+ ~ource of inforr""\o+,'on 

\':> the work of archceol0.9ist~). Not onl'{ 
do the,! find -the. ru',ns of /or"',9e. o.nd 
5ma\l bui \ding 5, but the)' o\so find 
5mol \ obje.cts 5uch as coin s) 5words, 
je.we.\\e.r'f and pots, The. po+s of Ancient 
Greec.e. are por+'Ic.u/orl'l' 'Important because 
man" of theM ore pO',nted wi fh Scene.s 
whic.h ,9',,,e. us an e')(.c.el\e.nt pic+ure. ot 
life. ,'n Ancien+ Greec.e. 

Wu.null w ... vi ... 

The. pic.ture 

on mi5 vase. 
S.hOW5 how -the 
women did 
+hei r weav,'ng 

on an up-r"3ht 
loom. 
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The houses 'In Rthens were c('owde.d 
togethe.r on narrow +Wis+in3 s+ree+5 whic.h 
w.e. r e, d loA ~J 'Ion d d'l r + y . Of ten a n 0 pen 
dro\n ran down the middle of the 5free+. 

Because of these conditions, most houses 

were bud+ oround an open c.our+yard whic.h 
became the cen+re of man'f hou~ehold ac.fivities, 
Some c.our+'1ards had a pool and rainwater ron 

Throu,gh pipes from the roof into the pool. Also In 
the. cour-t'{ord there. wo~ often () 5rnall oltor 

where the forni \'1 ga+he.re.d +0 pro'f 1-0 thei r 9od~, 
On\'1 the \ar,ge.r hOU5e.S had ~+one. floors and 

'5ome·hmes a ve.r'! ric.h man rr\l3h+ have. decora+e.d 
the. floor of h'l~ d ini n3 room wi th be.aLAti tl.4l mosaic.. 

d~5\sns. More.. often the floor~ were. j ~~+ flattened 
e.arth. The WO\\5 of the house. We.re. mode of 
&\.4t"'\- dr'le.d ml.4d brick. and these. COLAld be ve.ry 

easi\)' broken. \n fact burglars ,'n Athens we.re. 
'Known a~' woll- pierc:.ers' becQl.4se it was So eos'( 

+0 di3 through the walls. 
Some. hOMe.s hod a se.c.ond store,( over part 

of -the. b\Add'ln~, Fe.w windo\\l~ overlooke.d the. ~+~ee+ 
ond tho~e.. that did we..re. usuoll'{ plac.ed high In 

t\,e.. W 0. \ \. The reo 'No S> no 91 as.s> in th e. m but 



the.y could be. cover-ed b)' wooden sh1J¥rers 
to ke e p out the. heat and the. d LA ~+, U~uo Ily 
oY"\\'( one door from the. hou~e.. wOl..tld open 

Oil +0 th e.. s+ re.e. t. 
The roof of the. house. could be. t'lo,+ 

or s\ oplr\g On d cove.red w'l+h t'll e. s 
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Th e. ~ e. pic. 'h,A1"' e ~ ~ h 0 \oil the 
Rnc',e.n+ Gre.ek. home.s ,The.,! 
gc\f"'deV\~ 0.("01..4\'1 d -the hOU5e.. 
dOO(5 opened di.-ec+\~ 0 n 
+0 t\,e,. s+ ree.t, MosJ"' of 
the windows were. hi,gh 
On fhe. wo. \\, 

,~p~ The. A~he.ni()n Agor-o., 
p,ct, 

ou+s',de of 

did Y'\ot hc:we.. 
Clnci +he.. 

mm --- ~~ I~ "--__ • __ .c 
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, \ 
" \ 

\""/" 
. :r~, ="','_;'~':;,/~!;'. ~~'~, .loq~~.t~-,,::,.:~-, ~...;;,..:...c:::';:;';::',--r~" -., , 

T'n~ c..(e,e..\ss. p.lb 

\. A shop i':> ?~Y"" of the. house. 
R. The. court'lorcL 3>. CO\lef"ed por1-i co 

~ICS. liv"r:5 roof'C"\5. b,l. Worr.e.n's bed rOo r"" 5. 

~,'2lMoke.. 90.'" 01A1- throu,gh on open,'nj ,n the. roof 

q. BQ~'nroolY'\ wit~ -potter,! +l.Ab 
\0, WOl'Y'lenls s'I++\('\9 rOo 0'"\ , "J \'l K;Tc,het"'\ 
13. Store. roorn, 14, Qn-\e - roo~ ~e; Men's d,·n,'n.9 rOOr'f') 



In~\ de the H ou~e, 

Inside the, hOU5e.. moeJ of +h~ rooms 
ope""ed on+o the. ccurfyard. 

1he IOl'"ges+ and Most imporfo.nt rOom 

WQ~ +he men's d,'n,'ng room, Thl~ wos the.. 
erderh),'nrnen+ ce.n+(e. of the. house. whe.re. the.. 
lY'\()n WOLA\d ,'n v'lte 011 his ",",ole fri e.nd 5 +0 
dinner, If the owne.r we("e, ric.h) the. dlnln9 room 

would be decolcJe.d with rnoso'le. de.5"9n~ on the. 
f\oot end pOInted wo.lls, CO\..lChQ.5 we.re.. p\o.ced 

o.rol.AYld the wo.l\~ tor the.. ",",e.n +0 re.cL'ne... on 

wh',\e. eating thel'("' Meo.\, A SMo.lI +o.b\e. +0 hold the. 
d i cohes of food and 9061 eJs of Wine, Wo.~ pI ac.e.d 
before, each man, 

Rnothe.r Importo.n-t rOOM wo.~ 0. Si+t,'ng rOOM 

tor the WOrvl e n, He.ft. the. \ ad. 'f of 1~e.. hO\..\5e 
wou\d To\\<. to ne..r- friends or a+te..nd +0 
the. IMport-ant +o.~k of spinn"n,9 and we.a vln3' 

The. kl+c.hen Wo.5 one. of the srno.llest 
rcom 5 In the. house, A n"f food w hi ch COLAld be. 
s1-ore..d wOl"dd be kept in large clo,( Jc.r~,Cookirs 
pots were. olso made of cla'f and stored I'n 

the.. kitchen, SOrr'\eJlrne.s. the.re.. would be.. a 
(a\~ed hearth in the. rOOM one! in bad weather 
-the. food wO\.Ald be. c.ooked ove.r Q fl're. bud+ 
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on the. he~r+h. 01herw\·tOe. the. cooking w-~~ done. 

out dOOf'5 \'f'\ -the c.ourt)'Qrd. 

Not oH hOU5e5 hod a bathroom. If there. WQS 

one) i1- would be 0. ver'f ~mol\ l-oorn. Some.+ ,'rnec::, 
the(e, Tnight be. 0. p01-ter,! tub o(\d mO'fbe. Q 

fooi-beth. If there. wa~r\l a +ub~ the. fOMil,! would 
baThe.. 1'(\ 0. \Q('ge. pot. RII the. water- hod +0 be. 
co. r-r i ed from th e we.l \ \n the. c..o u r+,/o r-d In 
\ orge.. wooden bl..lcK.e..ts or wate.r JQcs. 

If the. house. had two s+ore'is I the b~droo", 

for -t'n~ fo.fYli\~ wOl,;t\d be. ups+o·'r~). Co~che.~ N"I'3ht 

be. made LAp a~ bedro each ni9ht 0(' the. 
be.d tnight be.. Mode LAp Of) Q wooden 

p\cd- tor rt\. 

In the. winter the.. house~ we-re. d("ou3ht~ 
w',th no 3\OS5 'In the w'lndow5.1he on\'f 
heat WQS plov'lded b~ chorcoo\ 61o-z...ier5 
ond l \ 9ht c.ome [("om \ omp~) fl \ \ed w l th 
0\ I ve - 0'\ I. 
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/ ' 

and House Inte.riors. l :: -
... .)1 

. Thi ~ WOI.A \ cl 
,probCl bl'1 be. 

Cl home. of 
Q r',c.h man 

Th~ floor' ,'s 

mo~o.l·c- 0. n d 
the. fut'"n,ture 

\~ cQrved . 

No+. c e. th Co 

1-o'lco the. little. 
3,',..1 i5> plQ~in9 
with. 

'he. Cfee...k&. p' I~ 
The.. plc+ure.. below shows 
Q lon+en. ond +wo 
od \amps. 



Furn,ture 

y~IIImtI"I' .. -.; ;;--..... r.::;. 

The.. C(g.e,k~. p.2.o 

These pi ec.es 
of furn'l +l)re. 

are. mode.rn 

copiel5 of 
furn·\ .. h,Are. 5een 

lY"'\ \/ 0. <?>e.. 

d ("o.wlngs>. 

.L::lO 

Th e. I.Qd'j is. pu +h ti'j 
50me. fobr\ c.. in 0 

chest. II~ohce the JU9c:, 
han9'n~, on the wol L 

--"- --- ... ~. 
, ,'. 
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Most wome.n \n CAnc.\e..n+ r-e.e.Ce.. made 
the. clothing for the 1'(, fami fl'es. 

Fi(,5t of aU 5he. had to make 
the... cloth ""hi ch was U5L.IOlly mod e. of 
wool. FI ax was also used +0 make 
linen, The fleece W05 either bouSh+ 0+ 

the marke+ or sheared -Prom 0 sheep 
on the fam,i 1'1 farm. 

Fi("~+ d- had to be cleaned) 
woohed and then wound into honks, 

Then if was ready for d"e,'n3' The 
Women used ve"g efQ61es and plon+s 
~o make. red) brown.) yellow, black) 
lndi,go or 3reen d'{es. 

The hanks of wool wer-e then 
f?ut on a stick of wood called Q 

distaff and the threads Were. pulJed out 
ond tW\5ted to make one thread.Thls 
thread . WQ5 then Rut O~I a 5pind Ie 
where d- Wo.5 tl.Ji sted In+o y or n. 

-\ he. ~arn was fostened to on 
upri sht loom and the. bottom of the.. 
th read 5 were fa&tened +0 wei3hfs 
mode.. of po~tery or le~ad. The.. 'tQrn 
W05 woven \nto fabric, 



As well 05 cI'Ie.',ng t~"\e. 'l0rn160brI3hf 

CO \ OU ("5, des i .9 n 5 we reo f t e (\ W 0 ve n In f 0 

the fa b ric) .£ s p e c', a /I yon th e.. b 0 r d e. r: 
On c: e. the. C \ 0+ h waco W 0 v e nit w a '0 

(e. a d 'f + 0 we or for- the~ clothes needed 
no cU+-Ting 0(' ~ew\ng. 

The. lec+on,gLAla\ piece of fabric.. 
wo~ p\t\t\ed or tied ocro~)s the shoulders 
It Wo.'O fastened arounc, the. waist 
wIth a narrow belt. Thi5 ,~ty\e of 
c\o+hin51 was called 0 chiton. WOMe. n 
().(\c\ ofd men wore lon,.g c h'I tons. "Iou n!j 
men, slaves and ch'\!dre.n wore, short 
ones, 

:)hOe.S were rore\'1 worn except 
when travelling. Ihe. trove\\ers wore 
So.ndQ\S with thin lea+her thongs. 
When the weather got cold, the. 
o.ncle..nt Creeks wore Q woollen cloak 
and somet', mes a scarf' or -felt hot. 
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CH\LOREN. 

Koo\N \g"dgfk 

Dr-ow p\cJ·urt.~ of the. +0'f~ which chi \dt'e.n 
hod ,'n Anc..·\ e. n+ Gre.e.c.e.. NQ me... the.f"'l. 

'?r\nt the. heo.d' n~~ ~~ C\r\~ one! 
'BQb\e.~. list the. +o~~. "6nd~r ~ach tl'Wd,ng 
to ~S\ovJ w,,",o )OU t\''\InK wou\d p\Q'( w·,th 
-Th e. \'f\ . 

Make.. 
bo~ wou\d 
hit. wou\d 

Q \ist of a\\ t\-,,!.. 'O\)bje.c..~5 a 
\e,orn in 'Ochoo\. l .. i'Ot the.. H··,,·n35 
\e.or n ou+ of ~,c..hoo\. 

MQK~ 0. \,5r of aH t~\e, 1hinqs a. 31(-\ 
wou\d havQ.. +0 \e.CArn In orde.r -\-'-6 rU.n 
h~( horY\G!.. we..\\ . 

COf'l"\pf'e. ~~V"\~\ on. 

. l.ook 01 the... p\c..ture.~ .of +0'15 f:,und 
In Anc.'lI-nt Gn2.e.c.e.. C\QS>S>\ f "f 1h~"" In two 
d, ff e.re,,-\- WQ'I5. 

P("(~;\-e.nd '(OU are. (). ldtle... 31'r\ In 
Anc',(t.Y"\t Gn~.e.c:.e... Wr\te... on e.ntr'f In 'four 
diQr'( de.5cr·\bing () da" In '(OUf' life... 
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~ 

. ,~ 
,', fl, 

"", ' ., 
, /' .e_ ,r*" 

,\ worn,n spinnIng Tht.. C(e,e,\<..s p elL 

The 'I Cl'" n W C4 5> P I.A + 0 n Q 

dis.t~rf, Ae. the spIndle. 
d,.-opped +0 t'he. floof", It 

tv-JIs.Ted t'ne '1o.rn into 

threo d. 

\~ , 
, ' e 

It A\' 
~ 'fI 

_ l'he.. f\\'r.e('\\o.n ~30(().'?· \\. 
I hes,e spinc\\e. IN hor \s 

Q(\d the ~pinclle. we-re

f 0 U Y\ d i 1"\ R,. hen ~ b'{ 
on,\; ceo \ 05 i =A· s. 

~ 
,..I 
:1--"0 
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I 

'~- l'j~ ~ , ; \~r I! t,~ ~ tW.W; : : ' 1 
Tht. Cnc"K5. p. j,,\. 

The e-Qf"I'i \00f"r'l5 Were. 

\,lP"", .5,-",1-. The +hreocl~ Were 

fCAs.+ened to wa..',9ht~ +0 keep 
+ht.. thre.Qds &tro':lht, 

u~ I1 tJt u 
,~ .~ '\ ~ a"· u ...... ~ "-; 
\'ne.. A-the.'I"\\o.n A"OI'Q. ~,I2, 

These.. loom wei 9 h+5 '!:l...,ere.. 
olsa fOI.1r'\d in t\'1hens. I hey 
w e. r e.. m 0. d Ie. 0 f I It 0 d 0 r 

pot+~r~. 
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Chitcn',s were.. mocle. froM 

re c:+c1ti51.A \C)( ~\ eces of 
fabric... which w~re. ed-her 
p\'nnE~d 0 r +i ed c+ + he. 
~hou\d ers and qotheferl 
at -t hew a \ ~ + w \ + h 0 

belt .. 



Food 
\n o.(\c\en+ +ime.5 

food they cou I d 
the or-ea close 
0\50 did this. 

10.) 

pe..op\e.. u~ua(ly ate 
catch or srow I'n 

+0 them. The, G,eeks 

From their poetry we learn that-
one of the most con1mon foods 
was fi5h. Many Greek +own5 were. 
c\O&e.. +0 the sea and the, fi5hermen 
c.au,ght many kinds of ~Fi5h as w~1 \ 
as ~ea urchins) octopU5} eelco J oqu 1 d 
and o'Y5ters. 

Meat was ralel~ ea+en ex.cept 
at religlou5 fe~Jiva{~ when 300+5 and 
I ambo wer-e socri fi ced and then the 
mea-\- was roa~+ed and 5e,rved. ~ork 
and .sau~o3e.s were al~)o ser-ved 
a+ dinners. 

The land and clima+e of Greece 
WQS very ,...good for ~3rowir:g grapes 
and olives trom which they; made.. 
0\ \ ve 0 i\ and wine. ThE~ 0" I was used 
rno.in\~ for coob'ng and watered -down 
Wine. Wo.s served 0+ MOS+ meal5. 

Other- food~ includecl borle)" 
vege +o.6\es, fruit, nuts, honey> e99S and 



3001-5' cheese. The'f also captured and 
roo.sted bi rds ~uch 05 tHrushesJ 

jD'{S and swallows. 
Sread W05 o.lso eaten. The Reor 

people.- ate. barley bread whi 1st 
the ri ch could affarel brea d 
mad e from wheat. 



Food and Food Prepa("o+,on 

.J 

, , 
'1' ' 

l'nt.- C(e.e,.\<.~_ ?_ 22, 

Slaves prepare. food In 

t-he.. kl tc.hen. The. graIn 
hod to be. ground b't hane!. 
The c.oob-n,g po+s we.re. made 
()f do,!, 

\ n +he dl ni ng room, slaves _l..-.

~)erve the master and h"5 
~~n e.nd ~ Who rec.1 l'n e. en 
couche.s_ 

165 



Food and Food Preparation 
urJllklll[j 

/Jowl Df/llk/fI!} 

cup 

166 

These pi c.+ure~ ~ho'N mon'( f 2.~ 
of fhe. c.ook I'ng pots, bowl ~ 
jugs and c..~p5 which were. used I\~I the 
er-e.po.r-o.t'lon, cooking) and eaf,'n:3 of tood, 
Each pot for' a spe..c.\o \ use. held a d i s+ I'r Ie + i ve. 

ohope. 

f 2\. 
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\he. 
nu\-
of 

Food In 

Ancient 

Cre.ece. 

gro\n 

Everyon. ro.e at dawn .nd 
ate e simple br •• kfaat of 
bread dipped 1M diluted wine. 
Lunch w •• m.,nly br.ad with 
a plec. of go.tsmilk ch •••• 
or some Olives and fig •. 

The pi c..+v.r-e.. On 

thl5 bowl ~how~ 0. 

Cu~JOMe.r bU'l'rl5 
fiSh 0+ the m orke+ 

. ., 
~ 

A p •••• nt· •• upp.r con.i.t.d 
of barley porridge end barlev 
bread. Ther. might .1.0 b. 
v.g.tabl ••• t.w.d In ollv. 
oil. and a j.y or .wallow 
trapp.d 1M the f,.ld •. 

di~c.ov~ 

A .' . - Y"}" "r.'.'(, /" , c ',,-"' , 

<~r:~·,,1[jY 
\l ." ~ 

In wealthier hom ••. dinner 
was baslcallv the some but 
the bread was made of 
wheat, Extr. di.h •• of fish. 
snusnge. cheese In honev. 
and nuts were al.o serv.d 
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Children in Ancient Gree.ce 108 

In AnCient Athen s> 0 fot-he,.- was Q Ilowed 
I 

+0 do j\As+ Q~ he pte.osed with hi5 ch',lclren 
If he. did no+ want a new born bQb~ I he... 
CI:)u\d put ,t in 0 IOf"ge po+ ()('\d leave. it 
OV.t5\ de +0 die. Sornetir'l"'\e.5) if the bob'l Wo.s 

found ,it m\ght be. +aken IY'"\ b'f 0 no+her 

ft:lf"'\'\ \" who might kee.p j-\- or 5ell it o.s Q 

s\Q\le 
If the.. c.hi Idren wer-e ke..pt b'l the.I'r-

PQ("en+s, the'f wou\d !:>to'f ot home.. lAn-ti I the,!, 
\-Jere.. 5i)<. or- 5even \/ eOf"tQ of o,9e., The,! heAd 
rna n '( t-o'is +0 plo)' wit h ,'n c I ud Ins raf t le.:,) 
do\\~) to)' an'Imo\s, knuck\ebones ond 9ome

beards, Sorne+imes children were.. ol\owed 
t·o keep small animol.o such as, dogs. 
duck.s) mice arid 9 ('a~shopper5 os pets, 

At about the age. of S'I)(, 0 r e,e ve. n
J 

rnost boys went fo 5choo\. Cirl~ s+o'fed 
()+ home oY"'\d I e.arn house~eep"rig 
~~ki 115 from thei r mothers. I he.'t WOLA Id 
le ern how +0 sP"r"\ and weave.. and 
how +0 mano.9e.. th~ household. If the.. 
:gi('\S were from 0 rich family.) a sto.ve 
rni8hT teach them how +0 reClet. Usuo.ll'f 



9ir)~ were morri ed 0+ about 
10:J 

15 '/ e.a rs 
of age.., 

The sc.hool~ in Anc.ient Gre..ece We.f"e., 

,~tf"ic.t and LA.ouo\\'1 RlJite.. :'mall',Ofte.n 
-rhe.. sc.hoo\ wo.~ 'In the +eache.r~ hou~e, 
les~ons. were tOl.A9ht ,'n the. mort"'llr\9 Dnd 

be 9 an _ v e r'i ear I y: 
\ he first th\ns the bo'{!:> Ie.arnt WOoS 

+h~ olehQ6et. The. names of the. let+er5 
We'(e. di f't e.(ent f rom ours, Whe n the'i 
learned +0 re.ad the.y did not hove.. 
book5 of the'lr own but read from a pOP'Yrus 
sc.ro\l which be\onged to the teacher-, There.. 
Were.. no spoce5 between the word5; no 

Comma5 or pe.riods. 
Q~entenc.e wou\d\od<.\ ike.thi ~nd W Q!5\Jeryd iffic.ulttoreod. 

Whe.n the~ learned +0 write. the'( u5ua It" 
use.d a wax +ob\e+ and 0. st~Il.4~ which Wo.s 
a +h,'Y\ pen - li ke ~:Ji ck w hie h Sc("at c hed 
the wax, 

To door i +hmefi c the)' use d an 
abacus which wo~ mode from beocls on Q 

fr ~me. of three w'\t""es, The 'I did not have 
numbers O~ we do but used the Ie..+ters 
of the alphabet for numbers, For simple 
SUtn5 the.)' cO\.4r\ted Oli the\', finjer5. For 
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more d i Pfl C LA It ~um~ they use d the.. 
abacus. 

MUSIc... wo.~ 0. very impol"'+ on + ~1..4 bj ec + 
'\n the Anci ent Greek schoo \. The b 0)' S» 

Ie.er ned s\n~i("\3 and chanting 05 we 1\ QS> 

\earn\n~ +0 plo)' musi col in s+ rLAme nts 'Such 
05 the fl ute and the. I)'r"'e. . At te.5t'1 val 
Q n d vic + or ~ c e. \e bra + ion s,c h 0 r LA 51 e 5 0 F b 0 'i s 
Sang and dance.d +0 mUSIc... 

The oflrernoons we.re USUQII'I spe.nt 
at the 9~m nasi um practi sing r~nnin91 
jump,'n3 and throw',n,g the di~cus and the.. 
javelin. The GreekS thDU3h+ ,+ Wo.s just 
CAS "mport~nt to exerci 5e. the bod" 
'os the m, nd. 

When a coy Ie.ft schoof at 
.fi f"te.en he appre n-ti c.ed 0 ~ 0. po+t e r 
0. ~Jone mo ~o("'\ or a d oc-to (". Som e. of 
the b0'l~ trained as soldier5 when 
the'i be came.. older. 



Ch',ld(en In Ancient Greece, , ~1 
.LI.L 

lb~ !\-I-hel"'\\o.t"'I Asor~ 
~' a2-

The. +o'f 5 W hi c..h 
ch', I d re n hod +0 play 
with, were u5~all'l Mode 

of wood) lea+her Or 

porre.r'f. 
SOMe- +"1pe.s of doll~ 

had l'Y'\ov a 6\e orMS and 

\es~ S>o the'f could be. 
d (,~5~e..d. 

The. c..h', Icl re.ll olso had 
+in~ do\\ - 5"2ed pots:! a"d 
jU5~ +0 p\o"( wi tho 

R\thou,gh 9\r15 did nof 
go to ~chool) on 
e.d ueafed ~\ave. might 
te.ach Q g'Irl to read. 
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,i 

, .... 
_ ,___ >' ,r !'>' '- , 

,'he.. Cr~t,,\<.~ 'P' \~ 

Thl'S plc.+ure show'S two 91>rls> p\0'il'ng 
0. gome. of knuc.k\e bones. 

t~ "'~~® 

...;,....;..,;.::..-....;...:....;".;,..,:.:....:.:...=~~:..:......::!.. p 2.2-

l'n~ F\1hen\Q.f' A5o(Q p,2.\ 

Thi5 pi c+ure. show~ a 
se..t of knuc.kle.bone& 
and some. di ce Greek ch', I dr-en 0150 plo'{ed 

gal'l1e5 like checker5 with 
Cone counter~ 
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c&~ 'L -
~/i" 
~ ~.~~ 

Til e.. Po- -t h e.. D \ 0. D A § 0 (0., p, 2" \ , 

lhe.&e. po++er'i bab~ 
e)(cavote.d in Athens 

tnode their pi c.+ures 
I 

Th"5 pi c. + ure.) 5how"ri9 

0. bob'i In a spec.lcJ 

bQb"t cha,f"') was. 

pa ff\ fed 0 n a Va se. 

cho',r5» 7 which we.re. 

5how that the painters 

true. +0 life. 



! 
I 
I 

I 
l 

Children In AnCient G ree.ce, 174 

Bo't& who we.nt to S:lc.h 001 

\eo,(",ec1 reod,'ns) writ 1"3 Ql""ld 

Qr', th me{ Ie, 

Thi5 b0'j i~ readln'j 

GreeK from the scroll held 
b')' h',s +eocher, 

T"'e.. ~t'e.e..k~ p ,14 5" 

Wr-i+I'n9 Wo.s done 
on a Wo. ~ tablet 
\,\5\'" 5 Q eJ'{ I U5, 

T'n\~ \~ a pi.c+ure of on 
abocu~ wh', ch WQS used 
\11 ar', thm~,:hc..,The. bot~OM 

row of beo.d~ wo.!Q hundreds) 

the m\d~\~ row ~ens and 

th e.. +op row one 5, 

Fi9 15 5hoy.J5 the. n\Ambe.r ~17. 
'Who.+ f\\.,H'"" be r~ are. sh oc.Jn In 

C and D? 

P' ~S", 

A I:::::::::: 
B Im::::::---::I~ ! 

c Im::::- :::1 
o J::::." :::::: I 
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4: "', ,", .... , . ':, '- . 

...:..1.;..;;ht,.~A..:....:.th..;..:.=.e n.:.....:.\=.o.:...:...;n:...-.:~~BT'O~(~O' p. 2.3 

The.s e 0.1" f2,. d i treY"" e.n t 

/ 
/ 

kind 5 of bon~ s+~ 1'1 Whi c.h 
m\3ht hQ\le. be.en fo~nd In 
Q &c.hoo\. 

The.. f\ -the.ni o.n 1\80("0 p. 2~. 

MUSic... Y-JQ5 0150 CU. 

1M por+an+ sl.46jec+ In 

&d.ool end the boys 
l~o.(n~ +0 chant poe+r~ 
ond pl0'1 \f\s-tr u me.nts 
5~Ch CAS the flute ond 

the l 'it e. Th!. A1he.nio.t"\ I 

Aao(o, p.2.~.f \~te.. 
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\-\ OU5E. 5. 

\(f\ow\e.dSe.· 
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In 
OrQ W 0. p\on of a S\M~\e. ho\.ASe.. 

Ancie.nt Cre.e.ce.. kobe..\ e.och roorn. 

Make., a hst- of aH the.. moi~riQ\CSa 
u5e.d \0 budd"nq and fu('"ni&h\nq. 0. hou~e.. 
\n Anc\e.nt Cr'te.ce.. Nome.. two '"'thin~s 
eo.c,h rnate..rioJ cou\d be.. use.d for. 

D1"OW a p',c.+l.Are- +0 5how One. (OOM 

Of' \\ "'ng o.re.Q \n an Ancie..nt ere.e.\<.. 
hou~e.. Mo.k~ ~ure. th~ .furn,t..Are,. ond 
de.coro.t ions o.f'e.. ou1'ne.",t,'c. 

Mo.k~ a dro.w\na of th~ difT'e.re.nT 
k\nd~ of turn', -\- uf'e,.. \n ~on Anc\e.nt Gree.k 
~OUs.e.... la'oe,\ e..o.c..'n one.. 

COMpn~ .. he..n S \ 0 n. 

Compare.. Of'\ AnC\e.nT Gre.e..k house.. wi th 
':'to\).'(' house. How o.re. the..:-I 1h~ ~CH""e. end 
'now o.re. t~Q.'t diffe.re..nf? 

kook ot p\ct\.Are.~ of furn'tur~ \n 
Ancit..n\ ere-e.\(. home.s. C\o.s.~\f'f the\T\ \n 
-two di rfe.('Itnt WCA'IS. 



I 
~ 

I 

De~c('"'\be.. 0\\ -\he. 
d,n\nq t"'ootn \('\ an 
\ ~ d it'fe.(ent f rofY1 -the.. 
Modern home... 

177 

vJ 0. '{ s th e. me.n IS 

Anc."tnt Gfe.e..k hOM~ 
diY"\,n9 ore..a \0 Q 

Con+ra~t the. wo.':'! on Anc\e.n+ Cree..k 
houSe.. wo.~ bu\ \t' w'd·~ the. wo.'f 0. Mod~xn 
Y\ouse.. \.~ bud\- 'Y\ Cano.da. 

\-\ \ ghe.(" \e. Ve,.\5. 

Make. 0. dio('QY"na of 0 room Hi an 
Anc\e.nt Cre..e..k. house., U~e.. o.n'( Mo.+e..r\C\\~ 
'10'"" \ \ ke.. bu+ make. \ + \00 k o.u * h e.n -t \ c.... 

Mo.ke- \'node..\ ~ of' an'f t\.O\\'n,g 'Iou. Mi-9 h+ 
f\nd \r\ on Anc\ e.n t Gre.e... k ho",,~e.. Som~ 
~u59e.~t\ons: furnd·uv-e.., po++~r 'f or tools. 

, p("Q.te."d 'i0v. \ i v e.. I'v: A tiCl e.nt , Cre.e.ce.. 
W{"\~e.. 0. \e..~\e.."" +0 0. fr\e.nd te..\\\ng h,,,,,}he.r 
how ~ou but \t and de.coroi ed ~OV.f hO\A5e. 

On Q Chort \ist 1\te. dif'fe.f'e..nt. po.rtcs> 
ot ?' hou&e. e.,S' f'\o~n:" wo\\~, doo("'wo,'j' 
BQ.s\ de. . e.o.c~ . part I \\s\ -the. \'Y\o.te..ri <:4\5 
use.d \n Anc\e.nt Cr2..e.ce.. o.nd the.. rt\Q+t.r\o.\s 
u~e..d toda'f . 
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M~ke. Up a. p\o.~ beJwe.e.n ~ Canadio.n 
C'n\ \d o.t"\d 0. c..hdcl from A ncie..nt Cfe..e...Ce., 
each +~\\\n9 th~ othe.r about the...\1'" hOMe.. 
?e.r forM the. p\Q'{ for '(our- clo.s~ tTl a te..5. 

'Pre.\end ~ou, ore., on Anc\e.nt Cree..\.::. 
+r~\nq +0 ~e.\\ '(our home.. Mo.\r.e,. up on 
Q~"er,\~etnen-t Wh\C,'n wou\d e.MpnaS\'2.e... 
a\\ t"'e. good point~ or 'Iou!' hou~e.. 

Do '4ou th\nk an Anc\ e.n" Gree.k hou~e.. 
wou\d be.. as nic.e. +0 \''-'eo \'n Q~ 'four houcs.e.? 
On Q c\io.("t S', 'Ie. ~e.o~on 5 for S:aQ'1 \""'5 
'1t.5 Qnd for ~Q'f \r".9 no. 

\f ;.(0\..\ cou\cl choo~e on e. area ot 
0.(\ At"\c\4~.,n" ere.e.k hou~e. "0 6ui \d \(\10 
o rnode(' n hou~e.) wh',c..h wou\ d 'i eu choo~e.? 
C \ ve.. re,o..s.on s for 'I euf' on sw~r. 
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FOOD 

Koow\e.dge... 

li st the. no.M.e..'5 of the... d', f'fe.r-e..nt k,'nd~ 
of pot~ u~ed ,'n the.. .prepo.("o+ion and e.otin9 
of food, Draw and lo.~e.l P' ct ure.5 to 
5'nOW the. d, rre.fe.nt 5ho pe of e.o.ch pot. 

o \\st of food':> e.o.hz .. n b'( the.. 
~ \'" e.e..k s. 

USI"", ~ov.\'" \\st of food':> I p\on 0 rne.nlA 
for o~ Cio'{'s me.a\s, De.corate.. your Me.nu 
U5\"g clrQw\'n3S of ~orne. of the. food~. 

h.\~+ on \"1 th e.. tood5 wh, ch ore.. not 
fort'\\\\Qr +0 '(ou, F\nd out who.+ the.'f CAfe... 
I\~k ~n Qd~lt to he..\Pt 'f0U or U5e.. Q 

dictiono.r~, Drow 0 P\c..~Ufe.. of SOMe.. o~ 
tne. foocX~. 

Cornpre.h(.{"\s\ on. 

~ort you.,r \ic::J 
fo \\oW\\'"'9 head In 95 '. 

FRU\T 
ME. F\'T 

or tood~ unde.r the.. 

\lEe ETABL..E S 
DR \ ~ "I 'PRonUCT ~ 
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D2.5cr', be th reo e. w a'f ~ t'n e.. A nei e.n \-
C<"e.e...K':> cooked the..\·~ tood ~. 

Wr', te.. Q me.nu +0 5how the. me.o.\5 
Whi ch 'f0u m'"qht eat I'n one. do. ". Com pate.. 
~ov.(' 1"ie.nu w'l~n the. one. tor food 5 e.o.te..n 
\n Anc'e..nt Gre.e.ce.. How ore.. the.'f the.. ~OMe. 
or d, ffe.('en+ ? 

H igne.(' \e,ve..\;, 

Make.. up a \'Jord 'e>e.o.rc..h us\ng the., 
nafl'\e..~ of o.s man" food«5 e.ate.n in A('\Cle.n+ 
q re.e.c.e. a S "Iou car\ f, nd. 

\f 'fOU \~ve.d \n Ancie.n-t Gre.e.ce.. Orld 

~ou we.r~ 3\ve.n a \arge.. ba&ke.+ of o\ive.~, 
te.,\\ of fov.f' WQ'i~ '{ou cou\d us>e.. the.M. 

'Draw P\ctu('C~ .. ~ +0 5ho~ h~w the. A nci e.nt 
G("Iz..e..k~ made.. bf'e.ad. Be.g,n with harve.sting 
-thtl.. grain: MaKe.. Sure. '{ou have.. 'lOlA" 
P\ctv.('e.~ \n the. corre.ef ord e. r. 

, DravJ two p\ c+Uf'e.s.·. one. ~how\,n9 0. 
k,tche.n and food pre.poro.+lon In Anc.\e.nt 
Cre.e.c..e) and one.. 5how'\n~ 0. k i + c:..he.n on d 
food pre.poro-tion +od0'f' 

U'e>\("'\9 on\'f -the food~ and c:.ook'''9 rne.thods 
Qvo\\ab\e.. to thlt. Anc', e.n1- Gree.k~, p\on 0. menu 
for Q 5peC\o\ port)'. Exp\o.in how 'Iou would 
pre po.f e an c1 cook +h eo food. 
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Look 0+ the.. P'c:h"Are.. of an Anc:..\e.n+ 
Gr-e.e..k k, ·t<: .. he.n. Whot chor"\,9ta.s cO\.A\d 'lOlA mo.ke 
50 it wO\.A\d be. more. c.o",ve.nit.n+ +0 pre..pof"e. 
()"d cook -me.o.ls? U5e... on''1 the. Mo+e.(\(~.ls 
ova'\o.b\e,. 0+ the. +ime,. 

If an Anc.ie~+ Gre.e.\<. fQVT"\il'( c.o\.A\d visit 
'f0U' whot favourite.. food':> of y'0l).rs would 
'fou 52.r'Ve. the.m? ~re.d\ cJ who+ rhe.'f WOlA Id 
t~ink o.bout the.. food. 

Compof"e... t~e.. die.t of -the... A"c',e,n+ G(e.e.k~ 
w\ th the.. dieJ of rnode.r n CQ"",od, 0.("\'0. De..te..rrni ne.. 
wh\ch wou\d be.. he..o\th\e..r. Cive. re..o.50n~ 
fo(' your o.n~we.'. 



CLOTt\\NC 

\<nowJe.ct~ 
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Dr-ow P\C.4- \Are.~ of cloth,·nq wor-n by 
me.n wome..n Q"d ch\\dY'"e.n \n AHc..\e.nt 
C (' e. e.:k t \ me.5. 

Dt"ow p\c+ure.~ of 5\~ d,ffe.re.n+ Kinds 
of dt2.s,\ .9n~ wh\cn w.rz..re" WO\le.n \·n+o cloth 
b'i the. A nc\ e.n+ Cre.e.k wome.n. 

Make. a hoot of the.. d i ffe.re.nt +~pe..~ 
ot c\ot~\·n5 Worn b", the.. Anc.\e..nt Cre.e."l~. 
T r-o.ce. or d("ow P\C + ure.~ to S»hoW e.o.ch 
o.,·t\c\e. of C.\O-th\(\g. 

Mo.ke. 0. \is~ ot the. 
W~1~ ne.ede.d to put on 

Com pr-e he. n &\ on. 

COf't\~fe. c\ot\"l\n9 worn b~ Anc.\e.nt 
ere.e.k c\', \d n~ .. n Qnd t"'e.. c\oth,'''g wor n 
b"{ t'ne. bO'f5 ond 9'\'\~ todoy,. Show 
'NO\{ ~ t'ne.'f o.re.. the.. s>ome. anti how 
tne.."{ ore. d, fte.r~n+. 

De.5cr \ be. 
\('\ the. wo '( 

how Ch\ tons cou\d d \ rfe., 
the..'f we.r~ wor n. 
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W~\+~ a Short p\Q'( about a f'T'Iothe.r 

te.~c\'\'n9 he.r dau~hte.r how to make. c.loth. 
Wne,n ~o'" have., prac"+i~e.d 'lour p\o'{) pe.-rfon" 
\t \ n front of i~e. c\a ~S. 

U~\C:<j pit.crL$ of f ob~i~. ~(e.~~ Q 

do\\ as. ,t m \ gh+ be.. dre.sse.d H'\ Anci e.rd
Cre.rLk times,. E-'<'fla\'n to .'f.0~r '7l~~~mQ+e.~ 
what U)ch Pi(.ce. of cloi"'h\na \~ c.o\\e.d C\nd 
how ,t wa£> made... ...J 

H 'ghe.r \ e.\Je.,\~ 

Uf'"aw Q 5e..<1ut,nce.. of R\C~Ufe.~ ~'now'''''5 
the.. ?roc~~!.e.~ woo\ qoe..~ throu9r ,frofT\ oe.\'1"\~ 
5'n~o.re,d off -the. She.~p +0 Q f,,"\\s.he..d pi u..~ 
ot c\ofh. 

Make. up \'dcl\t.5 about Qrt'tc\e.s of 
c..\o~'n\n5 or too\Sa U$~d \n -the.. MOK\'fi5 or 
c.\o\~. Mo.ke. ~our c.\ut..~ occ.urate.. 

~o.\c.e.. on i \\u~~rQte.d d,cJiot"\af"'J +0 
~'nov.J -the. c\oth\n~ ond Qc..c~~or\ e.~ 
w 0 f'n b'1 the. -t\ nc..\ e.n T Cre.e.\.:. CQ. 

Pre.~t.ncl 'Iou ore.. ~e.\\\'",q Ancie.nt Cre.e.1<. 
<:,\ot'n~1Q In a CC\10\o9\.\e.. Mo~ up on 
ac\ "t.rt \5e.me.n4- To 5e,\\ the.m. 
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Af'L the..re.. ().(\'i WQ'iSt 't 0U t.Ou \0\ ch~n3e. 
Anc\e"n-r C<"e.e.k c\ot"ht..S '50 the.'i c.ov.\d be.. 
e:ve.f'i d0'l we-or ,'n ConQda toclQ't? D('"Q\tJ 

?\cture.~ +0 ~hOW the. cho.n~l2.~ '(OV. \Nou\d 
fY"\a~ e.. 

Do )Iou th\'nk thaT the.. c\oth\n~ Worn 
b'i tht.. R~c\e.nt C('e.e..k~ wou\d be.. sui to.b\e-. 
-to We-or \n Canoda +oda-;t? C\V~ f'e..o.~ot"\~ 
fo('" Qnd a,50\ns+ on a c\l.o("'t 

Wou\d 'fou \\~e.. -to we.or the.. ~aMe, 
c\othe.~ 05 1he. ch'\\d("e.n in Anc\e.nt 
Cre.e..ce..? qn Q c..horT g've. f"e.o!Oons, for 
ond o.qo\ns+ we..o.r' ""5 the.. 5arne.. KInd 
of c\ot~e '5. 
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\)e.s.c("\ be thre.e.. to'{!:1 or 90M~S use.d 
In Anc\e.nt Gre.ece.. How We..re. fhe.'t MQd e.
on d ho wwe.re. the. 'f U 5e..d ? 

Wr,1(t, Q 

te.o cj.·" n 9 Q '00 't 
Pf"()ct \~e..d th~ 
c\ Q~~ mo+Cts. 

Dr-aw ond c:o\ou~ 0. \ar~ pic4- ure.. 
5how',nq chddre..n of Ancie.nt "'C.re.e.ce. 
ot phs'f. 

t\ i 3 he.r \e. 'v' e..\~ , 

MQke. up 5""0\\ Mode.\~, us\nq po.p~(', 
p\C\&tice.ne.. I wood Of" on'f othe..r M~+e.r"o.\~, 
of an,! obJec\-~ 0. bo"f rni3'h+ use.. ()t 
sc'noo\ \n Anc\e.nt Gre.e..ce:. 

MoKt.. up 0. Cr-055word pU2'2.\e. which 
ho.~ c\ue.~ and answe.rs Conc.e.r ned W\ Th 
1\,e \\r~ of c:~\\c\r-en \f) AnC\l2..n+ Cre.e..ce. 

1\5K the. ch', \dre.n \n 1he. C\o.S5 if thl2..'( 
wou\d rQ1he.r \'\le. os ch,\dre.n did In Anc..ie.n+ 
Cn~e.ce.. or do ihe..~ p'refe.r the.\r \"Ve.5 as 
c'n \ \ d ( (. n + od a'i' G ro. ~ 'n " 0 u r r e. s ~ \1 5 Q n d 
fY\oke. up five. ~l).e..Salhon~ oo~e.d on "four 
<jro.ph. 



M~\u.. u.p 
Ccee.,K c.hil dren 
Qt horne.. 
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0. p\Q'f +0 Show how An ci e.n + 
n"\i.9~+ e.nte.r-to.,'n +he.m5e...\ve.~ 

MQkt. up a s-tor't ,'n which -the. se.1hnQ 
,'~ ~ 5C\'00\ \n Anc.\e,n'+ Crlt.ec.e... lnc\~de- J 

o.C.CUf'ote. ,'nforrn0+ i on ,n 'f0u(" story. 

Wh'f or wh'1 no* wou\d 'lOlA. hove.. \ike..d 
+0 hQ\Je.. be.e. n CA c..h', \d \'n An c..i e.n + G ree.ce? 
Givt. re.oS>ons ond ~')(.a"",p\e.s for '(our Qn~we.(', 

CO""PQre.. (). +0,( Of' go.1'\"\e. rt"\ode. ,n Ancie..nt 
Gr~e.ce, wiTh Q ~\m\ \Qr +o'{ or ~Ort"le. fY\Qde... 
+od0'i' \-\ow o.re. the."f the.. ,~o.\'V\e. 'bn dhow 
ore.. 1'ht...'f di ff e.r en"? Wh, Ch 'Nou\d 't0u 
rat~e,.. p\Q'1 W\t'n '? Cive.. ("eo.sons for '10u~ 
On'5We.C 


